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Arbitrary Views of High-
Dimensional Space and Data 
Abstract 
Computer generat<.;d images of thre~.;wdimensional scenes objects are 
the result of parallel/perspective projections of the objects onto a two-
dimensional plane. The computational techniques may be extended to 
project n-dimensional hyperobjects onto (n-1) dimensions, for n > 3. 
Projection to one less dimension may be applied recursively for data of any 
high dimension until thct data is two-dimensional, when it may be directed 
to a computer screen or to some other two-dimensional output device. 
Arbitrary specification of eye location, target location, field-of-view 
angles and other parameters provide flexibility, so that data may be 
viewed-and hence perceived-in previously unavailable ways. However, 
arbitrary views may also increase the computational requirements, and 
may complicate the user's task in preparing and interpreting a view. 
Data with a dirrtension greater than three are difficult to perceive 
geometrically, yet may be invaluable to the observer. This study designs 
and implements a data visualisation system which ir!corporates arbitrary 
views of high-dimensional objects using repeated hyperplanar projection. 
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1. Introduction 
Existing three-dimensional computer graphics algorithms may be 
generalised to allow projection and subsequent rendering of n-dimensional 
data on a two-dimensional output device. When used in conjunction with 
other computer graphics facilities, including real-time animation and depth 
cues such as shading and hidden surface elimination, an implementation of 
the generalised algorithm may provide a powerful tool for the visualisation 
of highly-multivariate or high-dimensional datasets. As a visualisation 
technique, it offers potential advantage in scientific fields: namely, 
including mathematics, statistical analysis, geographic information science 
(GIS) and computer graphics in general. 
The chapters of this study present an overall understanding of the 
background and problems encountered in rendering images of high-
dimensional data. This chapter serves a two-fold purpose: 
• to provide an introduction to the salient concepts of dimensionality, 
computer graphics techniques, and data visualisation; and, 
• to summarise the purpose and direction of each subsequent chapter. 
1.1 Salient Concepts 
Measurements obtained through empirical or analytical means may be 
used to represent a particular theory, a formula, a state, an event or an 
observation. The collected numerical data might also be used to build a 
model to enhance understanding of, or better explnin, the interrcb l ionships 
among the data (Beddow, 1990). Various algorithms or analytical processes 
of some form may be applied to the data, enhancing the ability to see and 
assess relationships, or to analyse patterns not previously apparent. 
The term uisuali:-.,·ation (or sometimes t::cien.tifie visualisation) may be 
applied to any process involving the conversion of numerical measurements 
to an image (Nielson, Shriver & Rosenblum, 1990; van Walsum & Post, 
1 
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1994). This is supported by van Walsum and Post (1994, p. 339), who state 
that 
... visualization is concerned with techniques that transform large 
scientific datasets into images. The goal of visualization is to provide 
insight in the datasGt; the numbers in the dataset must be tran;:;formed to 
useful information. 
Within the dataset, a single datum or tuple may be comprised of one or 
more singletons, each representing exactly one measurement of some form. 
The order or dimensionality of a tuple is the number of measurements 
involved in its definition. 
For example, a position on a grid may be denoted with the two-
dimensional tuple p = (x,y)T, where x and y may be distances along 
orthogonal axes from an origin {as with Cartesian coordinates), or a scalar 
distance and an angle from an origin (as with polar coordinates). A third 
compC'nent, colour for example, might be added to the tuple, redefining it as 
p = (x,y, c)T. The new tuple would then describe the culour information at 
any point on a grid; thus, a collection of such tuples would form a tuple-
space describing an image on a computer screen. 
According to LeBlanc & Ward ( 1990, p. 2:]()), tuples of order one to four 
may be termed lmv order or lnw-dimensional, while tuples of order five or 
higher may be termed high order or hiRh-dinu.:nsional. However, because 
anything more than the familiar three spatial dimensions is alien to 
humans, a tuple of order four and highPr is termed high-dimensional 
throughout this document. 
Visualisation of low~dimensional tuples may be considered trivial 
using any of a number of computer graphics and visualisation techniques 
including number-lines, scatter-plots, graphs, charts, volume r('ndering 
(Clifton & Wcfer, 1993) and abstract representations (LeBlanc & Ward, 
1990; Mihalisin, Gawlinski, Timlin & Schwegler, 1990). 
However, in order to visualise three-dimensional data, the dataset 
must necessarily be reduced to the dimensionality of the display device. 
Computer graphics applications frequently use perspective and parallel 
projection to transform a three-dimensional dataset to the two~dimensional 
space of a plane, which may then be mapped to an output device. Although 
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the projected image is two-dimensional, the illusion of a third dimension is 
achieved through use of one or more depth cues (Clifton & Wefer, 1993, 
p. 57) which, among others, include: 
• perspective foreshortening (more distant objects appear smaller); 
• shading, shadowing (colouring an object based on attributes such as 
position and/or orientation); 
• occlusion (closer objects obscure further objects); 
• texture gradient (closer objects have greater detail); and, 
• motion parallax (animation, such as a changing observer location/ 
view-point, alters the projected image even though the dataset 
remains constant). 
Although other forms of projection exist, they all "transform points in a 
coordinate system of dimension n into points in a coordinate system of 
dimension less than n" (Foley et al., 1991, p. 230). Further, Noll (1967, 
p. 469) suggests that 
The mathematics and projective geometry of three-dimensional space can 
be generalized to any number of dimensions so that an n-dimensional 
hyperobject can be mathematically projected into an (n-1)-dimensional 
space. Such projection could be applied repetitively until finally a three-
dimensional object representing the successive projections of an n-
dimensional hyperobject is obtained. 
Noll's notion of repeated high-dimensional planar projection forms the basis 
of the multi-dimensional visualisation algorithm developed in this study. 
As Noll's method is a n-dimensional generalisation of three-
dimensional planar projection (a principal component of three-dimensional 
computer graphics), other aspects of three-dimensional computer graphics 
techniques may also be generalised and utilised in the high-dimensional 
visualisation system. For example, planar projection requires the 
specification of, at least, a view-point in the three-dimensional space, and 
the position and orientation of a plane on which to project the scene. The 
view-point and plane position/orientation are examples of viewing 
parameters. These combined with other pm·ameters yet to be discussed, 
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define a view volume within three-dimensional space which will be 
projected onto the plane (Foley et al., 1991, p. 229). 
Implementing three-dimensional planar projection is mathematically 
convenient only under certain conditions (Foley et al.) 1991) p. 253; Noll, 
1967, p. 4 70): specifically, when 
• the view-point is positioned along the z-axis; 
• the target-point and the projection plane (centred at the target-point) 
are positioned along the z-axis; and) 
• the projection plane is defined as normal to the z-axis. 
In practice, however, these limitations are unrealistic and forbidding 
because a "real" image may require viewing from any arbitrary point in 
space (or perhavs a changing sequence of points in the case of animation) 
and with an arbitrarily placed and oriented projection plane (Foley et al., 
1991) p. 237). The incorporation of other viewing parameters, such as 
viewport specification, clipping planes, an "up" direction and field-of-view 
angle) allows visualisation from arbitrary points in space of any arbitrary 
volume in the same space (Foley et al., 1991, pp. 239-242). 
Foley et al. (1991, p. 238) term a coordinate system that adheres to the 
projection constraints as the viewing-reference coordinate system; m 
constrast, the world coordinate system may be thought of as an 
unconstrained system where the viewing parameters are arbitrary. 
Arbitrary views of a dataset provide great power and flexibility to the 
user of the visualisation technique (Clifton & Wefer, 1993; van de Grind, 
1986). These views may be achieved by transforming the initial arbitrary 
coordinate system (the world coordinate system in Foley et al.) such that it 
becomes the trivial projection case (the viewing-reference coordinate 
system) as detailed above (Foley et al., 1991, pp. 241-242). 
Using a sequence of "primitive" trdnsformations to rotate, shape and 
move the view volume, the mathematically convenient orientation, size and 
location may be achieved (Foley et al., 1991, pp. 253-281). Such primitive 
transformations include translation (movement along one or more axes), 
scaling (enlarging or shrinking along all axes), rotation {rotation about an 
axis) and shearing (scaling along one or more axes independently of other 
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axes). These transformations are well established in two- and three-
dimensions (Foley et al., 1991; Hearn & Baker, 1994; Hiil, 1990; W~tt, 1989) 
and are directly extensible to the geometry of n-dimensions (Noll, 1967; 
Manning, 1921; Sommerville, 1958). 
In summary, the use of a repeated projection algorithm transforms 
point.s in n-dimensional space to points in a k-dimensional subspace, where 
n > k > 0. Specification of arbitrary views of high-dimensional space may 
assist production of me:mingful images, and help to facilitate interaction 
with the projected image. Arbitrary views of high-dimensional space and 
data may be achieved by generalising the three-dimensional viewing 
process, including the use of n-dimensional generalisations of three-
dimensional transformations. 
1.2 Document Structure 
The remaining chapters examine the design and implementation of a 
dimensionally generalised planar projection algorithm which allows 
n-dimensional coordinates to be projected to h-dimensions (n > h > 0), and 
how n-dimensional coordin1te transformations and arbitrary views may be 
achieved. 
Chapter two discusses the background of the study and defines the 
research questions. The criteria and boundaries for the high-dimensional 
visualisation to be developed are also set. 
Chapter three, through an examination of past and present research, 
provides a discussion and a critique of existing visualisation and 
dimensional reduction techniques for high-dimensional, or highly-
multivariate data. This literature review qualifies the development of 
hyperplanar projection through contrast with other comparable high-
dimensional visualisation techniques. 
Chapter four details the design and in, 1lementation of the high-
dimensional visualisation system. The mathematics of planar projection 
and three-dimensional ~omputer graphics are discussed as a background 
and precursor to the n-dimensional forms. The mnthematics and 
algorithms underlying hyperplanar geometric projection and the n-
dimensional viewing process are then elaborated. The chapt..;r concludes 
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with the definition of, and reasoning behind, the implementation 
framework. 
Chapter five presents the results of the study's implementation in the 
form of a small gallery of images and example programs. The effectiveness 
of the projection algorithm for processing arbitrary views of high-
dimensional spaces, subspaces and data, is demonstrated. Several 
examples are provided which demonstrate contra:.:.i;ing images produced 
from different views of the same data. 
8hapter six concludes the project. Assessment is made of the design 
and implementation with respect to the research questions and criteria 
previously defined. Areas where further research might be undertaken are 
outlined, and a list of references is provided. 
The appendices concluding the document supply additional detail to 
support and expand upon topics discussed in the main body of the text. A 
summary of each follows: 
• appendix A provides an overview of the modules m the 
implementation and maintenance information, as well as listings of 
the source code, including header files, that comprise the 
implementation of the design; 
• appendix B contains listings of the demonstration programs built 
using the library; and, 
• appendix C contains listings of the test drivers used to verify 
correctness of the modules detailed in appendix A. 
2. Framework 
A visuali.sation system is designed to produce images based on data 
from some problem domain, such that any useful information about the 
data may be understood from inspection of the image. In general, the 
system should fulfil specific requirements within any limitations, and 
according to any assumptions, as required. In order to establish a 
framework for the design and implementation presented in later chapters, 
this chapter examines the background, significance, requirements and 
limitations of the visualisation system developed by the present study. 
2.1 Background to tke Study 
Scientific visualisation techniques may allow patterns, relationships, 
clusters and outliers in a dataset to be ascertained. Visualisations are 
limited to the two- or three-dimensions of the output device, yet high-
dimensional datasets are frequently encountered in a variety of fields, 
including statistics (Crawford & Fall, 1990), mathematics (Banchoff, 1990; 
Cole, 1993) and geographic applications (Lindgren, 1978). Such datasets 
cannot be visualised directly because the output devices are limited 
dimen:;ionally. 
In order to visualise high-dimensional data on these limited devices, 
the dimensionality of the dataset must necessarily be reduced. Various 
dimensional reduction techniques exist, each with particular strengths, 
weaknesses and applications. For example, an abstract representation 
allows a number of dimensions to be represented by encoding each one in 
some manner-Chernoff (in Crawford & Fall, 1990) maps each of twelve 
dimensions to a facial characteristic, and renders one face per tuple. Thus, 
a dataset is represented by a range of faces-ar1d those faces with large 
smiles, for example, might have a large positive value in one of the 
dimensions. 
Another dimensional reduction method is projection. For example, a 
three-dimensional volume may be projected to a two-dimensional surface. 
Three-dimensional planar projection is where points in three-dimensional 
7 
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space are projected to a two·dimensional plane, rather than a curved 
surface (Foley et al., 1991, p. 230). Real·life inmges such as mirror 
reflections, maps o.nd photographs result from three-dimensional planar 
projection. Further, planar projection is used in many three·dimensional 
computer graphics applications, ranging from games to statistical 
applications and real·time simulations. 
The mathematical extension of three·dimensional planar projection to 
higher·dimensions, such as that used in computer graphics, appears 
straightforward. This high~dimensional hyperplanar projection might be 
used to reduce a n·dimensional space to a (n-l)·dimensional space. Such a 
projection may be applied repetitively, reducing the dimensionality of a 
dataset to any positive number. 
Given a n-dilllensional dataset, where n > 3, a two-dimensional image 
of that dataset may be rendered on a computer output device after applying 
hyperplanar projection (n-2) times. That is, a four-dimensional dataset 
must be projected twice-firstly, from a four-dimensional space to a three· 
dimensional subspace; and, secondly, from the three-di:ctensional subspace 
to a two·dimensional subspace. 
The rendered image might then be assessed for relationships or 
patterns in the original dataset. If, prior to projection, the n-dimensional 
dataset were to be rotated, and positioned at will, the projected image would 
then represent the same dataset from a different point·of-view. Thus, in the 
same way that a three-dimensional scene may be rotated and viewed from 
any point in space, a n-dimensional "scene" may also be viewed from any 
n-dimensional point. 
Further, established three-dimensional computer graphics tools and 
techniques, including depth cues (such as colouring, depth shading, and 
hidden surface removal), view specification, interaction and animation, may 
enhance the high-dimensional visualisation system and increase the 
amount of useful information that may be read from an image. For 
example, a certain dataset may look entirely different from various points-
of-view-so animating the image by moving the observer's position in space 
may enhance the viewer's perception of the construction of the scene. Such 
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arbitrary views of a scene may be achieved by incorporating a set of viewing 
parameters into the viewing process. 
Examples of viewing parameters include the view~ point (the observer's 
position in space), the target-point (the fOcus of the observer) and view~ 
volume boundaries (the volume in space to be projected to the display 
device). 
Interaction with three~dimensional viewing parameters may assist the 
viewer in understanlling the image and original three-dimensional scene. 
Similarly, user interaction with the parameters controlling the view of a 
high~dimensional scene may also yield useful information about the original 
high·dimensional space. 
2.2 Significance of the Study 
A repeated hyperplanar projection allows an interpretation of a 
n-dimensional dataset to be displayed on a computer output device. This 
method may provide a powerful tool for the visualisation and 
understanding ofmulti~dimensional datasets. 
Further, repeated hyperplanar projection appears both powerful and 
straightforward. An entire dataset may be projected to a single image, in 
comparison to some techniques (Crawford & Fall, 1990; McDonald, 1983) 
which produce a vast array of images, each of which must then be 
examined. Projection may also be used in conjunction with existing 
computer graphics techniques, including shading, animation and view 
specification, to increase the amount of tangible information depicted by the 
image, thus offering assistance to the viewer in assessing that information. 
2.3 Statement of the Requirements 
This study investigates a method to display projections of 
n-dimensional datasets. The method must satisfY two requirements: 
• the establishment of hyperplanar projection of a n-dimensional space 
to a (n-l)~dimensional space; and, 
• the enablement of repeated hyperplanar projection, such that a n~ 
dimensional space may be projected to a h~dimensional space, for some 
h where n > h > 0. 
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Further, the visualisation system should take advantage of existing 
computer graphics facilities and visualisation aids; hence, additional 
requirements are: 
• the incorporation of viewing parameters and n-dimensional 
transformations to provide arbitrary views of high-dimensional 
datasets; 
• the employment of computer graphics techniques, such as colour 
shading, hidden line/surface removal and animation; and, 
• user interaction with the visualisation tools, in order to allow 
modification of the projected image and/or the view parameters 
controlling the production of the image. 
2. 4 Research Questions to be Answered 
The study will focus on the following question: 
Given that three-dimensional planar projection may be generalised to 
n-dimensional hyperplanar projection and three-dimensional 
coordinate transformations may also be generalised to n-dimensions, 
how raay both be integrated into a high-dimensional viewing process, 
allowing arbitrary views of a n-dimensional dataset to be projected to 
any lower dimension and viewed on a computer output device? 
Several more explicit questions arise from this postulation: 
;., H >W is hyperplanar projection defined? 
2. How may hyperplanar projection be repeated, thereby allowing 
projection of any n-dimensional space to a h-dimensional subspace, for 
some h where n > h > 0? 
3. Given that three-dimensional viewing parameters, such as view 
position, target po.s.ition and view-plane orientation/position enable the 
rendering of arbitra.ry views of a three-dimensional dataset, how may 
those parametem be generalised to n-dimensions? 
4. How may the n-dimensional viewing process be defined, incorporating 
both n-dimensional Yiewing parameters and repeated hyperplanar 
projection? 
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5. What implementation framework allows high-dimensional datasets to 
be rendered taking advantage of existing computer graphics 
techniques and tools? 
2.5 Assumptions and Limitations of the Study 
Computer techniques for rendering an arbitrary view of a space are 
building blocks fo:r more advanced visualisation tools. Such tools might 
incorporate powerful interface anrl analysis facilities as controllers/ 
assistants for understanding and interacting with the data being viewed. 
It is important to clarif:y that this study is endeavouring to investigate 
only transformations and projection of n-dimensional datasets. The 
datasets are domain independent - the specific problem domain from 
which the data were derived or obtained, such as a satellite observation ur a 
statistical source, is of no consequence to the high-dimensional visualisation 
algorithm developed here. 
However, the implementation IS intended to be modular, allowing 
larger, more powerful and complex applications to be built using the high-
dimensional visualisation system developed for this study. Relevant 
functionality and analysis tools might be built into such a visualisation 
program, which might process and present the data in a manner suitable 
for a specific problem domain. 
2.6 Summary 
Visul':l.!isation of a dataset with an arbitrarily high number of 
dimensions may be achieved by repeatedly projecting that dataset to one 
lower dimension, until the dataset may be output to a device such as a 
computer monitor. In order to assist interpretatio.~ of the rendered image, 
several facilities should be incorporated into the visualisation Gystem: 
namely, depth cues, arbitrary views, and interaction with the view 
parameters (resulting in a real-time animation of the high-dimensional 
scene). 
This chapter has provided a framework for the study, and established 
the requirements and research questions that the study will answer in the 
remaining chapters. 
3. Literature Review 
Through a review of relevant literature, this r.hapter will establish the 
foundation for the project by discussing data visualisation in general, and 
high-dimensional concepts and applications and existing computer 
techniques for the visualisation of high-dimensional datasets, in particular. 
3.1 General Literature 
Data visualisation relies upon several areas in computer science. In 
essence, it is the process of converting numbers into pictures-a form which 
may facilitate human recognition of possible relationships which might 
otherwise be difficult to detect from the raw data. As Beddow (1990, p. 238) 
states: 
the visual representation of data from complex systems, whether 
databases, measured scientific data, or simulation output, holds the 
promise of discovering patterns in the d3ta that will increase its 
management efficiency while revealing relationships invisible to num2ric 
methods. 
Haber and McNabb (1990, p. 74) observe that "computer visualization 
methods have emerged as the most effective tool for rapidly communicating 
large amounts of information ... in a format that enhances comprehension 
and deepens insight." Kaufman, Nielson and Rosenblum (1993, p. 16) add 
that "visualization technology ... has already revolutionized the way 
scientists do science, the way engineers design, and the way physicians 
deliver health care." 
Visualisations displayed using computer graphics output devices are 
two-dimensional and, therefore, may only display images of one- and two-
dimensional data directly. However, some hardware and software, such as 
GL, OpenGL, Open Inventor,PEX, PRIGS and Quickdraw3D (Neider, Davis 
& Woo, 1993; Segal & Akeley, 1994; Wernecke, 1994), provide three-
dimensional computer graphics "virtual. machines." These allow 
visualisation of three-dimensional scenes or data to be achieved by 
12 
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perspective/parallel projection and a combination of depth cues to simulate 
the third dimension 1. 
Unfortunately, datasets are rarely confined to the limiting two- or 
three-dimensions of the output device (Crawford & Fall, 1990). The quest 
for high-dimensional data visualisation, then, is to find methods of 
visuali~ing n-dimensional datasets (where n > 3), within the limited 
dimensionality of the output device, while still providing meaningful, 
accurate and "readable" images. Toward this goal, a dimensional reduction 
technique may be employed to reduce the dimensionality of a dataset or 
tuple-space to a more manageable level. Various approaches to the 
reduction of dataset dimensionality include linear mapping, projection, 
slicing, shadow casting, subspace projection, abstract representation, glyph 
or icon representation and others; and, discussion of these is deferred to the 
next section. 
Why then is there such an interest in high-dimensional data, geometry 
and visualisation? Cole (1993, p. 54) has addressed this question: 
Why would mathematicians want to leave the comfOrt of our familiar 
three-dimensional world? Because, curiously, by poking their heads up into 
higher dimensions, they can get a clearer view of complex problems-they 
can sec relationships that look hopelessly tangled in the squashed and 
compacted universe of lower dimensions. 
According to Cole (1993, p. 54), there exists a wide range of potentially 
important applications of high-dimensional geometry and visualisation: 
... astrophysicists enter high~r dimensions to see patterns in star clusters; 
particle physicists to look for unified theories; engineers to analyze 
mechanical linkages; and communications specialists to find ways to pack 
information into tight spucel:i. There's nothing like hopping iLto a higher 
dimension to make a complex problem easier. 
Based on ~he literature, discernible potential applications of high-
dimensional visur~.lisation include, but are not limited to, the following six 
1. Notably, recent developments with direct volume display devices (DVDDs) may 
ultimately lead to output devices which display "3D volumes and surfaces in a 
volume, providing depth rather than depth cues" (Clifton & Wefer, 1993, p. 57). 
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areas: statistics, mathematics, physics, engineering/computer science, 
geographic applications and art. Brief comments on applications, in each of 
these areas, are now provided. 
Statistics and quantitative research. Much of the resea~ch into 
high-dimensional visualisation has been directed toward statistical 
applications, including work by Crawford and Fall (1990), who, among 
others, continued some of the pioneering statistical visualisation research of 
Fisherkeller, Friedman and Tukey (1974). Crawford and Fall (1990, p. 94) 
point out that "modern data collection is now so efficient that researchers in 
many fields must analyze very large quantities of highly multivariate 
data." High-dimensional visualisation seeks the "uncovering [of] structure" 
(Crawford & Fall, 1990, p. 94), including "such phenomena as local extrema, 
trends, discontinuities, anomalies and correlations" (LeBlanc, Ward & 
Wittels, 1990, p. 231). 
Mathematics. Although measurement and dimensions are 
essentially mathematical, some applications are "purely" mathematical. 
Notably, Cole (1993) states that mathematicians "travel routinely not only 
to the fifth dimension but also to the seventh, the tenth and the twenty-
sixth." Spe1~ific areas include: 
• Visualisation of functions of more than three variables, such as 
quaternions (Banchoff, 1990, p. 175; Hearn & Baker, 1994, p. 384) and 
fractals (Hearn & Baker, 1994, p. 385; Norton, 1982); 
• Geometry (Banchoff, 1990; Cole, 1993; Ko,ak, Bissopp, Laidlaw & 
Banchoff, 1986; Noll, 1967). According to Cole (1993, p. 59), a recent 
publication incorporated "a method of figuring out the number of 
possible solutions to complex problems based on the geometry of 
higher-dimensional spaces." 
Physics. Cole (1993, p. 62) notes that some physicists believe that 
apparently irreconcilable differences between gravity and other 
fundamental forces "will disappear if we learn the right way to view them in 
higher dimensions." Specific applications in the realm of physics include: 
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• Theory of relativityNisualisation of Einstein's four·rlimensional 
curved space (Cole, 1993; Hawhng, 1988, p. 32); 
• Movement of planetary bodies and paths of light rays as geodesic in 
curved four-space (Hawking, p. 33); 
• Motion of both molecules and stars is simplified when imagined in 
higher·dimensional "phase spaces" (Cole, 1993, p. 60); 
• String theory (Cole); and 
• Astronomy. Cole (1993, p. 56) discusses the case of an astrophysicist 
who, after working with six·dimensional spaces and looking at 
globular clusters by analysing the geometry of 60,000-dimensional 
cigars, exclaimed "it's extraordinary how all these complicated motions 
can reduce to, say, a simple 67·dimensional doughnut." 
Engineering and computer science. Various engineering 
applications, including mechanical linkage examination (Cole, 1993) have 
been proposed. In addition, visual programming, visualisation of multiple 
inheritance relationships, and software analysis may also be potential areas 
for research. 
Geographic applications. During the initial phases of the present 
project, the author discussed high·dimensional visualisation with several 
local remote sensing companies, and with the Geographic Information 
Science (GIS) department of the Curtin University of Technology. All 
parties contacted believe the results of the research may have applications 
in their domain of work. Specific areas of interest include: 
• Urban and regional planning (Lindgren, 1978); and, 
• Quantitative research using visualisation of multivariate data 
obtained from land surveying (Calder, 1991). 
Art. Slaby (1978, p. 19) argues that "some of the most interesting 
work in multi·dimensional geometry ... is being done by artists," while Cox 
(1988, p. 233) used data from "such fields as agricultural entomology, 
topology and astrophysics to render visual representations of 
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multidimensional computations." Cox also notes that, with respect to high-
dimensional visualisation, artist and scientist may "work toward a common 
goal: visualisatiJn of the impossible." To this end, Norton (1982) produced 
images of four-dimensional fractals, projected to three-space. 
Summary of general literature. In order to support the wide 
potential areas noted above, it can be seen from the work of others such as 
Beddow (1990), Crawford & Fall (1990), Donoho, Huber, Ramos & Thoma 
(1982), Hausmann & Seidel (1994), LeBlanc, Ward & Wittels (1990), 
Lindgren (1978), McDonald (1983) and Mihalisin, Gawlinski, Timlin & 
Schwegler (1990) that there has been wnsiderable recent research into the 
geometry and visualisation of high-dimensional space and data. Specific 
approaches, advantages and disadvantages of various visualisation 
methods are discussed in the following section. 
3.2 Literature of Particular Relevance to the Current Study 
A dataset of dimension n must be reduced to h dimensions in orde-r to 
display a visual representation of thd dataset on a h-dimensional output 
device. In the case of a computer screen or paper, fOr example, h may equal 
one or two. \Vhen a three-dimensional output device or virtual machine is 
used (as discussed in Section 3.U, h mav he one, two or lhree.2 
In general, however, if n > 2, rendering an image of a 11-dimensional 
space requires a dimensional reduction technique to reduce the 
dimensionality of the dataset. The particular dimensional reduction 
technique used depends upon the domain and the implementation. That is 
to say, a particular problem domain may lend itself toward graphs of a 
particular style-scatter plots for statistics (see, for example, McDonald, 
1983), or surfaces for geographic applications (Calder, 1991) and/or 
mathematical applications ("Wolfram, 1991). 
Dimensional reduction techniques, generally, may be classified into 
one of l\'·m categories (Crawford & Fall, 1990): A linear mapping, or a non-
2. Note, however, that although the OpenGL graphics library allows k to equal four 
(Neider, Davis & Woo, 1993, p. 33), the high-dimcnRional functionality is otherwise 
limited. 
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linear mapping/abstract representation. Discussion of each class in more 
detail may assist comprehension of the various approaches available, and 
aid understanding of the approach chosen for thie study. 
Linear Mapping. One or more dimensions of a n-dimensional space 
may be linearly mapped to one or more of h-dimensions (k < n). That is to 
say, if the n-diroensional tuple x(n) = (x1, x2: ... , x 11 ) is to be reduced to the 
k-dimensional tuple x0d = (x1', x 2', ... xk'), each component x/ is determined 
by some function of the form xi'= mixi + c, where mi is a multiplier and cis a 
constant offset. Categories of linear dimensional reduction techniques 
include projection, slicing, shadows and subspace projection. 
Projection. A projection of a three-dimensional space may be 
considered as follows: An object H exist.s within a three-dimensional space 
S, and is defined, for simplicity, by a number of connected points. Within S, 
a two-dimensional projer.tive space S' is placed between the object and a 
view-point v in space. For every vertex x defining H, a projector from v to x 
is calculated, intersecting S' at the point x'. This point of intersection is the 
projection ofx onto S'. The set ofline segments connecting the intersection 
points is the projection of the object H onto S'. 
Projections are commonly categorised by the sh.1pe of the projective 
space (planar or curved, for example), the form of the projectors (straight 
lines or curved lines}, and other parameters such as the position and 
orientation of the projective space and the view point. However, as noted in 
chapter one, all forms ofprojectiorl' transform points in a coordinate system 
of dimension n into points in a coordinate system of dimension less than n" 
(Foley et a!., 1!191, p. 230). This statement reiterates a well-known 
mathematical observation; furthermore, on the subject of repeated use of 
projection, Noll (1967, p. 469~uggests that 
the mathematics and projective geometry of three-dimensional space can 
be generalized to any number of dimensions so that an n-dimensional 
hyperoQjed can be mathematically pro.iected into an (n-1)-dimensional 
space. Such projection could be applied repetitively until finally a three-
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dimensional object representing the successive projections of an 
n-dimensional hyperobject is obtained. 
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Use of projection does not discount essential information, rather it may 
hide/distort some detail; hence, repeated hyperplanar is the approach 
adopted by this study to reduce the dimensionality of a dataset to any lower 
dimension. 
Although discussion of planar projection and hyperplanar projection 
continues in chapter four, a brief elaboration on two forms of planar 
projection provides clarification for further discussion. 
Perspective projection and parallel projection are examples of three-
dimensional geometric planar projection. 3 The two forms may be 
distinguished by the distance from the projection plane to the view-point: 
perspective projection requires that this distance be finite, whereas parallel 
projection requires the distance to be infinite (Foley et al., 1991, p. 230). 
The visual distinction between the two is that a perspective image exhibits 
non-uniform foreshortening (more distant objects appear smaller than 
closer objects), which is useful for realistic rendering of scenes. Conversely, 
parallel projections exhibit either no foreshortening (more distant objects 
appear the same size as closer objects) or foreshortening is uniform (so 
distances and sometimes angles may be measured from an image). Parallel 
projections are useful for design-oriented applications including computer-
aided design. Perspective projections are considered more realistic, but 
angles and distances cannot generally be read from the image. Examples of 
perspective and parallel projections are shown in Figure 3.1. 
Various forms and applications of parallel and perspective projections 
are comprehensively reviewed by Carlbom and Paciorek (1978). Mureover, 
although unsuitable for employment in dynamic image rendering, there 
exist non-geometric and non-planar projections which have extensive 
applications including wide-format film and cartography (Foley et al., 1991, 
p. 230). 
3. Geometric planar projection: "geometric" means that the projectors 
are straight lines, "planar" means that the projective space is a plane 
(Foley et al., 1991, p. 230). 
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(a)Perspective·projectionsetup(left) and,resulting.imr;tge·(ttgltt) 
•> 
'-.--, -·~ projectors .-~v-?oo 
(b) Parallel projection .. setup· (left)·and•.resultingimage (#g/tt} 
Figure 3.1 Examples of Projection. 
Slices. Three-dimensional slicing involves the "extraction of a planar 
image of arbitr~ry orientation at a particular location in a 3D data set" 
(Nelson & Elvins, 1993, p. 52). But slicing does not need to be limited to 
three-dimensions, for as Cole (1993, p. 57) notes, "just as you might cut a 
three-dimensional block of cheese into two dimensional slices, so you can 
cut a four-dimensional block into three-dimensional slices." 
Slicing may be considered as similar to projection with the projection 
space defined at a position and orientation somewhere interior to the 
object. However, slicing is different because the "slice" obtained includes 
only data within, and necessarily excludes data from behind or in front of 
the projection space. For example, a horizontal slice near the top of a cup 
might yield a circle-no handle or base would be visible. 
By moving or re-orienting the projection space, views of different 
portions of the dataset can be viewed. Although slicing would appear to 
have various potential applications, including medical imaging such as 
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ultrasound scans, these have not yet been greatly explored by research. 
Shadow casting. This is also similar to projection, except that the 
projective space is strictly "behind" the object, as seen from the view point. 
Projectors are cast from the view point, through the object, and onto the 
projective space, effectively producing a shadow of the object or dataset. 
Extrapolating to higher-dimensions Cole (1993, p. 57) notes how "three-
dimensional shadows of four-dimensional objects" may be rendered on a 
computer screen. 
Regardless of the dimensionality of ar: object, its shadow may be a 
vague representation in the projection subspace. Thus, use of shadows for 
viewing high-dimensional hyperobjects/datasets is deemed to be of limited 
demonstration value (Cole, 1993). 
Subspace projection. Any two- or three-dimensional mapping may 
be picked from the total number of dimensions defining the dataset and 
plotted by traditional means. This approach was taken by Fisherkeller, 
Friedman and 'fukey (1974) with the PRIM-9 system, and has spawned 
several descendants, PRIM-S and PRIM-H (Donoho, Huber, Ramos & 
Thoma, 1982) and Orion (McDonald, 1983). 
Potentially, a huge number of images may be generated usmg 
subspace projection-Crawford and Fall (1990, p. 94) acknowledge that 
"sheer combinatorics" limit how many dimensions of a dataset can be 
displayed in, say, multiple two-dimensional plots. For this reason, there is a 
need for additional mechanisms to control or choose from a range of images, 
when working with subspaces of a larger dataset. 
One such mechanism is projection pursuit (McDonald, 1983; Crawford 
& Wall, 1990), which is the process of extracting salient (rather than just 
any) views of a high-dimensional dataset. Crawford and Fall (1990, p. 100) 
note that automated projection pursuit is basically "an algorithm for 
heuristic exploration of the multidimensional space." However, although 
projection pursuit (automatic or otherwise) attempts to remove non-vital 
views, subspace projection is unattractive because the viewer is not given a 
detailed insight into the nature of a dataset, and only a small subset of the 
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dataset (or several subsets) may be viewed at any time. 
Various investigations have explored the use of subspaces, combining 
the visualisation approach with various analytical tools and processes 
designed to allow visualisation of the entire dataset. 
An abstract representation of a high·dimensional dataset is one 
where the dimensionality of the original dataset has been reduced by 
encoding one or more dimensions in some abstract form. An abstract 
visualisation of a high·dimensional dataset may have little or no apparent 
resemblance to the original form of the dataset. This contrasts with 
linearly reduced visualisations, which tend to exhibit a similar form and/or 
distribution of the numeric content of the dataset. An abstract 
representation of a twelve·dimensional dataset is shown in Figure 3.2, and 
is discussed below. Abstract approaches include glyphs, pseudo·colour and 
shape-coding, each of which is also discussed briefly below. 
Glyph or iconic representation. Figure 3.2 shows an example of an 
abstract representation developed by Chernoff (in Crawford & Fall, 1990). 
Each of twelve dimensions of a tuple-space is mapped to a facial 
characteristic; a single tuple maps to a single face of certain features. 
Glyph's are non·linear representations; a face F:::: (d, s, ... ), derived from a 
tuple v = (v 1, v2, ••• , V11 ) may be defined by rules such as "draw the face with 
diameter d and with a smile of amplitudes." The definitions of d and s may 
then be functions ofv, such as d:::: v/Max(v 1). 
Another common use of glyphs is sunflower displays, "in which each 
data point becomes an axis radiating lines of different length" (Crawford & 
Fall, 1990, p. 95) and trees (LeBlanc, Ward & Wittels, 1990), where the 
characteristics of the tree are determined by values in each tuple. 
Other abstract dimensiQnal reduction techniques. Various other 
forms of abstract dimensional reduction technique have been put forward. 
These include colour and/or shape coding (Beddow, 1990; Mihalisin et al., 
1990) and dimensional "stacking" (LeBlanc, Ward & Wittels, 1990). These 
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Figure 3.2 Example of abstract dimensional reduction, with each face 
representing a single twelve-dimensional tuple. 
(by Chernoff, reproduced from Crawford & Fall, 1990) 
techniques tend to discretise and segregate the individual elements of 
multidimensional datasets or tuples. Thus, they offer no immediate 
relevance to the present study. 
Combined approaches. Some studies have investigated combining 
more than a one-dimensional reduction method. McDonald (1983, p. 181), 
for example, notes that three-dimensional scatterplots can display more 
dimensions by replacing points at a three-dimensional position with glyphs, 
each "with colour, size and shape." 
Integration of analytic tools is also considered by Beshers and Feiner 
(1993) who developed AutoVisual, a visualisation system reliant upon 
perspective projection of three-dimensional graphs, together with graphical 
tools for specifying values of other dimensions in the dataset. 
Similarly, Pratico, Hanson, Xu, Jarvis and Vetter (1992, p. 258) used 
three-dimensional perspective graphs to display subsets of a dataset. 
Parametric control over the specification and display of dimensions is 
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provided by a "world within a world," graphic interface which "permits 
visualization of a 3D solution surface in an inner world, which can be 
changed along with a corresponding change of the parameters of a 3D outer 
world." 
Problems with hi.'{h-dimf~nsional projections. As mentioned 
above, repeated hyperplanar projection is developed in this study and, since 
it was introduced to graphics developers by Noll (1967), it is worth noting 
his four-dimensional perspective/parallel visualisations summary reports 
that "no profound 'feeling' or insight into the fourth spatial dimension was 
obtained" (Noll, 1967, p. 469). 
During the development of this project, it was anticipated that 
projections of high-dimensional data and/or objects may be difficult to 
understand. Certainly, it seems logical that if a two-dimensional image of 
three-dimensional space can be difficult to understand, then a two-
dimensional projection of a four- or higher-dimensional hyperspace will 
surely be more difficult to understand. 
However, the relationship between dimensionality and perceptual 
complexity need not be proportional. Cole (1993, p. 54) notes: 
Take a standard two-dimensional rdationship-say, a graph relating 
interest to consumer spending. Neither has anything to do with geometry, 
but you can get a better grasp of the situation by looking at the shape of 
the line. You can easily see where it peaks or bottoms out. You can see the 
slope of the curve. The same holds true in five- or even ten-dimensional 
models. "Logically, it may seem like the geometry i.':i lost, that it's just 
numbers .... But the geometry can tell you things that the numbers alone 
can't: how a curve reaches a maximum, how you can get from there to 
here." You can see hills, valleys, sharp turns and smooth transitions; holes 
in a dou[hnut-shapcd nine-dimensional model might indicate realms 
where no solutions lie. 
The present study asserts that, just as three~dimensional visualisation 
requires the support of visual aids and interface tools for interpretation of 
visualisations, high~dimensional visualisations should be supported by 
appropriately designed visual aids and tools which assist the process of 
analysis and interpretation. If, as Cole (1993, p. 56) notes, "our difficulty 
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with perceiving higher dimensions IS primarily psychological," then a 
computer visualisation tool, using appropriate facilities, may well be 
sufficient to bridge the perceived gap between three-dimensional 
visualisation and that for higher-dimensions. 
Even after taking into account Noll's comments about negative 
experiences, visualisations of high-dimensional space, when appropriately 
implemented, will still allow useful information to be read from the display. 
3.3 Other Literature of Significance to the Study 
Interaction is an essential aid to understanding and enhancing 
computer visualisations (Crawford & Fall, 1990; van de Grind, 1986). As 
Crawford and Fall (1990, p. 95) point out: 
A sophisticated software environment for the interactive exploration of 
high-dimensional scatterplots can reveal tremendous insights into the 
structure of a data set, and the advent of low~cost, high~powered graphics 
workstations provides today's data analyst with the potential for building 
such environments. 
"Interaction," such as dragging a mouse to simulate rotation of a volume on 
the screen, is a powerful way to communicate an illusion of three 
dimensions. Structure and relationships among data being displayed may 
become apparent during animation/motion of the scene (McDonald, 1983, 
p. 181). 
In order for real~time animation to be realistic, the computing 
environment chosen for the implementation of the algorithms develop(·d in 
the present study must be of sufficient power: that is, the environment must 
support rapid calculation and generation of images. Further, three~ 
dimensional computer graphics facilities, such as perspective and other 
depth cues should preferably be supported. 
The OpenGL graphics library, as discussed by Neider, Davis and Woo 
(1993) and Segal and Akeley (1994), together with the X-Windows system 
has been chosen as the development environment for the following reasons: 
• OpenGL is a standard, is windowing system-independent, and is 
presently supported on a wide range of platforms4 (Segal & Akeley, 
1994); 
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• X-Windows is also widely available and, depending on the hardware 
environment, supports OpenGL; 
• OpenGL provides "simple, direct control over the fundamental 
operations of 3D and 2D graphics" (Segal & Akeley, 1994, p. 1) - a 
"low-level" framework suitable for extension to allow rendering of 
high-dimensional tuples; 
• The OpenGL framework provides for matrix transformations and a 
wide range of conventional graphics facilities such as colour 
specification, depth cued colours, hidden line./surface removal and 
perspective projection-all amounting to a three-dimensional "virtual 
machine," which may require the visualisation system developed to 
project to only three, rather than two dimensions; and, 
• OpenGL is performance miented: features may be turned on or off 
depending on the needs and limitations of the program and/or 
hardware (Segal & Akeley, p. 2). 
3.4Summary 
High-dimensional methods and geometry may be used as a solution, or 
part of a solution, to wide-ranging problems in many fields including 
statistics, mathematics, engineering and physics. Visualisation of high-
dimensional space and data may be invaluable, assisting understanding of 
high-dimensional datasets in one or more of those fields. High-dimensional 
visualisation is achievable by one or more of various methods, each with 
certain applications, drawbacks and advantages. One such method is 
repeated hyperplanar projection, which may be particularly useful because 
it may be integrated with existing computer visualisation techniques to 
yield arbitrary views of a high-dimensional dataset. Sophisticated depth 
cues and interface facilities may also be incorporated, and would aid an 
observer's interpretation and understanding of projected images. 
An implementation of the high-dimensional system which uses a 
4. Among these supported system.3 are IBM's A1X R6000, presently supported at 
Edith Cowan University, and Silicon Graphics' range of workstations, on which 
future development may take place. 
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combination of OpenGL and the X- 'Windows windowing system, combines 
ready-made computer graphics functions with graphical user-interface 
facilities and widespread portability. 
4. Design of the Implementation 
Arbitrary views of high-dimensional space and data may be achieved 
by a generalisation of existing three-dimensional computer graphics 
processes. In particular, a high-dimensional viewing pipeline may be built 
by generalising three-dimensional planar projection to n-dimensional 
hyperplanar projection, and three-dimensional transformations to 
n dimensions. Some background explanation in these areas, including 
three-dimensional computer graphics and the mathematics of planar 
projection, arbitrary views Hnd transfonnations, are tendered as a 
foundation for subsequent discussion on the generalised n-dimensional 
form. 
4.1 Overview of Relevant Computer Graphics Processes 
Computer graphics te\~hniques for viewing three-dimensional scenes 
are well established (Foley et a!., 1991; Hearn & Baker, 1994; Hill, 1990). 
Essentially, each technique employs a three-fold process: 
• transform the objects to be viewed such that projection 1s 
mathematically convenient; 
• use planar projection to project the objects to a view-plane; and, 
• map the projection of the object to the output device. 
Although this viewing process is simplified - all notion of "clipping" and 
hidden surface removal, for example, have been omitted (see "Assumptions 
and Limitations of the Study" on page 11)- these three steps are all that is 
required to render an image of an arbitrary view of a three-dimensional 
object or dataset (Foley et a!., 1991). 
How then, for example, should an object be transformed to be 
convenient for projection, and how are arbitrary v1ews of an object 
specified? The answers to these questions are, respectively, 
transformations and viewing parameters, both of which are discussed 
briefly in the following sections, after the introduction of some terminology. 
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4.1.1 Terminology 
Throughout this chapter, the terminology may differ slightly from that 
of existing three-dimensional computer graphics literature because it is 
generalised with respect to n > 3 dimensions. To illustrate this situation, 
the following terminology is therefore introduced: 
• a world space is a n-dimensional ''world" or space, within which an 
object or dataset is defined; 
• a projective space is a (n-1)-dimen&ional subspace of the world space, 
onto which the object or dataset may be projected. 
The name "projective space" differs from the terminology of other literature: 
for example, Foley et a!. (1991) refer to the "view-plane." In the author's 
opinion the term "plane" is inappropriate for use in this study because it 
specifically has connotations for a two-dimensi•mal space or plane. 
Furthermore, the term "view" is considered inappropriate because repeated 
projection is used in this study, so any single projective space may not be for 
"viewing" but an intermediate step toward viewing. 
4.1.2 Transformations 
Transformations in computer graphics are important because they 
assist operations such as viewing, interaction and animation, as well 
improving performance (Neider, Davis & Woo, 1993, p. 109). A two-
dimensional point v = (x, y )T, may be moved, rotated, scaled or otherwise 
changed by applying a mathematical function to that point (Foley et a!., 
1991, p. 201; Hill, 1990). The point v may be moved, for example, along one 
or more axes by adding or subtracting from the components of the point, 
yielding the transformed point V 1• 
An example of a transformation is movement, or translation, of a point 
in space, which may be expressed using vector addition such as 
[X~ ['] lx+IJ v' = v+t = + x = .I v r_,. y+t.r 
where tis the translation vector, indicating the amount of movement along 
each axis. 
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Other "primitive" transformations include scaling, rotation and 
shearing, as sho\\rn in Figure 4.1, each of which may be expressed in matrix 
form. For example, the matrix to scale by sx along the x-axis, and sy along 
they-axis is 
S (s,, sxJ = Is, ~]; lo . y 
the matrix to rotate about the origin by e is 
R(S) = [case -sinel; 
sine cosej 
and, finally, the matrix to shear by sh, along the x-nxis, and by shy along the 
y-axis is 
SH (sh,, sh,.) 
+------~ 
(a) Translation 
(c) Rotation 
=[I shJ. 
shv I J 
[J 
.~-~-----~~ 
(b) Scaling 
..... 
C/ 
(d) Shearing, along the x-axis (left) 
andy-axis (right). 
Figure 4.1 Primitive Transformations Applied to a Square. 
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Further background on the derivation of these matrices may be found in 
Foley eta!. (1991, pp. 201-226). 
If M is a transfonnation matrix, then the point v may be transformed 
by post-multiplying1 M by v to yield the transformed point v': 
v' = M·v. 
Similarly, a two-dimensional object H, represented by m vertices 
H = (v11 v2, ••• , vm) where vi= (xi,Yi)T for alliin l .. m, may be moved, rotated, 
scaled or otherwise transformed as a whole, by multiplying each vertex in 
the object by a transformation matrix. 
'Ib illustrate transformation using vectors and matrices, consider 
scaling the distance from the origin to the point v = (1.5, l.O)T by 200%. 
This may be expressed as 
v' = [~~ ~:~]. [::~l 
yielding the result v' = (3, 2)T 
Successive transformations may be expressed by multiplying, or 
composing, matrices representing primitive transformations into a single 
composite matrix. For example, a rotation by 45", followed by 150% 
increase in size, may be represented by a single matrix M, where 
M = S(l.5.1.5) ·R(45") [
1.5 0 l [cos45" -sin45'l 
= 0 1.~. sin45c cns45oj' 
yielding the result 
M = [1.0605 -1.06051. 
1.0605 1.0605 J 
A point, multiplied by the matrix defined above, would first be rotated by 
45", then scaled about the origin by a factor of 1.5. 
Note, however, that a translation cannot be expressed in matrix form, 
and hence cannot be composed with other transformations. To solve this 
problem, homogeneous coordinates may be used. In homogeneous form, a 
1. Post·multiplication is u.scd by OpcnGL (Neider et al., 1993, p. 78) and by Foley 
et al. (1991, p. 205), but Foley notes that. other toxtH use pre·multiplication with the 
matrices transposed. 
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translation may be expressed as a matrix, and applied to a point in space by 
matrix multiplication as before (Foley et al., 1991, p. 204; Coxeter, 1969). 
Homogeneity requires the incorporation of an extra dimension into the 
arithmetic. Thus, a two-dimensional vector v = (x, y)T becomes the two-
dimensional homogeneous point vh == (x, y, w )T, where w is termed the 
homogeneous component. Initially, w is given the value one. That is, the 
two-dimensional point 
v = [;] 
is equivalent to the homogeneous point 
['l v" = l 
Some transformations~ such as projection, give w a value oth<:::r than 
one. A homogeneous vector is converted back to two-dimensions by fi::stly 
dividing the vector by w, and then dropping the homogeneous component 
from the definition (Foley et al., 1991, p. 204). That is, the homogeneous 
point 
h 
v = 
is equivalent to the two-dimensional point 
v = [rllll 
vh1j 
A similar process is used to homogenise two-dimensional matrices: an 
extra row and column are added, resulting in matrices with three rows and 
columns. '1\vo-dimensional translation and scaling are expressed, 
respectively, by the homogeneous matrices 
T(t,, t,.) = 0 I tl 
[
I 0 t] 
. . 0 0 ,] 
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while rotation and shearing are expressed by the matrices 
[
cosS -sinS Oj 
R (S) = sinS cosS 0 • and 
0 0 I [ 
I sftx 0~ 
SH (shx, sit) = sh, I 0 · 
0 0 I 
Further background to homogeneous coordinates may be found 1n 
Foley et al. (1991). 
4.1.3 View parameters 
View paramete·rs enable arbitrary views of an object or dataset to be 
calculated and rendered. The view parameters used in this study are2: 
• the view-point vp(nl is a point in n-dimensional space whence the 
object is to be viewed. That is, vp(n) is where the "observer" or 
"synthetic camera" is located (Foley et al., 1991; Hill. 1990); 
• the target-point tpCnJ is a point in n-dimensional space which is the 
"centre of projection," or where the observer is focused; and, 
• the orientation of the projective space is given by orthonormal basis 
matrix PSN(nJ = (psn~o psn2, ... , psnn). Each vector psni denotes the 
ith projective space normal and is a n-dimensional vector ( 1 ~ i ~ n). 
Another way to consider each psn1 is as an axis local to the projective 
space (Goldman, 1992; Sommerville, 1958). 
In order to understand how view partl.meters enable arbitrary views, 
recall that three-dimensional planar projection IS mathematically 
convenient for a normalised view,3 so it may be defined by the following 
constraints: 
2. Viewing parameter names, such as "projective space" and psll differ from other 
literature, such as Foley et al. (1991), where the equivalent term in VPN (view-plane 
normal). 3ee Terminology on page 28. 
3. Foley et al. (1991, p. 259) discuss the canonical view volume, equivalent in concept 
to the normalised view mentioned here. The definitions of the two differ because the 
canonical view volume imposes size, as well as position and orientation constraints. 
A size constraint, while useful, is beyond the requirements of the present study (see 
"A pr'.blern with repeated projection" on page 44). 
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• vp<•l is defined at r along the nth axis: e.g. vp<•l = (0, 0, r)T, when n = 3; 
• tp<•l is defined along the nth axis: e.g. tp<nl = (0, 0, [!T, when n = 3; 
• the projective-space is aligned with the principal axes, and is, in 
particular, perpendicular to the nth axis of a n-dimensional world 
space: e.g. PSN<31 is the three-dimensional identity matrix. 
When any or all of the parameters do not adhere to these constraints, 
transformations may be employed to position and orient the coordinate 
system such that the arbitrary view becomes the normalised view. Thus, 
the viewing parameters effectively parameterise the viewing process by 
defining transformation matrices that map an arbitrary view so that it is 
ready for projection to the view-plane. The form of the parameterisation 
and matrix construction is the purpose of the discussion in Section 4.3. 
4.1.4 Summary of Relevant Computer Graphics Processes 
In summary, then, arbitrary views of a three-dimensional object may 
be accomplished by using viewing parameters to construct transformation 
matrices which are applied to every vertex of an object or every datum of a 
dataset. The matrices are defined in homogeneous form so that any number 
of rotations, translations and other transformations, as well as projection to 
the view plane, may be combined into a single matrix. The two-dimensional 
projection of the object may then be mapped to the output device. A 
"conceptual model" of this process is shown in Figure 4.2. 
4.2 Projection 
Discussion of three- and higher-dimensional projections continues 
after seminal consideration of projection of a two-dimensional world space 
onto a one-dimensional projectivfj spaee. 
4.2.1 Two-Dimensional Projection to One-Dimension 
Although at first it may appear counter-productive to consider 
projection to a one-dimensional space - a line - an understanding of this 
relatively straightforward case may aid understanding of subsequent 
discussion of higher-dimensional projection. 
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(a) Initial configuration, 
with arbitrary view 
specified. 
(d) The view plane has been 
mapped to the output 
device, giving a view of the 
object from vp<3> to tp<3>. 
(b) Configuration after the 
arbitrary view has been 
mapped to the normalised 
view, ready for projection. 
(c) A projection of the ----..... 
object has been cast 
onto the view plane. 
Figure 4.2 Overview of the Three-Dimensional Viewing Process. 
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Projection of a two-dimensional world space may be considered as 
follows: within the world space, defined by axes x1 and x2, a one-dimensional 
projective space (a line) is placed at the target-point tp<2> = (0, f>T between 
the observer view-point vp<2> = (0, r)T and any points in the space to be 
projected. Note that the projective space is perpendicular to the x2 axis, as 
shown in Figure 4.3. An imaginary straight line, or projector (Foley et al., 
1991, p. 230), is calculated from every point p = (x, y)T to vp<2>. The projector 
intersects the projective space at p', which is termed the projection of p . 
The set of all projections represents the projection of the entire dataset. 
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projective space: x2~ 
Figure 4.3 Projection of a '1\vo-Dimensional Point onto a 
One-Dimensional Space (a Line). 
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In, Figure 4.3, the vertical of p is from p to the projection of p onto the 
x 2 axis at (0, y), the vertical ofp' is from p' to the projection ofp' onto the x 2 
axis at (O,{J. Similarly, the horizontal ofp is from (0, y) to vp(Zl, and the 
horizontal ofp' is from (0, f) to vp(2). Thus, using similarity of triangles, the 
following equation for distance ratios holds: 
vertical of p' _ 
horizontal of p' -
vertical of p 
horizontal of p · 
Using vector modulus4 to represent the triangle side lengths, this 
expression becomes 
which is equivalent to 
4. The modulus of a vector, denoted II vii , represents the length of the vector v (Foley 
et al., 1991, p. 1095). 
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Therefore, 
x' X 
= 
r-f r- y 
which, rearranging to solve for x', yields the result for the one-dimensional 
projection of a two-dimensional point: 
x = ('-!)x. 
r-y (4.1) 
Note that although Figure 4.3 shows p above the x2 axis, similar 
triangle ratios - and therefore also equation 4.1 - remain defined if p is 
on, or below, the x2 axis. 
Homogeneous representation of two-dimensional projection. 
Recall from Section 4.1 that the use of homogeneous matrices may simplifY 
the overall viewing process because successive transformations may be 
combined into a single matrix (Foley et al., 1991). 'I\vo-dimensional 
projection, as defined above, mny be expressed by the homogeneous matrix 
[
r-f 0 OJ 
M <'l = o -r rJ . pro.J · 
0 -1 r 
(4.2) 
This matrix may be composed with other transformations if needed, or used 
to project vectors on its own. The superscript (2) indicates the world-
dimension relevant to the matrix, thus M1;~;j is a matrix defined to carry 
out projection from two-dimensions to one-dimension. 
The definition of M~1;j is verified by considering the projection ofp via 
matrix multiplication: p must first be extended to the homogeneous form ph 
by incorporating the homogeneous (!Omponent w = 1, 
The homogeneous point is then transformed by the multiplication 
P
,h = M(2J. h 
proj p 
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to yield the projected homogeneous point 
h ~x(r-!J] p' ; f(r-y) . 
r-y 
Now recall that a two-dimensional homogeneous vector ph ;; (x, y, w )T 
is converted to the two-dimensional vector v = (x!w, y/w )T_ So, dividing p'h 
by w = (r- y) effects the projection: 
,h 
L= 
r-y 
( _!..::.1_) X 
r-y 
f 
The third component of the vector is now redundant and may be dropped 
(Foley eta!., 1991, p. 204), yielding the result for p' 
p' ;; ( 
r-f) 
r- y x (4.3) 
f 
Note that although the above expression for p' is a two-dimensional vector, 
the second component,{, is constant. so a set ofprnjected points would form 
a one-dimensional space-this result concurs with that of equation 4.1. 
4.2.2 Three-Dimensional Planar Projection 
Planar projection of a three-dimensional object or dataset may be 
considered as follows: a two-dimensional projective space (i.e. a projection 
plane), is placed between vpr3l and the object or dataset to be viewed. The 
projective-space is situated at tpC3l, and oriented such that it is 
perpendicular to the z-axis. For every point p in the three-dimensional 
world, a projector is cast from that point, through the projective-space, to 
vp(3l. The projector intersects the projective-space at the point p', which is 
termed the projection of p onto the plane. The set of all line segments 
joining the intersection points represents the projection of the entire 
object. Figure 4.4 shows the three-dimensional planar projection scenario. 
As with two-dimensional projection considered earlier, p' may be found 
by considering the similar triangles formed by p, the projection ofp onto the 
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y 
p = (x, y, z) 
vp = (0, 0, r) 
X z 
(0, 0, z) 
Figure 4.4 Three-Dimensional Planar Projection Scenario. 
z-axis and vp<a>, and p', the projection of p ' onto the z-axis and vp<::l>. 
Although this scenario is three-dimensional, the similarity of these two 
triangles may still be expressed by the ratios 
vertical of p' _ vertical of p 
horizontal of p' - horizontal of p · 
Incorporating vectors, this expression becomes 
which is equivalent to 
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This expression simplifies to yield 
which may be rearranged to give the expressions for x' andy': namely, 
x' = ( _!_::_1_ )x, 
r-z 
y' = (_!_::_l_)Y· 
r-z 
(4.4) 
Homogeneous matrix form. Three-dimensional planar projection 
may be expressed by the homogeneous matrix 
r-f 0 0 0 
(3) 0 r-f 0 0 (4.5) 
Mproj = 0 0 -f r 
0 0 -I r 
If the homogenised point is defined as p" = (x, y, z, 1)T, then the projected 
homogenised point p•h is obtained by: 
P ,h ::: M(JJ . '' -proj p -
x(r-j) 
y(r-f) 
f(r-z) 
r-7 .. 
Division by the homogeneous component, in this case (r-z), and then 
dropping that component to return to three-dimensions, the projection is 
effected: 
r-f r-( l ]T p' = x(--;=-;) r(--;=-;) f (4.6) 
This concurs with equation 4.4. 
Verification of three-dimensional projection matrix. It should be 
noted that the homogeneous matrix for three-dimensional perspective 
projection, as defined by equation 4.5, is a general form of that provided in 
computer graphics literature, including Foley et a!. (1991). Specifically, the 
projection Foley et al. (1991) consider assumes the view-point is at z = -d 
from the origin and the view-plane at z = 0. That is, r = -d and f = 0. When 
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applied to equation 4.5, these values yield the perspective matrix 
Dividing each element by -<i gives 
M'pcr = 
-d 0 0 0 
0 -d 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 -1 -d 
I 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 lid I 
40 
(4.7) 
which is the same perspective matrix as given by Foley et al. (1991, p. 255).5 
Similarly, recall that parallel projection is where the view-point is 
infinite (r = oo); thus, the distance d between the view-pL~nt and the 
projection plane is also infinite. The matrix defined in equation 4.8 carries 
out three-dimensional parallel projection (where lim(!,)~ 0), and concurs 
rf-"too l 
with the form as detailed in Foley et al. (1991, p. 256): 
1000 
Mpar 
0 I •l 0 (4.8) 
= 
OGOO 
0001 
Repeated projection. 'Ib assist forthcoming discussion, consider the 
repeated projection of a two-dimensional point-itself a projection of a 
three-dimensional point-onto a one-dimensional subspace. 
Consider the three-dimensional point p, already projected to the two-
dimensional point p'. By equation 4.3, the re-projection of p' = (x', y')T, to 
the one-dimensional point p 11 is 
p" = [ 1-~ ) X' 
r-y 
I 
5. Foley et al. (1991, p. 255) consider two slightly different forms of perspective 
projection, summarised by the matrices Mper and M'ptlr. Only M'per is relevant here 
because of the nature of repeated projection (see Section 4.2.4, "Generalised 
Projection" on page 46). 
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Substituting the values given by equation 4.4 for x' andy' yields 
r-f 
p" = (4.9) 
f 
as the result for the repeated projection of p from three- to two- to one-
dimension. The second component, {, is constant and may be ignored, 
resulting in a single component. 
At a glance, the general form of equation 4.9 makes sense - the 
multiplicand of the first componeiit of the tuple (x) incorporates multiples of 
both the second component (y) and the third component (z). 
4.2.3 Four-Dimensional Hyperplanar Projection 
Four-dimensional hyperplanar projection is directly analogous to 
three-dimensional planar projection, and may be considered as follows: 
• a three-dimensional projective space or hyperplane is placed between 
vp(4) and an object or dataset in the four-dimensional world-space to be 
projected; 
• for every point p in the world space, a projector is cast from that point, 
through the projective-space, to vp(4l. The projector intersects the 
projective-space at the point p', the projection of p onto the 
hyperplane; 
• the set of all line segments connecting projected points forms a three-
dimensional projection of the world-space. 
This configuration is shown in Figure 4.5. 
As with lower-dimensional planar projection, a four-dimensional tuple 
p =(xi> x2, x 3, x 4 )'1' may be projected to the point p' on a three-dimensional 
hyperplane by considering the similar triangle ratios 
vertical of p' _ vertical of p 
horizontal ofP' - horizontal of p' 
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which may be rewritten as 
xl' 0 XI 0 
x' 0 2 x, 0 
-
x' 0 3 x, 0 
f x, x, 
= 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
-
0 0 0 0 
r r x, 
Simplifying, and rearranging, yields the result in vector form: 
,-------------·--·-----·-·------
three-dimensional projected image p = (x 1, x 21 x:h x 4? 
4 
tpl4l = (0, 0, 0, {JT (0, 0, 0, z)T 
vp14l = (0, 0, 0, r)T three-dimensional 
projective-space 
four-dimensional 
object to be projected 
[ _______ ·--------------
Figure 4.5 Four-Dimensional Perspective Projection. 
(Partially based on a figure by Noll, 1967, p. 470) 
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This, expressed in terms of the components of p', is 
(4.10) 
Homogeneous representation of four--dimensional projection. 
Four-dimensional planar projection may be expressed by the homogeneous 
matrix 
r-f 0 0 0 0 
0 r-f 0 0 0 
M(4) = 0 proJ 0 r-f 0 0 (4.11) 
0 0 0 -f rj 
0 0 0 -I r 
This definition is verified in the same manner as for two- and three-
dimensional homogeneous matrices, earlier in this chapter. That is, by 
multiplying a homogenised general four-dimensional point 
p' =(xi> x2, x3, x4, l)T by M1~~;" the result concurs with expression 4.10 above. 
Repeated projection: Four- to three- to two-dimensions. The 
previous section establishes that a four-dimensional point p may be 
projected to a three-dimensional point p'. Section 4.2.2 establishes that a 
three-dimensional point may be projected to a two-dimensional point. 
Combining these two projectbns-projecting p' to three-dimensions and 
then to two-dimensions-yields a two-dimensional point that IS 
straightforward to output on a device. 
The two-dimensional projection of a point p', by equation 4.4, is 
p' = I( r-f Jx,· ( r-f Jx,J.' ll r-xJ r-x3 
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By calculating p', the three~dimensional projection of p, using 
equation 4.10, then substituting the result into equation 4.4, the two-
dimensional repeated projP.cticn p 11 of a four~dimensional point p is 
T 2 2 (r-f) 
X 
(r- f) 
x2 [r- x, J I [~- x, J p" = r-f r- f (4.12) ( r- x4 ) (r-x4) 
r-x4 r-x4 
This expression is beginning to look cumbersome, and may be simplified to 
by replacing the multiplicands of the first and second projections by q 1 and 
q2 respectively. Specifically, these are defined as 
q,=[ r-f J· 'h=l r-f ]=(~-)hecausc.r1 ' 
. , I q 1.1 1 r-.t 4 r- r 1 
( r- f) - . < 
- r- x-l · 3 
Further discussion of repeated projection takes place in Section 4.2.4. 
Problems with repeated projection. 1\vo problems \Vith repeated 
projection should be noted. Firstly, the choice of rand/: <i.e. the locations of 
vp(TJ) and tp'" 1 respectively), makes considerable difference to the result of 
repeated projection. Consider equation 4.12, for example, after defining 
r=Dandf= 1: 
[ 
_'i_ _'i_ ]T· p" = 
x_1 .r_, 
This is equivalent to equation 4.10 with r = 0 and f = 1- that is, a 
projection only from three~dirnensions to two~dimensions. In other words, 
by placing the view~point at the origin, repeated projection from four- to 
two~dirnensions degenerates into projection from three~ to two~ 
dimensions~the fourth component is discarded. 
A sol uti on may be to ensure that r is non~zcro and f 1. However, Foley 
et al. (1991, pp. 253 & 279) suggest that the three~dimensional viewing 
process is mathematically convenient by defining r = 0 and f = 1. This 
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approach makes an arbitrary volume m space mathematically 
straightfonvard to squeeze into a canonical volume6 and, importantly, to 
clip portions of the object or dataset that lie outside the volume. 
However, because this study is not concerned with clipping operations 
(see "Assumptions and Limitations of the Study'' on page 11), repeated 
projection is defined only for the inclusive conditions r;:; 0 and{;:; 1. 
The second problem with repeated projection is that it is impossible to 
compose successive projection matrices to effect repeated projection with a 
single matrix. Stated differently, there is no way to define M(n ~I), so that it 
pmJ 
is the same size as M (uJ_, and the following expression holds: 
proJ 
where 
M(n). (u) 
proj p 
p(n-1) ;:: (!1) • p (n) 
Mproj 
(n-1) 
·P 
'T'he incompatibility is due to the denominator of each compone.nt of a 
repeat-r- ... ;cted point itself involving division of othe:r high-dimensional 
components. For example, the multiplicand of each component in 
expression 4.12 requires the division by a multiple of xa. The multiple of x3 
itself requires a division by x1 . Such nesting cannot be represented by a 
single matrix multiplication, and may only be achieved by isolated 
homogeneous matrix operations: each point is multiplied by the 
homogeneous matrix, then returned from homogeneous space by dividing 
the homogenous component (and effecting the projection), then multiplied 
by the next matrix and again divided by the homogeneous component (to 
effect the repeated projection). 
Non-composibility is not of senous consequence because repeated 
projection may still take place. However, it was hoped that by composing 
projection matrices the computational efficiency of repeated projection 
would be improved. 
6. A canonical volume, meaning standardised or normalised volume, is useful 
because "certain view volumes arc easier to clip against than [a] general one" (Foley 
eta!., 1991, p. :Z59). That is, if the bounds of the volume are known and, preferably 
constant, then clipping is mathematically straightforward. 
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4.2.4 Generalised Projection 
Previous discussion has detailed how projection from two-, three- and 
four-dimensions may be derived by considering similar triangles. The 
projection may be generalised, allowing a n-dimensional space to be 
projected to a (n-1}-dimensional subspace. 
The projection of a n-dimensional point p =(xi> x 2, ... , xn)T onto a 
yrojective-space at xn ={,with a viewpoint at X11 = r, is given by 
xl' XI 
x' ( r-f) x, p' = 2 = (4.13) r-x
11 
xn-1 
• X 11-1 
This result is also stated by Noll (1967, p. 470). Alternatively, the same 
projection is achieved by multiplication with the matrix 
M(nl. 
proJ 
(4.14) 
where the r component in the lower-left of the matrix is at the (n+l) row and 
column. 
Algorithm development. Points may be projected by multiplication, 
such as equation 4.13, or by transformation using homogeneous matrices, 
such as equation 4.14. Algorithms, written in an Ada-like pseudo-code, to 
project a point by multiplication and transformation are respectively 
presented in algorithms 4.15 and 4.16. 
-- Assume definition of "Real_Vector" datu structure 
function Proj ect_ND_Poin t_To_N_Minus_l_D 
(In~.eger n, Reul r, Real f, Real_Vector p) 
return Real_Vector is 
begin 
end; 
Real q := (r-f)/(r-p(n)); 
-- result: multiply all but last comp~nent by q 
return q * p(l .. n-1); 
(4.15) 
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-- Assume definition of "Real_Matrix" data structure 
function Transform_Vector_By_Homogeneous_Matrix 
(Integer n, Real_Matrix M, Real_Vector p) 
return Real_Vector is 
begin 
47 
(4.16) 
=> p(l. .n), n+l => 1.0); 
-h transfo~ homogeneous point 
p'=M*p; 
-- unhomogenise and return 
,, 
return h p (l .. n-1); 
p (n+ I) 
Repeated projection: n-dimensions to k-dimensions. Recall from 
chapter two, that Noll (1967, p. 469) notes hyperplanar projection "could be 
applied repetitively until finally a three-dimensional object representing 
the successive projections of an n-dimensional hyperobject is obtained." 
Thus, hyperplanar projection, as defined above, may be used to project a 
n-dimensional space to a (n-1)-dimensional subspace, which may then be 
repetitively projected (n-h) times, resulting in a h.-dimensional hyperplane 
(2 :5: k < n) suitable for output to a de";ice. 
Figure 4.6 illustrates how repeated hyperplanar projection 
conceptually reduces a n-dimensional space to a lower diw.ensional 
subspace. The n-dimensional space is represented as an amorphous shape, 
indicating the spatial incomprehensibility of such a space. 
n-dimensional space 
may be repeatedly pro· 
jecled to a (n-1 )· 
dimensional space 
Four-dimensional space 
may be projected to a 
three-dimensional space 
Three-dimensional 
space may be projected to 
a plane 
The 1\vo-dimensional 
space of a plane is 
straightforward to map to a 
device 
Figure 4.6 Conceptual Approach to Projection from 
High-Dimensions to Lower-Dimensions. 
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An algorithm to achieve repeated projection might make use of earlier 
algorithms that project one dimension only, such as algorithms 4.15 and 
4.16. Beginning by projecting the n-dimensional vector, the result of each 
projection may be used as a parameter to the next. Recursive and iterative 
algorithms for repeated projection, from n- to k-dimensions, are shown in 
algorithms 4.17 and 4.18 respectively7 
function Project_ND_Point_To_KD 
( Integer n, Integer k, 
Real r, Real f, 
begin 
end; 
Real ~Vector p 
return Real_Vector is 
if n = k then -- finished projection 
return p; 
elsif n > k 
return Project_ND_Point_To_KD ( 
I; 
n-1, k, r, f, 
Project_ND_Point_To_N_Minus_l_D(n, r, £, p) 
else cannot have k > n 
return NULL_VECTOR; -- as an error signal 
end if; 
(4.17) 
Subspace projections. A n-dimensional point does not have to be 
______ , ___ ------
function Project_ND_Point_To_KD 
( Integer n, Integer k, 
Real r, Real f, 
Real_Vector p 
begin 
end; 
return Real_Vector is 
Real_Vector Result := p; 
while (n > k) do 
Result := 
Project_ND_Point_To_N_Minus_l_D (n, r, f, Result) 
n:=n-1; 
end loop; 
return Result; 
(4.18) 
------------------------
7. These algorithms do not ensure that r is non~zero and that f does not equal one. 
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projected directly to k-dimensions, where k 1s the dimensionality of the 
output device (such as 1 ,; k ,; 3). Rather, it may be advantageous to project 
the world-space to a /-dimensional pseudo world-space, where 0 < k < l < n, 
and then project to the k-dimensional device. 
This may be useful as n becomes larger. For example, if n = 12, l = 4 
and k = 3, a twelve-dimensional dataset would be projected to four-
dimensions and then projected to the three-dimensional device. The view of 
the world-space may be interacted with and visualised. The advantage and 
drawback of this approach is that two levels of viewing parameters must be 
defined: one set for the n-dimensional world, and the other for the 
/-dimensional pseudo-world. Neglecting interaction with the world-space, 
while simplifYing the user's task {because even a four-dimensional view is 
easier to understand than a higher one), may give a prejudiced view of the 
dataset. For example, if the n-dimensional dataset is distributed as an 
array of pencil-like structures in a row, but the view-point is chosen 
poorly-from the end of a pencil, for example-the low-dimensional 
projection of the dataset may appear as a line, and give little indication of 
the greater nature of the dataset. 
4.2.5 Summary of Projection 
The mathematics of projection, from any dimension, have been 
established. Several algorithms for achieving repeated projection have also 
been presented. Projection, however, is still only defined for a constrained 
view. The mathematical background for incorporating an arbitrary view, 
prior to projection, is the focus of Section 4.3. 
4.3 Arbitrary Views 
When an arbitrarily specified volume in space is to be projected, the 
volume must be rotated and placed such that it conforms to the constraints 
required for projection. 
4.3.1 Arbitrary Views In Two-Dimensions 
Although it may initially appear trivial to consider projection of an 
arbitrary view of a two-dimensional space projected onto a one-dimensional 
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subspace, such a discussion is a sound starting point for three-, four- and 
higher-dimensions. 
Recall from Section 4.2 that projection is mathematically convenient 
when: 
• the view-point is defined at r along the nth axis of a n-dimensional 
space: thus, vp(n) = (0, 0, ... , r)T; 
• the target-point is defined along the nth axis of an-dimensional space: 
thus, tp<nl = (0, 0, ... f)T; and, 
• the projection-space is defined to be perpendicular to the nth axis of a 
n-dimensional space. In two-dimensional space, for exampl.~. 
psn<2l = (0, l)T. 
These constraints, shown graphically in Figure 4. 7, limit the view of a 
dataset or scene considerably. In order to achieve arbitrary views, these 
constraints must be lifted to allow 
• the view-point to be defined anywhere within then-dimensional space; 
• the projection-space to be at any orientation within then-dimensional 
space; and, 
• the target-point to be defined anyvvhere within the n-dimensional 
space. 
The removal of each of these constraints is addressed in turn. Note that, 
throughout this section, vp and tp refer to vp(2J and tpr2) respectively. 
1. Arbitrarily placed view-point. Consider the viewing configuration 
shown in Figure 4.8(a)-this scene meets the constraints noted above, 
vp 
Figure 4. 7 Ideal 'IWo-Dimensional Projection Configuration. 
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except that the view-point is not along the y-mas. A shearing 
transformation may be used to bring the view-point into alignment. 
The shear needs to transform the line from vp to tp such that it is 
aligned with the x2 axis. This line may also be considered as the direction ol 
projection, or dop (Foley et al., 1991, p. 264). In two-dimensions, dop is 
defined as 
dop = vp - tp = (vpx- tp., vpy- tpy)T 
and it must be sheared so that 
dop' = (0, Vpy- tpy)T 
A matrix S may be defined to accomplish the transformation, satisfying 
dop' = S · dop 
To find the definition ofS, consider an interim definition of 
S=[:~:~l 0 0 1J 
where sis the shearing coefficient and is yet to be defined. Multiplying the 
homogeneous doph = (dop_t, dopJ, l)T by this, and dropping the homogeneous 
component, would yield 
dop = -~ -1 . , [dop. + s · dop J 
dop
1
, 
as the result for dop'. Because dop' must equal (0, dopy), s must be defined 
so that dopx + s. dopy = 0. Solving this for s yields s = -dop.Jdopy The shear 
matrix S is therefore defined as 
~ dop . I---·' 0 
s = dop1• 
0 0 
lo 0 
Figure 4.8(b) shows the scene after the shear transformation is applied-
the scene now fits the projection constraints. 
It should be noted that when other view parameters are not within the 
projection boundaries, as discussed shortly, the view-point, and hence the 
direction-of-projection, must also be transformed. This scenario 1s 
considered in Section 4.3.2, "Arbitrary Views in Three-Dimensions." 
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2. Arbitrarily oriented projectiue~space. If the projective-space is not 
oriented such that it is pPrpenrlicular to the y~axis, a rotation may be 
applied to transform the space to be aligned as required. This configuration 
is shown in Figure 4.9. 
The rotation may be expressed as a matrix R, defined as a function of 
the projective~space normal vectors in PSN. The definition of R is best 
considered through reference to both rotation matrices and special 
orthogonal matrices (Foley et a!., 1991, pp. 207 & 220), which have the 
property that the row vectors of the matrix become aligned with the 
standard orthogonal basis of the system, and rotation matrices. For the 
interim, consider the definition ofR as 
[
a b oj R~ cdO· 
0 0 I 
A special orthogonal matrix is a matrix where each of the row vectors 
comprising the matrix is (i) a unit vector and (ii) perpendicular to the other 
vector(s) (Foley et a!., 1991, p. 206). Special orthogonal matrices have 
various useful properties: the salient property for this application is that 
the row vectors rotate into the principal axes of a coordinate system when 
multiplied by the matrix. 
That is, multiplying R above by (a, b)T yields (1, O)T, and multiplying 
by (c, d)T yields (0, l)T With this knowledge, the values of a, b, c and d can 
be chosen appropriately. 
vp • 
lp~ tp: 
0 • ........ ' 
. , 
• ~ ' ·• , 
(a) Original viewing configuration, (b) After shearing transformation, 
with arbitrarily placed view-point. view-point is aligned with y-axis. 
Figure 4.8 Transformation to Align Arbitrary View-Point withy~axis. 
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The value of the vector to be rotated into the y-axis is considered first: 
the projection constraints require that the projective-space be oriented 
normal to the nth axis of the coordinate system. That is, the psn1 must 
become (1, Q)T. Therefore, c and d take the values psn1,x and psn1.Y 
respectively. 
The values of a and b may be determined by referring back to the 
definition of a two-dimensional rotation. Because c and d now correspond to 
values of sin t and cos t respectively, the values of a and b, being cos t and 
-sin t, are straightforward: a::;; psn2.Y and b = -psn2,x. 
' 
' 
0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
' 
: ·" 
·• 
0 
' 
• vp 
T o •• ···--,..,P ... :-~,_, ......... --. 
_, 
·• 
~ vp 
'······---=-~·-··--····--· tp: 
-· 
(a) Original viewing configuration, with 
arbitrarily oriented projective space. 
The orientation is given by the 
projection space normal (psn). 
(b) After rotating so that the psn is 
aligned with they-axis. Note that the 
view-point is now not aligned, as if it 
had been arbitrarily placed. 
(c) After shearing (as before) so that the 
view-point is aligned with the y-axis, 
the system is arranged such that 
projection may be pertormed. 
Figure 4.9 1.Tansformation to Align an Arbitrarily Oriented 
Projection Space with they-axis. 
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The rotation matrix is therefore defined 
R= l
psn2 -psn 1 0 l 
psn 1 psn2 0 · 
0 OJ 
3. Arbitrarily located target~point. In order to transform an 
arbitrarily located target-point so that it conforms to the projection 
constraints, the system is transformed such that x = 0. Further, because 
rotation and shearing are defined about the origin, the target-point 1s 
transformed to be at the origin. The translation matrix to achieve this is 
r
l 0 -vpl 
T ;::; 0 I -vpy · 
no 1 
Note that the distortion of the object, visible in Figure 4.10(c), reflects 
the original viewing configuration - the tip of the polygon is still the focus 
of the scenario, but the right edge (on the page) of the polygon looks as if it 
has been pulled toward the projective-space. Arbitrarily oriented projective 
spaces are particularly useful for three-dimensional projection, discussed 
subsequently. 
The twoRdimensional arbitrary viewing process. The individual 
transformation matrices established above may be composed to give a single 
matrix that transforms an arbitrary view to the projection-ready view, as 
shown in Figure 4.11. The matrix is defined 
M (2l S R T Arb ;::; "- · · · (4.19) 
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' 
(a) Original viewing configuration, with 
;vpo arbitrarily placed target-point. 
: 
'"" . ·~ --
_, $ 
-· 
-· ~ ' (b) After translating the system so the 
vp• target pt int is at the origin rotation and 
shearing may be appiied as before. 
•·····-~·-·M-········ 
tp: 
_, 
• -· 
-· ~ 
' (c) Following rotation, the projective-
YP· space is now correctly oriented, but 
: the view-point is not aligned correctly 
with the y-axis. 
T '" 0 ••••• . ........ -.. . tp: 
_, i<(fJ 
-· 
' ~ ' (d) After shearing the view-point is 
vp! aligned and the system meets the 
constraints for projection. 
'!" •·o The distortion visible of the object 0 ••• . ........... reflects the view parameter choice. 
tp: 
_, 
• • 
-· 
Figure 4.10 Transformations to Align Arbitrarily Placed Target-Point. 
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vp • 
vpo 
0 -···········:--v~---------
-· • •p~" 
" '1" 
0 - •••• ·----=-=+-.. . . . . . . . . . . " 
tp: 
_, 
-· -· 
_, 
• 
_, 
• 
(a) An arbitrary two-dimensional view. (b) Following multiplication by M l~; the 
system meets proJection constraints. 
Figure 4.11 The Effect of the Arbitrary 
'I\vo-Dimensional View Alignment Matrix. 
4.3.2 Arbitrary Views in Three-Dimensions 
The view parameters, specific for three-dimensional space, are 
summarised as follows: 
• a view-point vpG:Il = (vpx, vp1, vpz)T is a point defined in three-
dimensional space, and is the point from which the dataset or object 
will be viewed; 
• the target-point tp(3l = CtP:n tp,, tpz)T is a point defined in three-
dimensional space, and is the point that will be at the centre of the 
final image; 
• the projective space is a two-dimensional space centred at tp(3l, 
oriented to be vertically aligned with psni3) (termed view-up-vector or 
VUP by Foley et al.), and normal to psnYl (termed the view-plane 
normal by Foley et al.). 
An arbitrary view within three-dimensional space IS a view where 
these view parameters have not been constrained by the projection 
requirements, as defined in Section 4.1.3. As with the two-dimensional 
case, projection may only be carried out after transforming the system so 
that it conforms to these constraints. The series of transformations 
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required is directly analogous to that of the two~dimensional process, and 
may be considered as the following three steps: 
• translate the system so the target-point tp(3l is at the ongm. This 
meets the requirement thatfis on the z-axis (in fact f = 0), and ensures 
that subsequent transformations are correctly defined8; 
• rotate the system so that the projective-space is perpendicular to the 
z~axis, and is vertically oriented. That is, the local axes of the 
projective space are aligned with the principal axes: psn~ 3 l becomes 
(0, 1, O)T and psn;3) becomes (0, 0, 1)T; and, 
• shear the system so that vp(3l is aligned with the z~axis. A shear, 
rather than some other rotation or translation, is performed so that 
the parameters already correctly aligned (namely tp(.'3J and PSN(3l) 
remain aligned. 
An example arbitrary configuration, and the transformations it undergoes 
are shown in Figure 4.12. The final projection of the scene is shown in 
Figure 4.13. 
As with the two~dimensional case, matrices may be used to represent 
each transformation. The definition of each matrix is now considered. 
Translating the target~ point to the origin. If a translation matrix 
is constructed with the negative of each component of tp as the amount to 
translate that component, that matrix will transform tp to the origin. 
Therefore, given tp(3l ~ (tP:n tp>, tp::)T, the matrix 
I 0 0 -/pr 
= 0 I 0 -tp.r 
0 0 I -tp, 
000 
will translate the systf•rn so that an arbitrary target-point is at the origin. 
Orienting the projective-space. There are at least two approaches 
to transforming an arbitrarily oriented projective~space to the constrained 
8. Rotation and shearing, as defined earlier, transform points about the origin, and 
hence are correctly defined when the ~entre of the system is at the origin. 
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(c) Configuration after the projective space has been oriented to be perpendicular 
to the z-axis and vertically aligned with the y-axis; vp<3l is not aligned however. 
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(d) Configuration after shearing so that vp<3l is on the z-axis; 
now suitable for projection. 
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Figure 4.12 Tninsformation of an Arbitrary Three-Dimensional View 
to the Projection-Ready Constrained View. 
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alignment necessary for projection: either use the properties of special 
orthogonal matrices, as used in the two-dimensional case; or, use a sequence 
of rotations to align each axis in turn. The special orthogonal matrix 
approach is adopted here, and an example of the latter approach is 
presented in Foley eta!. (1991, pp. 218-220). 
Recall that the unit row vectors of a special orthogonal matrix rotate 
into the principal axes of the coordinate system (Foley eta!., 1991, p. 220). 
'I\vo of the principal axes are known: the vertical direction of the projective-
. b (3) d th 1 t h . . (3) ~ space, given y psn 1 , an e norma o t e proJective space, psn2 • ~o 
orient the projective space to be normal to the z-axis, psn~ 31 needs to rotate 
to be aligned with the positive z-axis. By arranging the local axes of the 
projective space into rows of a matrix, the appropriate transformation is 
established. The unknown axis is perpendicular to the two known ones, 
and may be found by using the cross product operator (Foley et al., 1991, 
p. 220). 
Thus, the matrix to rotate the projective-space into alignment is 
i 0 l.r ly ·-
::; /~ j_, . .i:_ 0 
k k k 0 
.{ _\' :_ 
0 0 0 I 
where i, j and k represent the local axes of the projective space. The vector 
k will rotate into the z-axis, and is therefore obtained by normalising9 
(3) psn2 , 
(3) 
_ psn2 
k - llvsni" II 
The i vector will rotate into the x-axis, and is given by normalising the 
cross product of k (the z-axis) and psni 31 (the vertical direction of the 
projective-space): 
9. A normalised or unit ve-:tor is a vector with length equal to one, obtained by 
dividing the vector by its length, as given by the modulus operator. 
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-
Figure 4.13 Final Projection of the Configuration Shown in Figure 4.12(a). 
z 
Figure 4.14 Orientation of a Three-Dimensional Projective-Space Before 
and Mter Transformation by R<3) Matrix. 
The direction that will rotate into they-axis, j, is given by taking the 
cross product of the other two axes, 
j = kxi. 
Normalisation of j is not necessary because the lengths of k and i are 
already one, so the cross product will also be of length one. Note that the 
cross product is not commutative, so k xi is different, in fact opposite, to 
i x k. The order is chosen to ensure that the axes form a "right-handed" 
coordinate system (if the vectors were swapped, a left-handed system would 
result), and accords with the procedure defined by Foley et al. (1991, 
p. 261). Figure 4.14 shows a projective-space, with local axes labelled, 
before and after rotation by R<3). 
Shearing so the view-point is aligned. As may be seen in 
Figure 4.12(d), after the first two transformations, the projective-space and 
target-point meetthe projection constraints, but the final constraint, that 
the view-point lie on the z-axis, is not yet fulfilled. If vp<3)' is the so-far 
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transformed view-point10, then by shearing along the x-axis to zeroise the x 
component of vp<3l' and along the y-axis to zeroise the y-component, the 
vp(3l' meets the projection constraint. The shear transformation matrix is 
therefore defined 
I 0 shx 0 
Sh (3l = 0 I sh,. 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I 
where the shearing coefficients shx and shy are defi:1ed so that 
vp 1 - sh · vp ' X X l 
(3) vp 1 - sh · vp ' Sh · vp' = Y Y ' = 
vpz' 
0 
0 
By rearranging this expression, the definitions for shx and shy are 
vp' 
sh = __ .t and 
x vpz' 
vp.' 
sh = __ !' 
Y vp' 
' 
where vp(3l' is vp after transformation thus far, defined 
~vp,] (3), I R()} T 0 ) {J) vp = vp.r = · · vp . vp .' 
L ' 
Because the shearing transformation also affects other points in the 
world-space, the projection of those points produces an image of the dataset, 
as if seen from the arbii;rary view-point originally specified. 
Combined three-dimensional viewing process. The three 
" . . b d . . I . (3l Tb transtormatlon matnces may e compose Into a smg e matnx MArb. e 
transformation from an arbitrary three-dimensional view to the projection-
10. Foley et al. (1991, p. 238) state that the view-point should be specified by the user 
in the already transformed state; this approach was primarily taken for use with 
parallel projections, and so is of no benefit for use with this study. 
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ready constrained view may be effected by multiplying all points in the 
world-space by Ml~~. The matrix is defined 
M~: = Sh<3> ·R<'> .y<''. (4.20) 
4.3.3 Arbitrary Views in Four-Dimensions 
Within this section less diagrams will be presented, principally 
because the concepts are identical to those introduced with two- and three-
dimensional arbitrary view scenarios. Transformation of a four-
dimen 1ional system to conform to the projection-ready constraints follows 
the same three-stage process as with lower dimensions: namely, 
• translate the system so the target-point tpC4l is at the origin; 
• orient the projective-space to be orthogonal to the x4-axis and aligned 
with the principal axes of the system; and, 
• shear the coordwate system so that the view-point vpC4l is aligned with 
the x4-axis. 
The matrices representing the transformations at each stage are now 
examined. 
Transform the target-point to the origin. This is directly 
analogous to lower-dimensions, and is represented by the matrix 
I 0 0 0 -tp 1 
o I 0 0 -tp2 
y 141 = 0 0 I 0 -tp1 
OOOI-tp4 
0 0 0 0 I 
(4) )'I' where tp = (tp 1 , tp 2 , tp 3 , tp4 . 
Orienting the projective space. The properties of special 
orthogonal matrices are again used to derive the matrix for aligning the 
local axes of the projective-space with the principal axes of the coordinate 
system. The difficulty, however, is in the nature of higher-dimensions: the 
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notions of both perpendicularity and rotation become more complicated, as 
Noll (1967, pp. 469-470) notes: 
... in spaces of higher than three dimensions, rotation about an axis is 
meaningless ... since a multitude of non-parallel two-dimensional planes 
are all perpendicular to the same axis. For example, in four-dimensional 
space the xcx2, x1-x3 and x2-·x3 planes are all perpendicular to the x4-axis. 
Fortunately, the properties of special orthogonal matrices are not limited to 
lower dimensions-the unit row vectors of a special orthogonal matrix, 
independent of its dimensionality, rotate into the principal axes of a 
coordinate system (Foley et al., 1991, p. 207). Therefore, one method to 
orient the projective-space appropriately, is to create a special orthogonal 
matrix with the axes of the projective space as the row vectors of the matrix. 
That IS, given an array of four-dimensional normals 
PSN(4) = (psni4}, psn~ 4}, psni4} ,psn~4>), the rotation matrix to align each 
·•nrmal psn/4) with the ith principal axis is obtained by making each row 
equal to p~n/ 41 and then by homogenising the matrix: 
(4} (4} (4} (4} 
psnl, l psnt,2 psn u psn 1 4 0 
(4} (4} (4) (.J.} 
Rl4} 
psn2, t psn2, 2 psn2. 3 psn2, .J. 0 
= (4} (4} (4) (4) psn3, I psn3, 2 psn 1 1 psn 1 .J. 0 .,. ., 
(4} 
psn4, I 
(4) (.J) {.J.) 
psn4. 2 psn4, 3 psn.J.. 4 0 
0 0 0 0 
Giving the user both the flexibility and power of determining the entire 
normal vector array is a departure from the approach taken in the two- and 
three-dimensional scenarios. In those cases, the fim,l ::1..::1; is calculated in a 
relatively straight-forward manner, but similar algorithms are not so easily 
available in higher dimensions. More convenient methods of establi~hiug 
the orientation of the projective-space are left to future research. 
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Shear the view-point into alignment. Directly analogous to lower-
dimensional equivalents, the shear transformation is represented by the 
matrix 
I 0 0 sh, 0 
' 
0 I 0 sh, 0 
' 
0 0 I sh, 0 
' 
000 0 
0 0 0 0 
where the shearing coefficients sh f-, for 1 $. i < 4, are defined so the first 
., 
three components ofvp<4l are zero. From previous discussion, the definition 
of shx. is known to be 
' 
sh = 
X; 
---,. 
vpx~ 
where vp(4l' is the transformed vp, defined 
(4), 
vp 
VJJ.t,' 
;:;; vpx2' = 
vp ' X~ 
vp ' ,, 
R <4J T<"'l (4) . . vp . 
Combined four-dimensional viewing process. As before, the 
individual transformation matrices may be composed into a single matrix 
M~~~, which would effect each transformation. The matrix is defined as 
(4.2;) 
4.3.4 Arbitrary Views in n-Dimensions 
The method for transforming a n-dimensional coordinate system, as 
described by n-dimensional viewing parameters, into the projection-ready 
constrained system, is a direct extension to the procedures for two-, three-
and four-dimensions. Three individual transformations are required; these 
may be composed into a single transformation matrix. 
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Translate target-point to the origin. The target-point, defined 
tp<nJ = (tp1, tp2, ... tpn)T is first translated to the origin using the matrix T<4l, 
where the elements, ~J are defined: 
I 
T . . = {rp,. ifi =j ,,, 
0 
ifi *j andj = n + 1 
ifi *j 
for i, j = l .. n + 1. Using this definition, T<2l, T<3l and T<4 J are matrices for 
two-, three- and four-dimenslrJJ.\al target-point translations, as discussed 
previously. 
Orienting the projective~space. As noted in the Section 4.3.3, the 
orientation of the projective space and rotation become complicated in 
higher-dimensions. Further, the high-dimensional alternatives to the cro;:;s 
product, which offer "similar properties" (Goldman, 1982) but are not quite 
the same as the three-dimensional cross product, are complicated and 
beyond the scope of this project. 
For these reasons, the following strategy IS adopted for the 
specification of projective space orientation: 
• the orientation of the projective space IS given by a matrix 
PSN(n) ( (n) (n) (n)) = psn 1 , psn2 , ... psn 11 ; 
• each n-dimensional vector psn/ 11 ) 1s a unit vector indicating the 
direction of the ith axis, local to the projective space; 
• each direction vector is perpendicular to all others-that is, the matrix 
PSN<nJ forms an orthonormal basis in n-dimensions. 
The matrix R<nJ to rotate the projective space into alignment is defined 
l ' l {") d l h . . h t . by p acmg eac 1 vector psni as a row, an t 1en omogen1smg t e rna nx. 
In other words, R<ril equals the homogenised version of the transpose of 
PSN<nl. 
Shearing the view-point into alignment. From previous discussion, it 
may be shown that the shear matrix to align vp with the xn axis is defined: 
= {
s/
1
,; 
S!J.(II_) 
'·1 
0 
ifi<nandj=n 
ifi =j 
it'i *j 
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for i, j = l..n + 1. Using the definition above, Sh'2l, Sh"l and Sb<4l are 
matrices for two-, three- and four-dimensional shear translations. 
Combined n-dimensional viewing process. By composing the 
individual transformation matrices, a single matrix M~;~, defined as 
M(ll) = Sh (II). R (II) . T(ll) 
Arb • (4.22) 
may be used to prepare an arbitrary n-dimensional configuration for 
projection, which may be repeated until the dataset is of a suitable 
dimensionality for output to a device. 
4.4 Implementation 
The implementation of the study seeks to verifY the design of the 
dimensionally generalised rendering process, as presented so far this 
chapter, and demonstrate the effectiveness and potential of this method of 
high-dimensional visualisation. Firstly, the rationale behind the 
implementation is provided, followed by a brief but more in-depth look at 
the construction of th~ library. 
4.4.1 Architecture Rationale 
The preceding sections of this chapter have established processing 
requirements of the implementation which, in summary, ir5 to provide a 
system allowing: 
• submission and rendering ofn-dimensional vertices, where n > 0; 
• repeated projection of submitted vertices, from n-dimensions, 
optionally through an [-dimensional subspace, to k-dimensions, where 
0 < k < l < n; and, 
• arbitrary views of the data through use of high-dimensional 
transformations. 
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In order to fulfil these requirements, the following facilities must also be 
available: 
• facility to establish world-dimension (n), subspace dimension (l) and 
device-dimension (k); 
• facility to establish arbitrary sequences of arbitrary transformations, 
at each of the world, subspace and device levels; 
• facilities for pragmatically setting, and interacting with, the v1ew 
parameters; and, 
• a rendering architecture that integrates with an available window-
system. 
In deciding the programming model to adopt for the project, 
consideration was given to various arproaches. However, thP model 
provided by Silicon Graphics' OpenGL graphics library stands out as a base 
for the current implementation for the following reasons: 
• context-base or state-based processing: within a program, a 
rendering context with various state variables (world-dimension, for 
example) is established. Access to the variables is only through 
OpenGL function calls, which are held together in a data-structure, 
enabling multiple contexts to be established; 
• transformation matrix stacks: submitted vertices are multiplied by 
the matrix at the top of various matrix stacks. Stacks provide a dual 
advantage: firstly, separate stacks are maintained for different 
purposes (one for modelling transformations, one for projection11); and 
secondly, by pushing and popping matrices onto and from the stack, 
control is provided over the sequences of transformations, allowing 
them to be composed or isolated; 
• generalisable low-dimensional graphics facilities: OpenGL has a 
wide range of functions for processing low-dimensional vertices. By 
generalising these functions, programmers familiar with OpenGL may 
move to this implementation with a minimum of confusion; and, 
11. A third matrix stack is used for texture mapping in OpenGL, but is not relevant 
for high-dimensional use. 
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Device 
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Figure 4.15 The ND Library in Relation to OpenGL 
and an Output Device. 
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• integration aspects: UpenUL is the library to be used for rendering 
processed vertices (see Chapter Three), because the architectures are 
compatible, the integration of the two is relatively seamless. 
As noted above, OpenGL is used as a low-level graphics library for 
rendering the processed high-dimensional vertices. By using OpenGL, 
some aspects of this implementation are simplified: namely, a focus on only 
the transformation and projection of high-dimensional vertices is 
permissible, while technical aspects, such as rasterisation, colour, window 
creation and so on, may be omitted. The connection between this 
implementation, termed ND (for n-dimensional graphics library) 
henceforth, OpenGL and an output device is shown in Figure 4.15. 
According, all functions follow OpenGL's style and conventions. In 
addition, type names also follow the OpenGL naming convention, which 
prefixes names by "gl" or "GL", except that the ND library prefix is "nd" or 
"ND" respectively. 
4.4.2 Design Specifics 
The following four aspects of the design require brief elaboration: 
rendering contexts, transformation matrix stacks, vertex submission and 
arbitrary views. 
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Rendering contexts. Before projection of high-dimensional datasets 
may begin, the rendering context must be initialised appropriately. For 
example, the world- and device-dimensions must be established, and any 
initial transformations applied to the appropriate matrix stacks. Any 
relevant OpenGL states must also be initialised. 
In practice, is a rendering context is data structure containing 
infm·mation pertinent to the current state of the visualisation system. The 
internals of the data structure are not available to the programme, but 
include the dimensionality of the world, for example, as well as other 
information. The matrix stacks (see below) are also stored in the context. 
Thus, multiple windows may be operated on simultaneously, each rendering 
with their own configuration. 
The states that are available, together with the functions that access 
them, are shown in Table 1. 
Transformation matrix stacks. High-dimensional analogues of 
OpenGL's matrix stacks are used at various places in the ND rendering 
process. Four stacks are provided: 
• World Projection Stack and World Modelview Stack: 
conceptually, the projection stack is for camera transformations in the 
world-space (such as "move the camera up, re-orient the projective 
space" etc.) and the modelview stack is for transforming the dataset to 
be viewed in the world-space. Both are implemented identically, 
however, and are included for compatibility with OpenGL. 
• Subspace Projection Stack and Subspace Modelview Stack: as 
above, except these stacks operate on the subspace projection, if used. 
Several functions are available for setting and altering the matrix stacks. 
The following operations are available on stacks: 
• ndMatrixMode: Detenr.ines which matrix stack is currently of foCus; 
• ndLoadMatrix: sets the top matrix to any arbitrary matrix; 
• ndLoadldentity: sets the top matrix to the identity matrix; 
• ndMultMatrix: multiplies an arbitrary matrix with the matrix at the 
top of the current stack; 
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Table 1 
Rendering Context States 
State 
World_Dimension 
Subspace_Dimension 
Device....:.Dimension 
View.Parameters 
Observer_Position 
Hyperplane_Position 
Subspace_Projection_Hint 
Ctitreritvertices 
Raw_ world_ Vector 
Transformed_ World_ Vector 
Raw _Subspace_ Vector 
Transformed_Subspace_ Vector 
Raw _Device_ Vector 
Access 
Function(s) 
ndDimcnsion 
ndGet 
ndDirnension 
ndGet 
nciDimension 
ndGct 
ndSet 
ndGet 
ndSet 
ndGet 
ndHint 
ndGct 
ndEnable 
ndDisablc 
ndVertex 
ndGet 
ndGet 
ndGet 
ndGet 
ndGct 
Description 
The dimension of the world space; Initial 
dimensionality of vertices submitted for ren-
dering. 
Subspace projection is optional; but if used, 
this state indicates the dimensionality to 
project the world vector to, before being pro-
jected to the device. 
Submitted vertices are projected to this 
dimensionality, and then passed on to 
OpenGL for rendering. 
The position of the observer along the nth 
axis; denoted as r in earlier discussion. 
The position of the hyperplane along the nth 
ax.is; denoted as jin earlier discussion. 
Boolean indicating whether subspace projec-
tion is to be used. 
The most recently submitted vertex, before 
any transformation/projections. 
This is the raw n-dimensional vertex, follow-
ing transfonnations in the n-dimensional 
space, and prior to projection. 
This is the raw /-dimensional vertex 
This is the transformed [-dimensional vertex, 
following subspace transformations, prior to 
projection. 
The raw k-dimensional vertex; this is the 
vector submitted to OpenGL for rendering. 
Transfotmatiori Mattix• Stacks 
Current Stack ndMatrixMode Indicates which of the matrix stacks is cur-
nc!Gct rcntly of focus. 
Current_Matrix ndMatrixModc The top matrix of the present matrix stack. 
ndGet 
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• ndScale, ndTranslate, ndRot2.te: the relevant transformation 
matrix is multiplied with tile top of the current stack. 
Vertex submission and rendering. Before projection of vertices 
may begin, a rendering context must be initialised appropriately. For 
example, the world- and device-dimensions must be established, and any 
initial transformations applied to the appropriate matrix stacks. Any 
relevant OpenGL states must also be initialised. 
Submission of vertices u~,:mg OpenGL is accomplished by a call to a 
function of the form: 
glVertex<n>[v]<t>( ... ) 
where n is two, three or four; "v", if present, indicates that the vertex is 
specified as an array, rather than a sequence of parameters; and "t" 
represents the type of the vertex- "f' meaning float, "i" meaning integer, 
and so on. Using ND, an-dimensional vertex is submitted using a function 
of the form 
ndVertexN(v] <t> (int n, ... ) 
wh~re v and t are as before, and the parameter n indicates the 
dimensionality of the vertex to be rendered. In a sense, OpenGL may be 
considered the special case of ND where n = 3 and h = 2. 
The stages a vertex undergoes prior to hand-over to OpenGL are 
shown in Figure 4.16. Code fragments, demonstrating the use of the ND 
library, are presented in Appendix B. 
Practical approach to high-dimensional arbitrary view 
specification. As it may be clear from preceding discussion, the 
specification of an arbitrary view becomes complicated in four- and higher-
dimensions. In particular, the orientation of the projective-space, as given 
by the array of normal vectors PSN, is difficult. 
One practical approach to solve this problem 1s suitable for an 
interactive implementation: rather than specifying the view parameters 
and constructing the transformation matrices to effect the arbitrary view, 
the user may obtain an arbitrary view of the dataset by interactively 
translating, rotating and shearing the coordinate system in n-dimensional 
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Figure 4. I 6 Schematic View of the ND Library. 
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space. The view parameters may, if necessary, be obtained by multiplying 
the projection-constrained parameters by the inverse of the transformation 
matrices. The view parameters that may be set pragmatically are {, the 
position along the nth axis to the projective space, and r, the position of the 
view-point along the nth axis. 
Although this method of view specification may be unsuitable for 
applications, its use with this demonstration is appropriate because 
arbitrary views are still establishable, and interactively specified. 
4.4.3 Summary of the Implementation 
The implementation of the high-dimensional visualisation system has 
been designed so as to illustrate the use of the methods developed in this 
chapter, as an answer to the research questions posed in chapter two, and 
discussed in chapter three. The following chapter presents the results of 
the implementation. 
5. Results 
The high-dimensional visualisation methods developed throughout 
this study have been implemented in the form of a C function library named 
ND. Several programs, built using ND for high-dimensional processing and 
OpenGL for rendering the results of the processing, have been written 
specifically to demonstrate applications and the potential of the developed 
methods. 
A gallery of images, with accompanying commentary, follows a brief 
explanation of the high-dimensional test objects and datasets. 
5.1 The High-Dimensional Test Objects and Datasets 
In order to demonstrate the projection and rendering ot high-
dimensional datasets, one or more such datasets must be defined. Four 
datasets have beAn chosen: namely, a n-dimensional hypercube, a four-
dimensional Klein bottle, satellite remote-sensing data, and a geometric 
description of a car. 
The Hypercube. Although vanous polytopes exist in higher 
dimensions (Banchoff, 1990; Coxeter, 1967), the hypercube is one which is 
not only defined in any dimension, but also relatively straightforward to 
render and understand. In two dimensions a hyl_"le:._·cube is a plane; in three-
dimensions a cube; and, in four-dimensions a cnbe extended perrJendicular 
to itself in the next/fourth dimension (that is, depending on ~h.P V'iew chosen, 
it may appear as a "cube-within-a-cube"). The progression of hypercubes for 
dimension zero to four is shown in Figure 5.1. 
The module polytope. c provides functions for generating and 
storing the vertices and edges of a hypercube of any dimension. The vertices 
describing a unit n-dimensional hypercube H, centred at the origin are 
defined with component values of ± 1 in all dimensions. A vertex hi is 
connected to another vertex hj by a line if and only if the distance between 
the vertices equals to the minimum possible distance (meaning that hi and 
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Figure 5.1 The Hypercube: Zero-Dimensional to Four-Dimensional. 
(From Banchoff, 1990, p. 9) 
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hj differ in only one component), in this case, two. The connected line 
segments form surfaces, which may be rendered as solid polygons; but, for 
the purposes of this study, only a wire-frame representation of the cube is 
considered. 
Many of the images of a hypercube are drawn with a thick line 
representing the surface which lies in a particular space; for example, some 
images of a four-dimensional hypercube show the edges joining vertices 
with no high-dimensional component drawn with thick lines, indicating the 
region of the hypercube that is "normal" three-dimensional space. Thin or 
dotted lines are used for all other faces. 
Other high-dimensional polytopes exist, but with the exception of the 
Klein bottle (see below), their consideration is extraneous to the needs of 
this project. 
The Klein bottle. This "extremely important" four-dimensional 
object is an example of a non-orientable surface, that can only be built in 
four-dimensions without self-intersection (Banchoff, 1991, p. 197). The 
vertices of a Klein bottle H are defined as 
H (u, v) = 
( r + z sin u) cos v 
( r + z sin u) sin v 
v (zcosu) cos2 
(zcosu) sin~ 
where the parameters u and u vary from 0 to 21t, in arbitrarily sized steps, 
and r is the constant radius of the bottle.1 Coxeter (1969) and Banchoff 
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(1991) provide in-depth discussion about the background of the obj<Oct and 
derivation of its definition. 
Point-Clouds - Satellite Remote Sensing Data. Data obtained 
from real observations are, in practice, often the essentials for a 
visualisation package. Further, such datasets frequently describe a tuple 
space of dimension greater than three. Several remote-sensing datasets2 
were obtained and visualised using the ND library, each with various high-
dimensionalities. The datHsets contain measured observations over areas 
of land, with respect to certain variables. For example, the tuple-space 
configuration d;;;;. (x, y, red, green, blue, alpha) may represent a six-
dimensional dataset yielding colour information for a point in a grid. 
Geometric description of a car. By describing the surface of an 
object, such as a car with a series of polygons P;, a visual representation of 
the object may be constructed. Each Pi is in-turn described by v; vertices, 
,. 
Pi,j ;;;;. [xj Yj z~ for allj in v;. 
Although a car is only three-dimensional, inspection of the car post-
processed in high-dimensions is a useful aid in understanding the high-
dimensional visualisation system. In particular, as shown in Figure 5.5, to 
be discussed in Section 5.2.3, the three-dimensional car is a useful point-of-
references as a high-dimensional system undergoes transformation. 
1. Acknowledgement is made to Dr Mike Hartley, of the University of Western 
Australia, for his assistance with tho definition of the Klein bottle. 
2. The datasets were obtained from a public domain CD-ROM, produced by Earth 
Resource Mapper, Incorporated; acknowledgement is also given to David O'Brien, of 
Curtin University ofTeclmology, for his assistance with the data. 
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5.2 The Gallery 
Banchoff (1991, p. 11) notes that the use of computer graphics marks 
"a new era when it comes to visualizing dimensions." The images presented 
in this section endeavour to concur with Banchoff's statement and, with 
accompanying explanations, they are divided into various section8 in order 
to address each of the requirements specified in chapter two: namely, to 
demonstrate 
• high-dimensional projection: that is, projection from n- to (n-1)-
dimensions; 
• repeated high-dimensional projection: that is, projection from n-
to k-dimensions, where n > k > 0; 
• arbitrary views: that is, integration of v1ew parameters and 
transr'ormations facilitating arbitrary high-dimensional views; 
• visual enhancements: that is, the integration of existing three-
dimensional computer graphics image enhancement techniques, 
including shading, and hidden-surface elimination; and, 
• interactive facilities: that is, the user facilities for interacting with 
the parameters/transformations controlling the rendering of the 
image. 
Note that sequences of individual frames of an animation may only 
approximate the feeling or sensation of depth that may be gained by 
viewing graphics computer programs during execution. 
5.2.1 High-Dimensional Projection 
This section exemplifies the correctness of the design and 
implementation for performing projection from n- to (n-1)-dimcnsions. 
Parts (a) and (b) of Pigure 5.2 were rendered using ND to calculate the 
projection of a three-dimensional object onto a two-dimensional plane; i.e., 
n = 3 and h = 2. OpenGL is only used for mapping the two-dimensional 
primitives to the screen, not for any other transformation or projection 
processing. Images produced in this way may not allow OpenGL to perform 
any useful processing, such as depth-cued colours or surface rendering. 
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Single Projllction: from n " 3 to k = 2 
(ND projE)Cts primitivesto two-dimen-
sions,which OpenGL renders.) .· 
k::: 1/ 
(a) Three-dimensional cube 
(b) Car, OpenGL receives two-
dimensional vertices 
Single Projeciion: from· n = 3, k= 3 
(OpehGL perfot1Tls projection to two-
. ..... ·. . dimensions), . · · .... ·. ·•• · 
(c) Three-dimensional cube, with 
depth-cued shading 
(d) Car wah depth-cued shading 
Single ProjeCtion: from n= 4, k= 3 
(OpenGL llsed as a three-dimen- .. · 
.·. 
sionaivirtual machine). 
. .· .. ·. . ..... ·•. 
(e) Four-dimensional hypercube, 
with depth-cued shading 
I 
' \1 
.. - " 
(I) Car, in four-dimensions, with 
depth-cued shading 
Figure 5.2 Images Demonstrating Single Projection: 
n- to (n-1)-dimensions. 
Parts (c) and (d) of Figure 5.2 also show a single projection, except that 
n = 3 and k = 3 - that is, three-dimensional vertices have been submitted 
to ND, which has then passed them on to OpenGL for projection to two-
dimensions and rendering. The important visual difference is that when 
OpenGL is given three-dimensional points to render, in-built depth cues, 
such as depth-based colour shading, may be incorporated. This depth cue is 
shown in parts (c)-(f) of Figure 5.2, where the lines are fainter, the "deeper" 
they are. Even this relatively simple depth cue adds considerably to the 
readability of images, therefore many images henceforth use k = 3, utilising 
the three-dimensional virtual machine provided by OpenGL. 
Figure 5.2(e) and (f) demonstrate the final case of single projection: 
from four-dimen~ions to three-dimensions. Because n = 4 and k = 3, 
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OpenGL renders the three~dimensional projections of the four-dimensional 
world; in so doing, depth-cues may be incorporated if desired. 
5.2.2 Repeated High-dimensional Projection 
By repeating hyperplanar projection, an-dimensional world space may 
be reduced to any k-dimemdonal subspace, where n > h > 0. Using ND, the 
rendering context (see Section 4.4) must be initia]jsed with appropriate 
values for the world-, subspace~ and device-dimensions. This is achieved by 
a code fragment such as: 
int World_Dimension = n, 
Subspace_Dimension = 1, 
Device_Dimension = k; 
int Subspdce_Projection_Flag = FALSE; 
ndDimension(ND_WORLD_DIMENSION, World_Dimension); 
ndDimension(ND_SUBSPACE_DIMENSION, Subspace_Dimension); 
ndDimension(ND_DEVICE_DIMENSION, Oevice_Dimension); 
ndBegin{GL_POLYGON); 
ndVertexNf( 4, 
ndVertexNf ( 4, 
ndVertexNf ( 4, 
ndVertexNf( 4, 
ndEnd(); 
0. 0' 
0. 0' 
0. 0' 
0. 0' 
0.0, 
0.0, 
0.0, 
0.0, 
1.0, 1.0); 
-1.0, 1.0); 
-1.0, -1.0); 
1.0, -1.0); 
A rendering mode is then established with a call to ndBegin (), after which 
vertices are submitted and rendered appropriately. A call to ndEnd {) 
indicates the completion of rendering or that a new rendering mode is 
required. For example, the code fragment above draws a unit plane in the 
x3 x4 plane, within a four~ dimensional world. 
Within the call to functions a: lhe form ndVertexNf (),the submitted 
vertex is projected according to the current dimensions and transformed by 
the top matrix of each of the matrix stacks. 
Figure 5.4 shows the use of repeated projection to display images of 
four~, five- and six~dimensional hypercubes. An image of each hypercube in 
~wo states is provided: one without any transformation, and the other 
slightly rotated. 
Repeated projection, m the case of hypercuhes, is verified by 
considering the "cube~within-a~cube '' appearance of subsequently higher-
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dimensioned hypercubes. A four-dimensional cube 1s commonly 
acknowledged as appearing as a ''cube-within-a-cuhe" pnor to 
transformation in any high-dimension (Banchoff, 1991, p. 115; Noll, 1967, 
p. 4 71). The structure of a five-dimensional hypercube is more complicated: 
;.., appears as a cube-within-a-cube within a cube-within-a-cube. The 
topology of six- and higher-dimensional hypercubes continues this trend; 
not surprisingly, the structure of such objects is complex and difficult to 
understand. 
Other data domains may also make use of repeated projection: 
Figure 5.3 shows a sequence of images depicting a subset of the same 
remote-sensing dataset, but with an increasing number of dimensions 
incorporated in the display. Part (a) demonstrates projection of only two 
variables, the (x, y) location of the sample; the display is a grid-like form. 
Part (b) shows the dataset with three-dimensions of e<'.ch tuple included. A 
surface is now visible. Part (c) looks similar, except now four-dimensions 
are included so more transformations are possible. Part (d) illustrates the 
difference transformations can cause - the surface now appears as a 
comet-like point-cloud. l?arts (e)-(g) use five dimensions of every tuple, 
repeating projection dowi.' to three-dimensions. The three frames illustrate 
different levels of transformation: (e) shows the surface-like initial 
appearance; (f) shows the appearance following some rotation of the 
structur~ - note some outliers (ciided) become visible only under high-
dimensional rotation; and, (g) shows the systein afte1· more extensive 
transformation, where the point-cloud appears as a pronouced comet-like 
structure. 
Problem with repeated projection (revisited). Recall from 
Section 4.2.3 that repeated projection degenerates when r = 0 and f =- 1 to a 
projection from (k+l)- to h-dimensions. This is shown in Figure 5.5, where a 
rotated five-dimensional hypercube is shown in a series of images with r 
approaching zero and f set to one, with h = 3. From the images, it is 
observable that as r approaches zero, the image becomes equivalent to 
projection from three- to two-dimensions, thereby confirming the 
obser-,ration stated in Section 4.2.3. 
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(a) Two~dimensional points only. 
(c) Four-dimensional points, minor rota-
tions applied. 
(e) Five-dimensional points, 
minor rotations applied . 
. . ··· ... ··.· ··· ... · ... ! . 
(b) Three-dimensional points only. 
",/ 
(d) Four-dimensional points, more 
extensive rotations applied. 
(ij Four-dimensional points, more 
extensive rotations applied. 
dl'*:'?··· 
v---+1---~----- acluster 
--- I (g) Four -dimensional points, more extensive rotations applied. 
Figure 5.3 Demonstrating Repeated Projection: Incorporating More 
Dimensions Into a Visualisation of Remote-Sensing Data. 
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Figure 5.4 Hypercubes of Various Dimensionality, 
.· · Demonstrating Repeated Projection. 
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(a) r= -8,1= 1 (b) f= -2.7, f= 1 (c) r=O, f= 1 
Note: n = 4, k= 2, therefore final image is planar {two·dimensiona\). 
Figure 5.5 Degeneration of Repeated Projection. 
5.2.3 Arbitrary Views: View Parameters and Transformations 
As discussed in chapter four, arbitrary views of a scene may be 
achieved by using view parameters to define transformations which are 
applied to the coordinate system prior to projection. 
Translation. By translating the coordinate system appropriately (see 
Section 4.3), ND will render images effectively focused on an arbitrary high-
dimensional point. Parts (a) to (c) of Figure 5.5 show views of a car within a 
four-dimensional cube, obtained by moving the target-point in a line, as 
shown in part (d). 
Rotation. The use of rotation transformations forms part of the 
process for specifying a view from an arbitrary point3 . To be precise, 
rotation affects viewing from an arbitrary view-point, with the projective-
space inclined to be perpendicular to the line from the view-point to the 
target-point. For example, Figure 5.5 shows a hypercube when viewed from 
various positions; each image is achieved by using rotations prior to 
projection. 
3. All transformations, including rotation, are also commonly used for transforming 
only part of a scene. 
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The visual effect of rotating hypercubes should be noted. For example, 
consider how the faces - squares - of the three-dimensional cube appear 
to distort into trapezoidal shapes, then distort back to squares again, as the 
cube rotates. A similar effect occurs with the faces of four- and higher-
dimensional hypercubes, as they undergo rotation, as shown in Figure 5.5. 
Rotation in a high-dimensional plane produces images which are, at 
first, difficult to interpret: in Figure 5.5, the cube-within-a-cube appearance 
twists and distorts. These distortions occur because three-dimensional 
rotation causes the faces of a three-dimensional cube to become trapezoidal 
in appearance. Similarly, the surfaces of the four-dimensional hypercube-
surfaces that are three-dimensional cubes - distort into trapezoidal forms 
that look like cut-off pyramids. · 
As rotation continues, cubes appear to return to reside inside each-
other; the face rendered with a thicker line initially appears at the end of 
Figure 5.5(c), but squashes into the middle of the hypercube when rotated. 
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Figure 5.6 Successive Images, Using Translation, 
Demonstrating a Moving Target Point. 
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Figure 5. 7 Successive Images, Using Rotation, 
Demonstrating a Moving View-Point. 
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(c) 
This is analogous to the distortions of three-dimensional cubes under 
rotation: the front face of a three-dimensional cube (a plane), when viewed 
from the front,· appears to enclose the back face which appears to be 
smaller. Subequently, when rotated appropriately, the back face of the cube 
appears to enclose the front. A car has been rendered inside the hypercube 
and it is useful as a point-of-reference as the hypercube undergoes rotation 
in different planes. Every vertex describing the car may be considered 
n-dimensional, with the last (n-3) components equal to zero. Hence the face 
of the hypercube that the car is rendered inside is equivalent to "normal" 
three-dimensional space. 
The usefulness of rotation, arbitrary points-of-view and projective 
spaces, is partly shown by Figure 5.5(c). Consider, for example, that the 
data displayed in the thickly drawn face are particular interesting. The 
configuration can be oriented so that these data appear in the centre of the 
hypervolume, or, 8:lternatively, they may be squeezed off into a face if not of 
interest. 
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Four-dimensionalcube: Four-dimensional cube: Four-dimensional cube: 
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Figure 5.8 Successive Images of a Four-Dimensional Cube, Rotating in 
High-Dimensional Planes, Demonstrating a Moving View-Point. 
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The distortions of objects under rotation, as described above, are 
consistent with literature demonstrating highMdimensions projection, 
including Banchoff (1991), Ko~ak, Bissopp, Laidlaw, and Banchoff (1986), 
Hausmann and Sddel (1994) and Noll (1967). 
Observer position and projective space position. Moving the 
observer and projective space positions, denoted r and f respectively, has a 
profound effect on the perspective foreshortening and exaggeration in 
resultant images, as shown in Figure 5.9. 
The distance between r and f, given by d = lr-fl , determines the angle 
of the projectors from points in the worldMspace to the view-point. As d 
approaches infinity, the projectors approach parallel, and a parallel 
projection results. To make d large, either r or f must be large; however, in 
practice, the projective space (i.e., at X11 =f) is limited in itc; movement 
because it must lie reasonably close to the data to be projected or the image 
will become small. 
In that case, giving r large values creates parallel projections, such as 
Figure 5.9(d) and (h); while allowing r to approach f creates perspective 
projections, of varying exaggeration, such as the other parts of Figure 5.9. 
When d ~ 0 (i.e. r approaches n. the projection becomes distorted and 
ultimately yields an empty image because no points are projected to the 
projective space. The relationship between projector angle and r and f is 
shown in Figure 5.10. 
The effect of re-orienting the projective space. In three-
dimensions, the orientation of the projective space (the "viewMplane," 
according to Foley et al.) determines the variation of perspective or parallel 
projection that will result. When using a perspective projection, for 
example, the number of axes the projectiveMspace cuts is the number of 
"vanishing points" visible in the projection (Foley et al., 1991, p. 231). That 
is, if the projective-space cuts only the z-axis (as with the constrained view), 
a single vanishing point is visibla; and, if two axes are cut then two 
vanishing points are apparent, and eo on. 
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(Three-dimensional cube: n=3, k= 2) [Four-dimensional cube: n= 4, k= 2 J [ Four<lmen~onal cube: n=4, k= 3 ) 
(a) I" 1.4 and r= 1.56 (e) I= 0.9 and r= 0.9 (i) I= 0.8 and r=0.9 
(b) I= 1.4 and r= 2.36. (~I= 09 and r= 2.0 U) I= 0.8 and r= 2.0 
r '· ' 
k:::' I \ --~\ 
(c) I= 1.4 and r= 4.76 (g) I= 0.9 and r= 10.0 (k) I= 0.8 and r= 10.0 
(d) I= 1.4 and,__,~ (h) I= 0.9 and,__,~ (I) I= 0.8 and,__,~ 
Figure 5.9 Varying Parameters rand {to Affect Perspective Distortion 
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Figure 5.10 Angle of Projectors and the Distance Between r and f. 
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Figure 5.4(a) shows a one-point perspective of various hypercubes, 
while parts (c) and (h) of Figure 5.9 show three-dimensional, three-point 
perspective. Four~point perspective is shown in Figure 5.9(e)-(g) and (i)-
(k), but it must be noted that the fourth vanishing point is the centre of the 
hypercube. 
5.2.4 Visual Enhancements 
Using OpenGL, some relatively straight-forward visual enhancements 
are possible: namely, arbitrary colouring, depth~based colour shading, and 
line thickness/pattern. Further features, such as surfaces and reflection, 
may be feasible, but would require considerable programming effort. 
An alternative approach, not originally anticipated, is to use Open 
Inventor, a comprehensive object-oriented toolkit written "above" OpenGL, 
as the rendering component. Three programs was converted to make use of 
Inventor's features: 
• Klein bottle visualisation: nd/progs/ inventor /klein. c++ 
• hypercube visualisation: nd/progs/ inventor /hcube. c++ 
• remote~sensing visualisation: nd/progs I inventor /erl. c++ 
Notably, only one of these programs, klein. c++, iR complete enough for 
use. 
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In terms of implementation, the use of Inventor rather than OpenGL 
affords at least the following important advantages: 
• surfa1~es may be rendered using features such as lighting, hidden-
surface removal, reflection, and transparency, without the need tbr 
complicated calculations within ND; and, 
• interaction, such as mouse dragging/sensing, maH be linked to object 
selection/movementirotation without the in-depth programming 
otherwise required. 
Accordingly, the ND/Inuentor-based programs demonstrate a higher 
level of realism and aesthetic appeal than their OpenGL-based relatives, as 
shown in Figure 5.11. Future development would be wise to use a toolkit 
such as Inventor, so that more of the full potential of ND may be realised. 
5.2.5 Interaction Facilities 
All of the demonstration programs allow some interaction. Two 
directories of programs are available: firstly, the pro&rrams residing in the 
directory nd/progs/gl, use OpenGL for rendering, as was originally 
intended; secondly, the directory nd/progs/ inventor houses several 
programs using Open Inventor. 
OpenGL-based programs. These programs have been used to 
produce most of the images depicted within this chapter. Control over the 
transformation/projection of the high-dimensional scene is afforded by a 
combination of mouse and keyboard controls. Specifically, the programs 
support the following user interaction: 
• erl. c, er2 .c: Mouse and keyboard control; and, 
• hcube. c, klein. c, vw. c: Keyboard control only. 
Dragging the mouse with the button down introduces a rotation, based 
on the position of the mouse, into the scene. Currently, mouse movement is 
linked only to low-dimensional transformation. Although mouse-based 
interaction with higher-dimensional rotation may be preferable, for 
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(a) A view of the Klein Bottle: n = 4, k = 3. Open Inventor removes hidden lines. 
(b) Open Inventor's "Examiner Viewer'' interface again; surface banding and axes is ren-
dered using facilties on the interface 
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Figure 5.11 Example Images Produced by ND/Inventor-Based Programs. 
demonstration purposes high-dimensional transformations are controlled 
by the keyboard. The available controls are: 
• 1 - 6, a - f: set rotation plane; for example, typing "1" and then "c" sets 
the rotation to affect the x1x3 plane to; 
• "\": switch between world-space transformation and subspace 
transformation; 
• " I": toggle subspace projection on and off; 
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• space bar: rotates by a small amount in current plane; 
• R, r: move the observer position r a positive or negative amount, 
respectively, along the nth axis; 
• F, f: move the projective space position fa positive or :negative amount, 
respectively, along the nth axis; 
• S, s: scales larger and smaller respectively; 
• T, t: translate by a positive or negative amount, respectively, along the 
current axis. The current axis is defined as the first component of the 
current rotation plane; 
• H, h: shear by a positive or negative amount, respectively, along the 
current axis. This is useful for demonstrating arbitrary view~points/ 
projective-spaces; and, 
• I: initialise; reset all transformations. 
Open-Inventor demonstrations. The ND!Inventor-based programs 
use the interaction facilities supplied by Inventor together with the high-
dimensional facilities of the ND library. Specifically, the following 
interaction is supported on each of the Inventor programs erl. c++, 
hcube. c++, and klein .c++: 
• The Inventor Examiner Viewer, as shown in Figure 5.11, provides 
a range of functions for not only rendering, but f1r interaction with the 
view parameters and the rendered objects. For example, the mouse 
may be used to rotate, translate and scale the view, as well as for 
"selecting'' objects by clicking (other operations might then be carried 
out on selected objects). Interface facilities also allow automatic 
"homing" to a point or object, display of coordinate-axes, and so on. 
Ideally, a new C++ class might inherit from Examiner Viewer and 
provide specific high-dimensional functionality; and, 
• Key Control: The available controls are similar to those used in the 
OpenGL-based programs. 
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5.3 Summary of Results 
The images presented throughout this chapter demonstrate that the 
algorithms developed in chapter four achieve the requirements of the 
project set out in chapter two: namely, to 
• demonstrate single projection, from n- to (n-1)-dimensions; 
• demonstrate repeated projection, from n- to k-dimensions, n > k > 0; 
• incorporate transformations achieving arbitrary views of high-
dimensional space and data; 
• integrate visual enhancements; and, 
• incorporate user interaction with view parameters/transformations. 
Further, the images presented illustrate that useful information about 
the structure and distribution of the data depicted may be obtained through 
inspection. 
6. Conclusion 
6.1 Review 
There is a "critical need" (LeBlanc, Ward & Wittels, 1990, p. 230) for 
computer visualisation tools which allow display and interpretation of high-
dimensional datasets. Various dimensional reduction algorithms exist, as 
discussed in chapter three, allowing the dimensionality of a dataset to be 
reduced to a level where conventional visualisation algorithms may be 
applied and the uutput directed to a computer monitor or other device. 
Three-dimensional planar projection, common in computer graphics, 
may be extended to perform projection from a n-dimensional space to a 
(n-1)-dimensional subspace. If this hyperplanar projection is repeated, a 
n-dimensional dataset may be reduced to two- or three~dimensions and 
rendered using existing computer graphics techniques. 
This study has implemented repeated hyperplanar projection, and 
provided a software interface analogous to that of the OpenGL graphics 
library. The n~dimensional (ND) graphics library is a state-based 
environment, accepting tuples and transformations of any dimension. A 
tnple is first transformed in high~dimensional space- facilitating arbitrary 
views of the high~dimensional tuple~spacc - and then projected to 
h-dimensions, where h is any positive integer (commonly two or three). 
Optionally, a tuple may be projected to, and transformed within, an 
intermediate l-dimensional subspace before re-projection to a device. 
Rendering of the low-dimensional tuple is performed by OpenGL. 
Several demonstration programs have been bui't using the 
implementation. Discussion of each program, with example output, is 
provided in chapter five. 
6.2 Assessment 
Overall assessment of the project is preceded by brief appraisal of the 
two main aspects of the project: namely, projection and arbitrary views. 
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Appraisal of projection. Noll (1967, p. 469) states that "no profound 
'feeling' or insight into the fourth spatial dimension was obtained." It was 
anticipated that Noll's inability to find any "feeling" of higher-dimensions 
was because of the form of the animation he produced: a series of plots 
converted to a movie. It was therefore hoped that a computer-based 
interactive animation may yield greater spatial perception of higher-
dimensions. This was found to be partially true - four-dimensional 
visualisations become reasonably intuitive to understand, but this was not 
the case for five- and higher-dimensional visualisations. More specifically, 
the following may be stated: 
• the four-dimensional hypercube, after a while spent interacting with 
the view parameters, begins to exhibit predictable motion and 
distortion. That is, a glimmer of understanding of the fourth spatial 
dimension is achievable - an observation that is in stark difference to 
that of Noll's; and, 
• unfortunately, perception of five- and higher-dimensional structure is 
difficult- the warping of the object when animated appears to give no 
intuitive indicution as to its structure. These difficulties are due to 
several reasons: in all examples, the high-dimensional datasets/objects 
were projected to a device-dimension of three. Because of this, an 
effective three-dimensionaJ illusion IS essential to begin an 
understanding of the high-dimensional scenano. Such illusions 
require use of depth cues, as discussed in chapter three, and animation 
in order to be believable. 
Interactive animation and colour depth cues (although extra to the 
requirements) were built into the example programs. By using even this 
relatively straight-forward depth cue, greater realism is achieved in the 
projected view of a three-dimensional space -but the realism is limited. 
Other depth cues, for example occlusion (i.e. hidden-surface 
elimination) and surface shading, may assist a greater feeling of structure. 
However, such features were generally not incorporated in the examples 
built for this study (excepting the Klein bottle demonstration), because the 
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emphasis throughout has been on high-dimensional arbitrary views and 
projection. 
Appraisal of arbitrary views. Arbitrary v1ews of datasets and 
objects have proved invaluable for building an understanding of the 
distribution of the highly multivariate data and/or construction of high-
dimensional objects. 
In particular, view specification of the remote-sensing data proved 
useful- the structure and relationships within the dataset appear to warp 
and change; some outlierE 1 clusters and trends are visible from some view-
pojnts, while some relationships become clear from other view-points. 
Furthermore, the ability to interact with the views gives a user an 
inherent cognitive link between, say, the motion of their hand and the 
rotation displayed on screen. 
For these reasons, it is the author's assessment that repeated high-
dimensional projection, united with high-dimensional transformations, may 
offer computer-based visualisation industries a new and powerful approach 
to handle the visualisation of highly-multivariate data. 
However, the lack of interface and ar'llysis tools makes it difficult to 
perform any significant analysis of the visualised data. Consequently, 
further research is required into areas that may extend upon the 
framework established by this study. 
Overall assessment. It is the al!t.hor's opinion that repeated high-
dimensional projection and transformations have proved to be successful 
and useful for rendering images of high-dimensional space and data. 
Furthermore, the design and implementation of the n-dimensionai 
visualisation system is sound and verified. Each of the research qu~stions, 
as stated in chapter two, has been answered in the affirmative. 
Finally, the visualisation method should ultimately be evaluated by 
experts in the field, who may make an assessment of the tool and perhaps 
recommend future directions for development. 
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6.3 Potential Future Research 
Throughout the course of the project, several areas were noted as ones 
where the present research might be extended, and have been left to further 
research: namely, 
• greater control over repeated projection. Currently, observer 
position and hyperplane position (r andfrespectively) may be specified 
for the nRdimenional world space only. For every repeated projection, 
the same values of r and fare used. This may be both limiting and 
unnecessary; hence, future developments may allow r and f - and 
perhaps other transformations - to be specified at every dimension 
from n down to I.e,; 
• high-dimensional clipping. The present study facilitates 
n-dimensional transformations and repeated projection- no clipping 
of an arbitary high-dimensional hypervolume is performed. This 
means that, although arbitrary hypervolumes may be transformed and 
projected onto lower 3paces, values outside of the desired volume are 
not "clipped" or removed, but instead may be unnecessarily rendered. 
By using highRdimensional clipping, values in specific ranges in each 
dimension may be included in a visualisation. However, highR 
dimensional clipping may significantly decrease performance; 
• greater interface facilities. The ND library represents some part of 
the core functionality of a highRdimensional visualisation system. rrhe 
integration of a set of interface tools and analysis utilities with ND 
may greatly assist a user's interpretation and exploration of their 
high-dimensional dataset.s; 
• transformation/projection of surface normal vectors. ND is 
completely compatible with all of OpenGL's rendering states. 
However, OpenGL provides functions for automatically calculating the 
shading of a surface based on its orientation and the placement of 
lights in a scene. In order to shade automatically a surface, the 
orientation of that surface, as given by normal vectors, must be 
included. ND does not allow for the submission (and subsequent 
transformation and projection) of normal vectors, because this would 
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be outside the requirements of the project.1 By adding functions to 
allow submission of n-dimensional normal vectors, the description of a 
high-dimensional surface or object, including surface normals, may be 
projected to three-dimensional space; 
• combination of linear and abstract mapping. Future high-
dimensional visualisation systems may construct useful images of 
high-dimensional datasets by combining repeated hyperplanar 
projection with abstract forms of dimensional reduction; 
• industry-assisted development. A differently focussed study, 
targetting visualisations of high-dimensional datasets that exhibit 
known properties and structure, may be of greater benefit in assessing 
the usefulness of this tool. Further, by incorporating expert opinion, 
directions for improvement and/or extension may become clear; 
• integration with other existing dimensional reduction 
methods. Crawford and Fall (1990, p. 100) note that an "exhaustive 
search of high-dimensional space appears to be feasible for rather 
small (dimensions)." Perhaps the use of other dimensional reduction 
methods, including automated projection pursuit (Crawford and Fall, 
1990), may yield usable images; and, 
• refinement and optimisation. The implementation of ND and the 
demonstration programs sufficiently meet each of the requirements of 
the project. However, some optimisation and improvement to the code 
may improve the overall performance of the tool. 
6.4 Conclusion 
This project has investigated high-dimensional visualisation 
techniques, and established that there is a need for effective methods of 
visualising high-dimensional data. In answer to this need, the study has 
proposed and developed an alternative approach to existing techniques: 
namely, a dimens-ionally generalised projection technique, which may be 
incorporated with existing computer visualisation techniques. 
1. Some function stubs, such as ndNormalNF () have been included in the source 
code, ready for expansion. 
l 
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Several demonstration programs have been built to demonstrate the 
correctness and potential of the algorithms, and the results have been found 
to be effective and positive. 
The development and implementation have satisfied each of the 
research questions, within the limitations of the study, and have 
highlighted areas where future research may be undertakC:il. 
In summary, repeated high-dim~nsional projection, united with high-
dimensional transformations, offers a new powerful effective approach to 
the visualisation of highly-multivariate data and/or objects. 
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Appendix A. Implementation Structure and 
Source Code: ND Library 
A.l Overview 
Within this appendix each source code file comprising the 
implementation of the ND library is listed and explained. There are two 
sections required: 
• principal architecture: all files and functions directly relevant to the 
functionality as developed by this study. That is, all functions 
available to an external programmer making use of the ND library; 
'" underlying architecture: all files and functions used by the principal 
architecture-that is, mainly data structures and debugging; 
Module for testing/verification of the library are listed in Appendix C, 
while programs making using the library to construct highMdimensional 
visualisations are included in Appendix B. The relationship between a 
third-party program using ND, the ND library itself, and the underlying 
structure of the ND library is shown in Figure 1. 
A.l.l Directory Structure 
The 1VD library, test drivers and demonstration programs are kept in 
an archive. The directory hierarchy of this archive is shown in Figure 2. 
A.1.2 Software Verification/Testing Framework 
The ND libtary was designed to be modular for two purposes: firstly, 
although not a massive project, the library is not small, so modularised 
components helps to manage complexity; secondly, individual components 
may be tests as development continues. As Aach component is completed, it 
may be tested on its own, or with other (tested) components, depending on 
the particular area. 
Three levels of debugging are incorporated into the 
implementation. The macro Debug_Level controls the amount of debugging 
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context.c 
transformations.c 
vertex.c 
:est_get.c 
:est_matrix.c 
:est_matrix_stack.c 
:est_vector.c matrix.c 
rnatrix_stack.c 
vector.c 
Figure A:l Relationship and Visibility of Modules Within the 
Implementation, and with a Third-Party Program. 
information that a compilation of the library incorporates. If Debug_Level 
equals the number 1, some debugging function calls are compiled; if 
Debug_Level equals the number 2, all debugging calls are compiled; and, if 
Debug_Level equals anything but 1 or 2, no debugging function calls are 
compiled. 
Two further macros enable this multiple-level debugging facililty: 
D (Any_Function_Call ( ... } } will compile to Any_Function_Call ( ... } if 
Debug_Level is at least one; and, DD (Any_Function_Call ( ... } } will 
compile to Any_Function_Call ( ... } if and only ifDebug_Level is two. By 
allowing multiple levels of debugging, some debugging information may be 
omitted entirely or partially, depending on the needs at the time. All 
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-llliJ--EJ 
include GL nd.h 
llliJ -+--:~ --llliJ---EJ 
lib nd 
'-----1~ 
progs 
nd 
D . . . 
test 
I 
gl 
context.c 
transformations.c 
vertex.c 
private.h 
ma.trix.c 
matrix_stack.c 
vector .c 
g 
D 
test_get.c 
test_matrix. c 
test_matrix_stack. c 
test_mult.c 
test_vector.c 
er[12).c 
hcube. c: 
klein.c 
vw.c 
-~--G\l 
inventor D 
klein. c++ 
Figure A.2 Directory Hierarchy of ND Implementation. 
debugging macros are defined in private. h. 
Notably, a considerable number of debugging function calls are left in 
the source code. When Debug_Level is set appropriately, these calls are 
completely omitted from the compiled library~ causmg no loss in 
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performance. 
A.1.3 Conventions 
At the start of every ND library or component file, the following header 
appears: 
·············································································· 
**********''* 
***"********* 
• 
.. 
............. 
•••••••••••• 
• 
. . .... 
•••••• * •••• 
• *. •• 
. .. 
····················· 
····················· 
• 
n-dimensional graphics library 
A. Ellerton 
Project for part ot BSc1Comp.Sci) Honours 
Edith Cowan University 
{c) A. Ellerton 1995 
Component: <Filename> 
Description: <Description> 
·············································································; 
where <Filename> is the name of the specific file, and <Description> is a 
brief description of the purpose of the code in the file. 
A.2 Principal Architecture Source Code 
The principal architecture source code is divided into three parts: 
• context handling: where rendering context-specific settings, including 
world- and projective-dimensions may be established and altered; 
• matrix transformations: where matrix manipulation allows the 
specification of arbitrary views and modelling transformations; and 
• vertex submission and projection: where vertices of any dimension may 
be submitted to the library, projected to any lower dimension and 
rendered. 
Each file, in each section, is listed alphabetically, following a listing of the 
ND library specification file. 
A.2.1 Public Function Interface 
The file nd. h is the C 11include11 file required by all programs intending 
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to use the ND library. Within this file, all available types, constants and 
functions are listed. The location of the file is in accordance with the 
convention set out by OpenGL- that is, the ND specification may be linked 
(via the ln command) to reside within the /usr/include/GL directory, 
together with the OpenGL specification. 
~ ndlinclude/GL!nd.h 
-[]----'------
............. 
............. 
............. 
............ 
.. . . .. . . . . . 
••··••··············· 
•···•················ 
n-dimensional graphics library 
A. Ellerton 
Project for part of BSc(Comp.Sci) Honours 
Edith Cowan University 
(c) A. Ellerton 1995 
Name: nd.h 
Description: All avail~ble ND functions/types etc. 
·············································································! 
I' 
'I 
Version: 0.1 
Copyright (C) 1995 A.Ellerton 
Many thank[; to Brian Palll lbrianp@ssec.ldsc.edu) for his 11es<1 GL/GLU 
clone that hao; beon SO useful during tho development of this project. 
Some of the form of (t"ne implement<~tion) of this library i1> based on 
Bri<~n's Mesa project -THANKS! 
#include "'GL/gl.h> :• For r.:.. types *I 
#lfndef ND_H 
#define ND_H 
IIHdef _cplnsplus 
extern ··c·• ( 
#endif 
#ifndef NULL 
# define NULL I (void •) 0) 
f.endH 
I' 
Apps can test for this symbol to do conditionill compilation if needed. 
'I 
#doHne tlD 
typedaf ~truct __ NDXContext_Struct 'NDXContaxt; 
I' 
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* Enumerations 
. ' 
typedef enum ( 
/* Boolean values */ 
ND_FALSE : 0, 
ND_TRUE "' 1, 
/* Data types */ 
ND_BYTE = 100, 
ND_UNSIGNED_BYTE, 
ND_SHORT, 
ND_UNSIGNED_SHORT, 
ND_INT, 
ND_UNSIGNED_INT, 
ND_FLOAT, 
ND_2_8YTES, 
ND_J_BYTES, 
ND_4_BYTES, 
/* Mat<iX Mode '/ 
ND_MA'rRIX_MODE, 
ND_~IORLD_MODELVIE\~, 
ND_WORLD_PROJECTION, 
ND_ SUBSPACE_MODEL VIE\~, 
ND_SUBSPACE_PROJECTION, 
I* Render Mode */ 
ND_FEEDBACK, 
ND_RENDER, 
ND_SET.ECT, 
/* Feedback */ 
ND_2D, 
ND_JD, 
/* \'/HAT OTHERS? '/ 
I' Buffers, Pixel Drawing/Reading •t 
UD_WORLD_DUtENSION, 
ND_SlJBSPt\n~_DIMENSION, 
ND_DEVICE_DIMENSION, 
I' St,.tes •; 
ND_IGNORE_GL, 
ND_LOOK_AFTER_GL, 
I' Implementation limits '/ 
ND_MA)(_MODELVI EI'I_STliCK_DEPTH, 
ND_MAX_PROJ ECT I ON_ST!ICK_DEPTH, 
ND_MI\X_CLIP _PLA!IES, 
ND_MI\X_ VIEWPORT_ D Il-!S, 
/' Gets */ 
N D_Cut<llENT _NORJ-t.\L, 
ND _MODEI.VI EI'I_HATR IX, 
llD_MODELVI EVJ_STACK_DE:PTH, 
ND_PROJECTIOIJ_MATRIX, 
ND_PROJECTION_ST ,\CK_DEPT11 • 
ND_RENDER_!~ODE, 
!JD_VIE\•JPORT, 
tW_RA\·1_1•/0RLD_ VECTOR, 
flD_ Tl\ANSFORMED _1>/0RLD_ VECTOR , 
ND_RA\'I_SUBSPACE_ VECTOR, 
ND_ TR!INSFORMED_SUDS PACE_ VECTOR, 
ND_RAI-I_DEVI CE_ VECTOR, 
t• NO pays no attention to GL *I 
t• ND takes note of GL 'I 
ND_l fYPEllPLANE_POSITION, /' PliTCH 951213 '/ 
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ND_OBSERVER_POSITION, 
I* Hints *I 
ND_USE_GL_HINT, 
I* Utility */ 
ND_VENDOR, 
ND_RENDERER, 
NO_ VERSION, 
ND_EXTENSIONS, 
I* Ertcors *I 
ND_INVALID_VALUE, 
ND_INVALID_ENUM, 
ND_INVALID_QPERATION, 
ND_STACK_OVERFLOW, 
ND_STACK_UNDERFLOW, 
ND_OUT_OF_MEMORY, 
I' THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS OF OpenGL's ENUMERATIONS ARE EITHER NOT 
APPLICABLE TO NO OR HAVE NOT BEEN INCLUDING THE IMPLEMENTATION 
DUE TO OTHER CONSIDERATIONS SUCH AS TIME, *I 
I' Primitives *I 
I* Points 'I 
I* Lines •1 
I* Polygons *I 
I* Display Lists 'I 
I* Depth buffer •1 
I* Lighting 'I 
I* user clipping planes *I 
1• Accumulation buffer 'I 
1• Alpha t':'sting 'I 
1• Blending 'I 
I' Fog *I 
I* Logic Ops - OMITTED FROM THIS VERSION '/ 
I' Stencil - NOT APPLICABLE 'I 
;• Evaluiltors '/ 
t• Scissor box '/ 
/* Pixel !·lode J Ttcansfer •J 
!' Texture 1.1apping 'I 
!' Extensions '/ 
ND_ENUM_LAST 
) NDenum; 
I' ND_NO_ERROR must be zero 'I 
~!define llD_NO_ERROR GL_FALSE 
,. 
Data types (architecture dependent in some cases) 
•; 
;• c typeGL Lypcstorage ., 
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!•-------------------------------------------------------------------------'1 
typedef unsigned charNDboolean; 
, ...........••.•............•........••..••.••..•...•••••••.•....•••...•.••..• 
l1A'rRIX STACK FUNCTIONS 
Note:;; No functions SUI.:'otcting double type floating point numbei:"S have been 
included for simplicity- although the •f• suffix has teen retained 
in keeping with openGL's style. 
··~········································································••t 
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extern void ndLoadldentily(void); 
extern void ndLoadMatrixf(int N, const float 'New_Matrix); 
extern void ndMatrixMode(NDenum Mode); 
extern void ndMultMatrixf(int N, cons! float •New_Matrix); 
extern void ndRotate(int N, int A, int 8, float Angle); 
extern void ndScale(lnt N, double 'V); 
extern void ndTranslate(int N, double 'V); 
extern void ndldentity(); 
extern void ndPopMatrix(void); 
extern void ndPushMatrix(vold); 
* PRIMITIVES 
·············································································! 
extern void ndVertexNf(int N, ... ); 
extern void ndVertexNd(int N, ... ); 
extern void ndNormaiNfv(lnt N, float 'V); 
extern void ndVertexNfv(int N, float 'V); 
extern void ndVertexNdv(int N, double 'V); 
extern void ndBegin(GLenum Mode); 
extern void ndEnd{void); 
extern void ndDisable(NDenum State); 
extern void ndEnable(NDenum State); 
extern void ndHint(NDenum Target_Hint, NDenum Mode); 
extern void ndRenderMode(NDenum New_Mode); 
extern void ndDimension(NDenum Target_ Space, int New_Dimension); 
extern void ndSet(NDenum , float); 
extern void ndGetfv(NDenum, float'); 
extern void ndGetdv(NDenum, double'); 
extern NDXContext ndXCreateContext(void); 
extern void ndXMakeCurrent(NDXContext New_Current_Context); 
extern void ndXDestroyContext{NDXContext A_ Context); 
/' ADD NOTHING AFTER THIS LINE ' ( 
Hifdef __ cplusplus 
I 
~endif 
~end if 
A.2.2 Rendering Context Control 
~--~c~o~n~t=ex~t~.c:_ ______________________________________________ _ 
( .......................................................................... .. 
............. 
........ ..... 
............. 
n-dimennional graphi~s library 
A. Ellcrton 
Project for part of BSc (Comp.Scil Ho 1ours 
Edith Cowan University 
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............ lc) A. Ellerton 1995 
..... Component: ~on text .c 
.••........ Description: All NDIGL context-related functions 
... .. 
• • 
.. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
····••··•·••••·••···· 
............................................... ,. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
#include <GLind.h> 
#include •private.h• 
I' ........................................................................... . 
* TYPESIDEFINITONS ETC 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 'I 
static canst DEFAULT_PROJECTlDri_STACK_SIZE ~ 2; 
static canst DEFAULT_~lODELVIEW_STACK_S!ZE • 8; 
NDXCont~xt Current_Context = NULL; 
I""''""''"''""'"''"'''''*'"'"''"'"'""'"''""*'''""'"'"'""'"'*" 
' ND PUBLIC FUNCTIONS 
................................................................... .......... 1 
void ndDimension{NDenum Target_ Space, int New_Oimension) 
I' Purpose: Set current conttXt dirr.onsion appropriately . 
. , 
Checlt_Context_Exists l "ndDimonsion· I ; 
switch IT~rget_Spu.ce) 
{ 
case ND_\10RLD_DH!ENSiotl: 
Cur ron t_ Con tcx t ->\·lor 1 d_Dimon3 ~on tlcw_Dllr.<'nsl on; 
!' Sct\IP voctor1> for rhi:; c;izc ·~·orlds" dimo;n:;ions. 
llotably, ench vector is set to the ·~·orld dimonsion; this 
is simpler. thOu<Jh pot<enUally more e>:pcnsivE>. b«cam;" the 
upper componenets of (say) tho dovice v-ector u.r« uo;ed in the 
calcul~tion o[ itself. 'Thm·.p upper corr.porwnt,; dr<' ignored who;,n 
rendering. • I 
New_vuctor (New_Dimens ion+ l, 
&Current_Contc>:t->R,~w_\·/orl ll_ Vcctc>r I : 
New_ vector Wew_Dimens ion+ 1, 
&Current_Cor't.CXt ->Transff'rmed_\·lorld_ Vector I ; 
New_vcctor (l!uw_Dimension+ 1. 
f<Current_Context-~R,lW .. Subspaco_ Vector 1 : 
New_vector (llcl~_oimens i •'n+ l, 
&Curren t_Con text -~Trans f ormed_Subspu.ce_ Vee tor 1 ; 
/lew_ vector lllow_Dimonsicn+ 1, 
&Curren t_Con text-~ Ra w_Dovi cr:_ Voc tor) ; 
I' Initi~li!Je matrix stacks to identity only 'I 
D(prlnt(("ndDimcnsion: \n\t" 
"t\bout to (ree l~orld_ModelVi<>·,;_St<lck\n" I I: 
r ree_l·la t r i x_s tack (cur rent _context- >\1or ld_Modo 1 vi ew_s tacit 1 : 
Push_l·la tr i x (Cur rcn t_ Con text- >\"lor 1 d_Mode l view _Stack, 
Idcmti ty _Matr i>: IN~w_Dimension+ l) ) ; 
D(printf("ndDimension: \n\t" 
"About to frno ~:orld_Projection_~t~ck\n")); 
I' rcc_Ma t r i x_S tack l Cm; rent_con tcx t- ~~lor 1 d_Proj oct i on_s tack) : 
Push_Ma t r i x l Cur ron t_Con te>:t- >~lor 1 d_Pro j ec t i on_s tacit, 
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Identity_Matrix(New_Dimension+l)); 
D(printf("ndDimension: \n\tWorld is now %dD\n", New_Dimension)); 
D(printf("\tContents of World_Modelview_Stack: \n")); 
D(Put_Matrix_Stack(Current_Context->World_Modelview_Stack)); 
D(printf('\n\tWorld_Projection_Stack: \n")); 
D(Put_Matrix_Stack(Current_Context->World_Projection_Stack) ); 
break; 
case ND_SUBSPACE_DIMENSION: 
if (New_Dimension >= Current_Context->World_Dimension) 
{ 
fprintf(stderr, "ND: Cannot make subspace dimension %dD less • 
•than or equal\n to world dimension (%dD)\n", 
New_Dimension, Current_Context->World_Dimension); 
else 
Current_Context->Subspace_Dimension = New_Dimension; 
D(printf('ndDimension: Subspace Dimension= %d\n", 
New_Dimension)); 
Warning('ndDimension(): Subspace projection not yet " 
•implemented\n"); 
/* Initialise matrix stacks to identity only*/ 
Free_Matrix_Stack(Current_Context->Subspace_Modelview_Stack); 
Push_Matrix(Current_Context->Subspace_Modelview_Stack, 
Identity_Matrix(New_Dimension+l)); 
D(printf("ndDimension: \n\t' 
•About to free subspace_Projection_Stack\n")); 
Free_Matrix_Stack(Current_Context->Subspace_Projection_Stack); 
Push_Matrix(Current_Context->Subspace_Projection_Stack, 
Identity_Matrix(New_Dimension+l)); 
D(printf ( "ndDimension: \n\ tSubspace is now %dD\n", New_Dimension)); 
D(printf("\tContents of Subspace_Modelview_Stack: \n")); 
D(Put_Matrix_Stack(Current_Context->Subspace_Modelview_Stack)); 
D(printf("\n\tSubspace_Projection_Stack: \n")); 
D(Put_Matrix_Stack(Current_Context->Subspace_Projection_Stack)); 
break; 
case ND_DEVICE_DIMENSION: 
if (New_Dimension < 2 I I New_Dimension > 4) 
{ 
Warning ( •cannot set device dimension anything but 2, 3 or 4 \n") ; 
return; 
Current_Context->Device_Dimension = New_Dimension; 
Current_Context->OpenGL_Draw_Function 
(New_Dimension 3)? g1Vertex3dv: /* most likely*/ 
(New_Dimension == 2)? g1Vertex2dv: 
g1Vertex4dv; 
D(printf ( "ndDimension: Device is now %dD\n•, New_Dimension)); 
break; 
default: 
break; 
void ndDisable(NDenum State) 
Check_Context_Exists("ndDisable"); 
switch (State) 
{ 
case ND_SUBSPACE_PROJECTION: 
Current_Context->Subspace_Projection_Hint ND_FALSE; 
D(printf('ndDisable: ND_SUBSPACE_PROJECTION \n")); 
break; 
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default: 
break; 
void ndEnable(NDenum State) 
{ 
Check_Context_Exists("ndEn~ble"); 
switch (State) 
{ 
caso ND_SUBSPACE_PROJECTION: 
Current_Context->Subspace_Projection_Hint = ND_TRUE; 
D (printf ( "ndEnable: I'ID_SU8SPACE_PROJECTION \n •) ) ; 
break; 
default: 
break: 
void ndRenderrllode(NDenum New_Mode) 
{ 
Check_Context_Exists ( "ndRenderMode"); 
switch (New_Mode) 
c~se ND_FEEDBACK: 
Current_Context->Render_Mode 
break; 
c~se ND_RENDER: 
New_Hode; 
Current Context->Rendar_Mode Naw_1-!ode; 
break: 
case ND_SELECT: 
Warning("ndRenderMode: Selection ~lode not yet supported\n"); 
break; 
default: 
break; 
void ndHini{NDenum Target_Hint, NDenum Mode) 
switch (Tilrget_Hint) 
{ 
case ND_SUBSP!,CE_PROJECTION: 
Current_Contcxr_-:>Subspctce_Projection_Hint = Mode; 
D(print(("ndHint: Sat hint ND_SUBSPACE_PROJECTIO:l to mode "i,d.\n", 
Hodel I; 
breilk; 
default: 
brer~k: 
;• PATCH: 951213 to ~llu·....- setting of hyperplane and obs<Jrver position 
along nth axis, prctqmatically. 'I 
void ndSet(NDenum Target, float New_Value) 
s\>;itch ("J'nrgctl 
C•1SO ND_HYPERPLt\I>E_POSI"riO:-<: 
Current_Contoxt-:>f = New_Villue; 
D lprintf I"ND: ndSet: Set ND_HYPERPLANE_POS!TION to %1. ]f. \n", 
New_Villuo) 1; 
break; 
Cil~C ND_OOSERVER POSITTQN. 
current_Context->r = uew_Valuo; 
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D(printf("ND: ndSet: Set ND_OBSERVER_POSITION to %1.3£.\n", 
New_V<~lue)); 
bre<~k; 
default: 
break; 
void ndGetdv(NDenum Requested_ State, double "Out_ Value) 
I* Return value or v<~lue array of Requested_State into Out_ Value *I 
{ 
switch (Requested_State) 
case ND_RAW_DEVICE_VECTOR: 
{ 
int i; 
D(printf("\nndGetdv: Returning the vector: ") l; 
D(Put_Vector(Current_Context->Raw_Device_Vector)l; 
for (i,l; i<" DIMENSION_OF(Current_Context->R<>w_Device_Vector); i~+) 
Ol.'t_Value[i-1] " 
VECTOR_ELEMEN'r (Current_Context->Raw_Device_Vector, i); 
break; 
default: 
fprintf ( stderr, 
"ND: ndGetdv: Nothing returned, incorrect par<>meter\n"): 
break; 
void ndGetfv(NDenum Requested_ State, float •out_ Value) 
I' Return value or Vi'llue <>rray of R<>quosted_St<>te jnto Out_Value •1 
switch (Requested_Stilto:e) 
{ 
case ND IJYPERPLi\NE_POSITION· 
•out_Value 
bre<~k; 
Curr<ont Context->f; 
cas.;. ND_OIJSERVER_POSITION: 
•out_Value 
break; 
Current Context->r: 
case ND_RIM_DEVICE_VECTOR: 
{ 
int i; 
for (i=l; i<" DIMENSION_OF(Co.n:nmt_Context->P.aw_Device_Vector); i+•·l 
Out_Value(i-1] "' (float) 
VECTOR_ELEMEN'r (Current_Context-~R<>W_D<o>vice_Vec~or-, i); 
brenk; 
defa.ult: 
fpdntf (stdon·, 
"NO: ndGeLfv: Nothing returned, incorrect parameter\n"); 
break; 
NDXContext ndXCrealeContext{void) 
{ 
NDXContext New_Context; 
New_Context ~ (NDXContoxt) malloc ( sizeof (_NDXContoxt_Struct) •1) ; 
New_Context->r = 2,76; ;• DEFi\ULTS ... *I 
New_context->f = 1.50; 
New_Context->'olorld_Dimo:e:wion 3: 
New_Context->Subspnce_Dimension 3; 
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private 
New_Context->Device_Dimension 
New_Context->Ronder_Mode 
,. 
•New_Contoxt ~ DEFAULT_CONTEXT; 
., 
'' ND_RENDER; 
New_Con text->~lorld_Proj ec ti on_S tack 
New_Ma tr ix_Stack ( DEF AULT_PROJECTION_STACK __ SIZE) ; 
Push_Matrix(New_Context->World_Projection_Stack, 
Identity_Matrix(New_Context->World_Dimension+l)); 
New_context ->\~orld_Mode l v iew_s tack ~ 
New_Matrix_Stack(DEFAULT_MODELVIEW_STACK_SIZE); 
Push_Matrix(New_Context->World_Modelview_stack, 
Identity_Matrix (New_context->World_Dimension+ 1) ) ; 
New_Context->Subspace_Projoction_Stack ~ 
New_Matrix_Stack(DEFAULT_PROJECTION_STACK_SIZE); 
New_Context->Subspace_Model view_Stack = 
New_Ma trix_Stac k ( DE:FAUL T _MODELVIE~I_STACt:_SI ZE) ; 
I' 11ake new context current •1 
ndXHakecurrent (New_ context) ; 
return New_Context; 
void ndXMakeCurrent(NDXConlext New_Current_Context) 
Current_Context = New_Curront_Context; 
D(printf ( • \rmdXMakeCurrent: !lew Context has world o 
Current_Contoxt->\•lorld_Dimension)); 
void ndXDestroyConlext(NDXContext A __ Conlext) 
I* Free memory poinLed to by A_Contm:t '/ 
%d\n", 
F'ree_Mil t r i x_S tack ( A_Con text- >',•/ol'"l d_Proj ec t i on_S tack) ; 
Frce_!·!u.trix_Stack IA_Context- >\'.'orld_Hodelvicw_Stack) ; 
Frcc_Hil trix_Stack IA_Context ->Subspacc_Proj cction_Stilck) ; 
l'reeJ!a trix_Stack (!\_Context ->.Subspacc_Hodel view_.Stack) ; 
I* MORE ... For future revisions *I 
, ..................... '. * ••• ········•*••• ................................ ····· 
• CONTEXTS - PRIVATE FUNCTIONS 
·············································································; 
static void Chock_Context_Exists(const char *Module) 
if (Curront_Contcxt="'l"ULL) ( 
Fatal_!;rror(t1odule, "No NDXContt:>~:t Exi5ts Yet"); 
A.2.3 n-Dimensional Matrix Transformation Control 
---~--~l~r=a=n~s~~o~r=rn=a~t=i~on=s=··~c------------------------------------------
I • • • •' • •• • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * * • • • • • • • * • • • * * • * •' • • • • •• • • * •' * • • • * • • • • • • • • •• •• • • 
n-dimensional graphics library 
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............. 
• • * •••••••••• 
•• 
·········•*** ............ 
• 
* •• * •• 
* •••••••••• 
.. 
• • • • •• • • ••• • • • • • • • • * • 
• • • • • • •• .. • • • • • • • • • * • 
• 
A. Ellerton 
Project for part of BSc(Comp.Scil Honours 
Edith Cowan University 
(c) A. Ellerton 1995 
Component: transformations.c 
Description: All transfomation related functions 
such as scale/rotate/translate etc 
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* •• * ••••••••••••••••••• * .............. * ••• * •••••••• * ....... * *. * * •••••••••••• */ 
#include "private.!!" 
#include <math.h> 
j•••·········································································· 
PUBLIC FUNCTIONS 
·············································································; 
void ndPushMatrix(void) 
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
'I 
Purpose: •Push'" the top of the current matrix stack down, leaving a copy of 
that matrix at the new top position. 
Precondition: 
Procoss: 
Matrix stack is already full 
Give a \•mrning 
Postcondition: stack is u~changed. 
Precondition: not (!1atrix stack is alrcmdy tulll 
Postcondition: Stack top ~ old stack top + 1 
Stack matrix[top) ~stack matrix[old stack top) 
Matrix_Stack The_SLack ~ * (Currcmt_Con~ ~xt->Curront_Stack I : 
D(printf("ndPushMaLrix: r.EOUT TO ENTER\n"')); 
Push_Matrix (The_Stack, The_Stack~>Element [The_Stack->Top] I ; 
D(printf("ndPushMatrix: push successfuL top= ~d\nStack=" 
The_Stack->T<:>p) l: 
D (Put_Miltrix (The_Stack->Elomont ['l'he_Sta<:k->Top] ) ) : 
void ndPopMatrix(void) 
/'---------------------------------------------------------------------------* 
'I 
Purpose: "Pop· tho top o£ the currant matrix stack S 
Precondition: 
Proceso: 
Matrix is empty: S(Top) 
Give a warning 
Postcondition: S is unchanged. 
0 
Precondition: Matrix is NOT empty: S(Top) > 0 
Proceso: Deallc,-,,to top matrix 
DocreP<mt Top counter 
E'o1>1:condition: S(Top) =Old S(Top) -
Matrix_Stack The_Stack ~ •(current_Context->Current_Stack); 
Matrix 'Old_Top_Matrix; 
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Old_'rop_Matrix ~ Pop_Matrix(The_Stack); 
Free_Matrix(Old_Top_Matrixl: 
void ndloadldentity{voltl) 
;•---------------------------------------------------------------------------* 
• Pu:r;pose: M _, the top of the current matrix stack, set M = identity of 
dimension ???? 
·---------------------------------------------------------------------··-----
•; 
;• 
•; 
Set_Top_Matrix_Stack_Element(Current_context->Current_Stack, 
Identity_Matrix(Nll; 
Matrix_Stack s = • (Current_Context->Current_Stackl: 
Matrix *Current_Top_Matrix = & (S->Element (S->Top]); 
int Row, Col; 
int N = •current_Context->Current_space_Dimension; 
/' ""**' ESTABIS!-1 N, the DIMENSION OF THE MATRIX?? */ 
Free_t1atrix (Current_Top_Natrixl ; 
*Current_Top_t1atrix = Identi ty_Matrix (N) ; 
D(printf ( "ND: ndLoadidentity:\n\tSet top of Stilck to 'tD identity matrix\n"ll; 
void ndMatrixMode(NDenum Mode) 
I* Purpose: Redirect the current context such that any modifications to a 
matrix :>tilck, via a call such as mulUlatrix(l etc, ~:ill effect 
the appropriiltO n.atrix. 
•; 
Note that the "current dimension" is also redirected, as this 
is required for checking, P.g ndRotatell. 
switch (Node) 
( 
case ND_\•IORLD_HODELVIE',•I: 
Current_Context->Curnmt Stack = 
&Curren t_Con text- >\'lor 1 d_Mode l vi e~o,·_Stac k : 
Curren t_Con tax t- >Curren t_Spuco_Dimons ion ~ 
&Curren t_Con tax t- > \•lor ld_Diwon:> ion; 
DDiprint(l"ndJ1,ltrixHode: Chungcd to ND_\·IO!l!.D_HODELVIF:\•1\n"l); 
DDiprint[l"ndM<ttrixMode: ~JP of I'.'Orld model view matrix stack=%d\n", 
Current_Context- >\•lorld_l·loduloticw_Stack->'ropl ) ; 
break; 
CilSe ND_I~ORLD_PHOJECTION: 
Current_Context->Current Stack = 
&Cur rcn t_Con text- >~lorl d_Pro j ec t i on_S tack ; 
Curren t_Con text- >Current_Space_Di mens ion " 
&Cur nm t_Con tax t- >\•lor l d_Di mens ion; 
D (printf I" mll1atrixHode: Changed to ND_I'IORLD_PROJECT":::JN\n" ) ) ; 
break; 
case ND_SUBSPACE_HODELVIE\'1: 
Current_Context->Current_Stack = 
&Curren t_Con text-:> Subspa ce_l·lode 1 vi :=w_s tack; 
Cu rrcnt_Con text- >Cur rent_Space_Dimensi on = 
&Curren t_Con text-> Subspace_Dimens ion; 
D I printf I "ndM<ltrix~lodo: Changed to ND_SUBSPACE_l10DELVIE\~\n" ) I ; 
break; 
case ND_SUBSPACE_PROJECTION: 
Current_rnntext->Current Stack = 
&Cur rr:nt_Con text-> Subspace_Pro j ect ion_S tack ; 
Current_Contoxt->Current_Space_Dimensicn ~ 
&Curren t_Con text-> Subspace_Dimension ; 
Dlprintf('ndMatrixMode: Changed to ND_SUDSPACE_PROJECTION\n")); 
break; 
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default: 
~larning I "ndMatrix.'lode: Illegal mode: %d", Mode) : 
break; 
void ndScale(lnt N, double *V) 
( 
Dlr!:lntf("IN ndScale: %dD\n", NJJ: 
Mul tiply_Onto_stack 
( *Current_Context ->Current_Stack, 
Scale_Matrix(*Current_Context->Current_Space~Dimension, V)); 
D (printf ( "ndScale: successfully pushed scale matrix • J ) ; 
void ndTranslate(int N, double *V) 
( 
D(printf("ND: ndTrdnSlate: %dD\n", Nil; 
Multiply _onto_Stack 
I •current_Context->Current_Stack, 
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Translation_Matrix I •current_Context->Current_Space_Dimension, VI ) : 
Dlprintf I"ND: ndTranslato: Successfully pushed translation matrix\n"l): 
void ndldentity() 
DD(printf("IN ndidentity\n"JJ; 
Multiply_Onto_Stack 
I •curront_Contoxt->Current_Stack, 
Identity _Matrix ( •curront_Contoxt->Current_Space_Dimension+ll J ; 
DD (printf ( "ndldenti ty: Successfully pushed matrix- J I : 
void ndRotate{int N, inl A, int B, float Angle) 
( 
DD(printf("IN ndRot11te: 'l,d-1d pli!ne" 
by 'U.lf degrees\n", A, ll, Angle)): 
if (N > •currcnt_Context->Current_Space_Dimension) 
( 
11arning("ndRotate: Cannot build matrix because requested size of " 
"matrix (%dO) \n is bigger than current space (%dO). \n", 
N, •current_Context->Current_Spi!CO,_Dimens ion I : 
return: 
if (A > N II B > t1 II A < 0 II H < 0 II A == [l) 
( 
\~arning("ndRotato: Requested %dD rotat-ion plane l%d-'5d) is 1nalformed\n", 
N, !,, B): 
return: 
(• Multiply rotation matrix on top of current matrix stack 'I 
Mul tiply_Ont.o_Sti!ck ('Current_Context->Current_Stack, ( * onto this stack • I 
/'Rotation_Matrixlll, A, B, lingle)); t• with this matrix *I 
I' 951122 DAtJGER: Should pass beN not current. .dimension '/ 
Rota ti on_~\a t r ix I •cur rem t_Con text->Curren t_Space_Di mens ion, 
A, B, Angle)); /'with this matrix •; 
DD(printf("ndRotate: Successfully pushed r<'tation %dD matrix, ~d-'td plana" 
"by U.lf degree"\n", tl, A, B, Anglo)): 
void ndLoadMatrixf(int N, const float •New_Matrix) 
( 
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Private 
Functions 
Warning("ndLoadMatrixf -This function has not yet been implemented\n"); 
void ndMultMatrixf(int N, cons! float -New_Malrix) 
{ 
~/arning('ndMultMatrixf -This function has not yet been implemented\n'l; 
t••····································-~·*··································· 
• PRIVATE TRANSFORMATION FUNCTIONS 
............................................................................. , 
Matrix ldentity_Matrix(int N} 
{ 
inti, j; 
Matrix I; 
I = New__Matrix(N, Nl: 
for li=l: i<"N; i++l 
for lj=l; j<=N: j++) 
MATRIX_ELEMENT(I, i, j) 
return I; 
li==j)? 1.0 
Matrix Rotallon_Mairlx{int N, in! A, int 8, double Angle) 
{ 
Matrix R; 
if (N<2) 
roturn NULL_l.JATRIX; 
R = Identity_Matrix(N+l); 
0. J; 
MATRIX_ELEMENT(R, A, A) = MATRIX_ELEMENT (R, B, B) = cos (TO_RADIANS (Angle)); 
MATRIX_ELEMENT(R, A, 8) sin ITO_Rt\DIANS (!Ingle I ) ; 
M!ITRIX_ELEMENTIR, B, AI ~ -sin('l'O_HfiDIJ\NS(Angle)); 
return R; 
Matrix Scale_Matrix{int N, double *V) 
{ 
inti, j; 
Matrix S; 
I' Create a matrix oi current dimensionality */ 
s = New_Matrix(N+l, N+ll; / 0 f'IX MB: SHOULD BE Current_Matrix_Dimension */ 
fm· (i=l; i<=N+l; i++l 
for lj=l; j<=N+l; j++l 
if li==j) 
MATRIX_ELEMENT(S, i, j) 
else 
li==N+l)? 1.0 
M!ITRIX_ELEMENT ( S, i, j) 0. 0; 
return S: 
Matrix Translation_Matrix(int N, double *V) 
{ 
int i, j; 
Hatrix •r: 
I" Croate a matrix of current dimensionality '/ 
V!i-11; 
T" New_Matrix(N+l, N+l); /' FIX ~IE: SHOULD BE Current_HiltriK_Dimension '/ 
for 1i~1; i<,N+l; i++l 
Cor (j"l; j<,N+l; j-..) 
if li,,j) 
HATRIX_ELE!1ENT(T, i, j) " 1.0; 
else if (j,=N+l && i !" N+ll 
M!ITRIX_FLEHENT(T, i, j) V(i-1]; 
else 
M!ITRIX_ELEMENT(T, i, j) (}.(}; 
return T; 
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A.2.4 n-Dimensional Vertex Submission/Projection Control 
--~--~v~e~rt~e=x=.c~--------------------------------------------
public 
I 
• • 
............. 
............. 
.. 
............. 
............ 
• 
• ••••• 
........... 
. . . .. 
• .. 
• • 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
• 
n-dimcnsional graphics library 
A. Ellerton 
Project for part of BSc(Cornp.Sci) Honours 
Edith Cowan university 
(c) A. Ellerton 1995 
Component: vertcx.c 
Description: All vertex-related functions 
............................................................................. , 
~include <GL/nd.h> 
Winclude •private.h" 
#include <stdary. :1> /' Variable argument lists */ 
static void Project (void); 
void ndBegin(Glenum Mode) 
I 
DD(printf("\n\nndBegin(): Mode 
glBegin (Hade); 
void ndEnd(void) 
I 
DD (print f ( "ndEnd 0 . \n") ) ; 
glEnd(); 
void ndVertexNI(Int N, ... ) 
I 
int Index, Elements; 
va_list Arguments; 
va_start(Arguments, N); 
'%d\n", Mode)); 
I* Setup Arguments Pointer */ 
Check_Context_Exists ( "ndVertexNf •) ; 
I* want to ignore excess components, therefore check N is less than 
currently set world dimension *I 
H (N > current_Context->World_Dirnension) 
Elements 
elr;e 
Elements 
Curren t_Con tc.xt- >\~or ld_Dimens ion; 
DD(printf ( "ndVertexNf: (")); 
for (Index~l; Index<=Elements; Index++) 
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VECTOR_ELEMENT(Current_Context->Raw_world_Vector, tndex) 
va_arg(Arguments, Element_Type): 
DD(printf(" (%d) U.lf 
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Index, VECTOR_ELEMENT((ocrent_Context->Raw_World_Vector, Index)) 
); 
1• Set remaining components, if any, to 0.0 (if less than the 
world dimension) or 1.0 (if w world dimension w= homogeneous 
component */ 
for (Index=N+l; Index <wCurrent_Context->World_Dimension; Index++) 
VECTOR_ELEMENT(Current_Context->Raw_world_Vector, Index)= 
(Index==Current_Context->World_Dimension)? 1.0: 0.0; 
DD(printf(• (%d) %l.lf 
Index, VECTOR_ELEMENT (Current_Context->Raw_World_Vector, Index) l 
); 
DD(printf ( "] \n" l); 
Project(); 
void ndVertexNd(int N, ... ) 
{ 
int Index, Elements; 
va_list Arguments; 
va_start(Arguments, N); 
if (N > 4 /" CHANGE 'I) 
Elements 4; 
else 
Elements N: 
1• Setup Arguments Pointer '/ 
for (Index..,l: Indcx~=Eleu,ents; Index•+) 
D(printf(" (%d) U.lf 
Index, va_arg(Ar~uments, double))); 
va_end(Argumentsl: 
D(printf("]\n") I: 
void ndNormaiNfv(int N, float *V) 
{ 
I' "clean up' arguments '/ 
Warning("ndNormalNFv' Normills not yet implomented\n"); 
void ndVertexNfv(int N, float *V) 
{ 
int Index, Elements; 
Check_Context_Exists ( "ndVertexNfv'l; 
I' want to ignore exce~s components. therefore check N is less than 
currently set world dimension */ 
if IN > Current_Context->World_Dimension) 
Elements 
else 
Elements 
Current_Contoxt->World_Dimension; 
N; 
D(printfl"ndVertexNfv: [")l; 
for IIndex=l; Index~"Elements; Index++) 
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Private 
Functions 
VECTOR_ELEMENT(Current_Context->Raw_World_Vector, Index) ~ 
(Element_Typel V[Index-1); 
D{printf{"%1.1£ VECTOR_ELEMENT{Current_Context->Raw_World_Vector, 
Index) 
,, 
;• Set remaining components, if any, to 0.0 (if less than or equal to the 
world dimension) or 1.0 (if~= homogeneous component *I 
for (Index.,N+l; Index "'~current_Context->\\'orld_Dimension+1; Index++) 
VECTOR_ELEMENT (Current_Context->Raw_World_Vector, Index)"' 
(Index.,.,Current_Context->World_Dimension+l)r 1.0: 0.0; 
D (print£ ( • %1.1 f VECTOR_ELEMENT (Current_Context->Raw_world_Vec:.:or, 
Index) 
,, 
D(printf ( ") \n')); 
Project (); 
void ndVertexNdv(int N, double •v) 
I 
\~arning ("ndVertexNdv: This function is not yet implemented\n"): 
static Vector Project_Veclor_N_To_K_Dimensions(Vector V, int N, int K) 
1"----------------------------------------------------------------------
• Purpose: To project vector V from N-dimensions to K-dimensions. 
•---------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
/'double r ~ 2.76,f=l.5, q;'/ 
double r,f,q; 
int i, d; 
Vector R; I' = Ne·,.;_Vector(DIMENSION_OF (V)); *I 
D (print f ( • \nND: Proj!.!Ct_Vector_N_To_K_Dimensions () \n") ) ; 
I' --------------------------------------------------------------------
REPEATED PROJECTION 
start at dimension N, project to dimension K, Step down 
by 1 dimension ea~h iteration. 
•d• loop countor ~ dim<lrmion to project FROM, therefore only goes to one 
ABOVE the K, ie d > K 
--------------------------------------------------------------------*1 
R Copy_Vector (VJ; 
r current_Context->r; 
Current_Context-> f; 
D(printf('\tProjection loop, from 'MD to %dO begun :r=% l.Jf. f4 1.3f) .\n", 
N, K, r, f) i; 
for (d~N: d>K; d--) 
t• Dorivo q from so-far projected vector 'I 
q = (r-f)/(r-VECTOR_ELEMENT(R,d)); 
D(printf("\t\tProject from %dD to %dO; ( •, d, d-1)); 
I* Populate all salient m~mbers of R (all but last) with R 
!or (i=l; i~d; i++) 
VEC'rOR_ELEMENT(R, i) = q ' VECTOR_ELEMENT(R, il; 
D(printf(" %1.1f", VECTOR_ELEMENT(R, i))); 
D(printf("] \n")); 
qR •; 
D(printf("\tProjection loop, from %dO to %dO complete.\n", N, K)); 
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/* Debuggin only Feedback */ 
D(printf("\tProjection Result: \dO vector K) ); 
D(Put_vector(R)); 
1• Augment size of device vector to reflect projection */ 
DIMENSION~OF(R) = K; 
return R; 
static void Project(void) 
I 
Matrix_Stack Stack; 
D(printf("\nND:Project(J\n\tMatrix to transform world vector = \n'l); 
D(Put_Matrix(TOP_MATRIX(Current~Context->Worl~odelview~Stack)J); 
Free_Vector(Current~Context->Transformed_World_Vector); 
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1'----------------------------------------------------------------------
Transformed World Vector = world_Modelview~Matrix * Raw~World_Vector 
----------------------------------------------------------------------•! 
Current_Context->Transformed_World_Vector = 
Multiply_Matrix_By_Vector 
(TOP_MATRIX(Current_Context->World_Modelview_Stack). 
Curren t_Con text-> Raw_~lor ld_ Vee tor) ; 
D(printf(-Project(): Transformed world vector= ")); 
D (Put_ Vector (Current_Context->Transformed_World_Vector-) ) ; 
if (Cur-x-ent_Context->Subspace_Projection_Hint == ND_TRUE) 
I 
/' Project to a subspace first, then project to device 'I 
/'Warning("Project(): Subspace projcction not yet implemented\n"); *I 
else 
I' 1. Project from world to ~ub~pace 'I 
Free_ Vector (Current_Context->Raw_Subspacc_Vector) ; 
Current_Con texL- >Raw _subspace_ Vee tor " 
Proj ec t_ Vector _N_ To_K_Dimens .ions 
(Curren t_Con text- >'r r ans L o rmed_\~or ld_ Vee tor, 
Cur rent_Con text- >\"lor 1 tl_Di mc;ns ion , 
Current_Context ->Subspace_Dimension) ; 
t• FROM DIMENSION *I 
/' TO DIMENSION 'I 
(printf("Project(): raw subspace vector = ")); 
(Put_ Vector (Current_Conr.ext ->RJ.w_Subspace_Vector) ) ; 
I' 2. Transform within subspace 'I 
Free_Vector(Current_Context->Transformed_Subspace_Vectorl; 
current_Context->Transformed_Subspace_Vector = 
Multiply_Matrix_By_Vector 
(TOP _MATRIX (Curren t_Con text-> Subspace_Hode 1 vi ew_s tack l , 
Current_Context->Raw_Subsp~ce_Vectorl; 
(printf("Project(l: Transformed ,;ubspace vector"")); 
(Put_Vector(Current_Context->Transformed_Subspace_Vectorll; 
I' 3. Project from subspace to device •t 
Free_ Vector (Current_Context->Raw_Device_Vector I ; 
r:urrent_ Context-> lla w_oev ice_ Vee tor " 
Project_Vector_N_To_K_Dimensions 
(Current_Context-~Transformed_Subspace_Vcctor, 
Current_Context->Subspace_Dimension, /' FROM DI~ENSION •1 
Current_context->Device_oimensionl; I* TO DIMENSION *I 
Free_Vector(Current_Context->Raw_Device_Vector); 
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1*-------------------------------------------------------------------
Pcoject from world dimension to device dimension 
------------------------------------------------------------------*1 
Current_Context->Raw_Device_Vector ~ 
Project_Vector_N_To_K_Dimensions 
(Current_Context->Transformed_world_Vector, 
current_Context->World_Dimension, 
current_Context->Device_Dimension); 
I* Debug Feedback •t 
D(pdntf("ND:Project():\n\trn: 'MD-> GL Out: %dD\n", 
current_Context->World_Dimension, 
Current_Context->Device_Dimensionl J; 
/* FROM DIMENSION */ 
/* TO DIMENSION */ 
D(printf("\t%dD world vector = •, 
current_context->World_Dimension) 11 
D(Put_Vector(Current_Context->Raw_World_Vectorl) 1 
D(printf("\t~dD transformed world vector = •, 
current_Context->World_Dimension)); 
D (Put_ Vector (Current_Context->Tx-ansiormed_'.~orld_Vector) ) ; 
D(printf(''\t%dD device vector q ", 
Current_Context->Device_Dimensionll 1 
D(Put_Vector(Current_Context->Raw_Device_vector)); 
I' Now dx-aw using OpenGL, only if in ND_RENDER modo •; 
if (Current_Context->Render_Mode == ND_RENDER) 
Current_Context->OpenGL_Draw_Function 
( ACCESS_ELEMENTS (Curx-ent_context->Raw_Device_ Vector) ) ; 
else 
O(printf ("Not rendering because currently in ND_RENDER mode\n")); 
A.3 Underlying Architecture Source Code 
A.3.1 Private Function Interface 
The header file private.h contains all type and function specifications 
for the underlying, or uprivate'' functionality of the ND library. That is, all 
types anrl fUnctions that are not directly available to a user of the ND 
library, are listed within here, for access by the principal architecure, as 
listed above. 
Q ndflib/nd/private.h -[J;j-~----
I' • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • * • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • •• • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • .. ' • • • 
• 
............. 
............. 
n-dimensional graphics library 
A. Ellerton 
Project fm: part of BSc(Comp,Sci) Honours 
Edith Cowan University 
(c) A. Ellerton 1995 
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Debugging 
Control 
vector dnta-
stmcturr 
matrix dnta-
stmcturc 
..... Component: ndprivate.h 
........... Description: privat~ types/functions for nd 
····················· 
····················· 
• 
• 
·····················································~······················•! 
#ifndef ND_PRIVATE_H 
8define ND_PRIVATE_H 
#include <GL/nd.h> 
#include <GL/glx.h> /' For GLX context 'I 
~ifdef __ cplusplus 
extern ·c· ( 
~endif 
/* ------------------------------------------
ADD ALL PUBLIC DEFINITIONS AFTER THIS LINE 
------------------------------------------ *I 
#define DEBUG NOT 
#if WEBUG 21 
# define D(Anything) Anything 
# define DDIAnythingl Anything 
# define UP_TO_HERE D(printf("Up to line %d of %s.\n", __ LINE __ , __ FILE __ )); 
# error DEB~IG LEVEL SET A'r 2 
#elif (DEBUG~~ ll 
# define D(An~·thinq) Anything 
# define DDIA'.lYthingl 
# define UP.":O_l!ERE Dlprintfi"Up to line> ~d of %s.\n", __ LINE __ , __ f'ILE_Il; 
Hel~>e 
# define 01/lny~hing) 
# define DDIAnythingl 
#endit 
• include <stdio.h> /' printf. if req'd 'I 
I 
... "*'' ...................................................................... . 
' MANAGER/UTILITY FUNCTIONS 
.............................................................................. 
I 
~dnfine TO_RAD!ANS I angle I I (angle) 'M_PI /180. 0) 
typcdef double Element_'l'ype; 
typedef str-uct 
( 
lnt Elements; 
Element_Type 'Element; 
Vector; 
typedef ~truct 
( 
lnt Rows, Columns; 
Eloment_Typc ''Element; 
Matrix; 
matrix stack ;• Matrix stack Oper-ation. 
data-structure A given stacks haD a maximum of m and a minimum of 1 elements. 
Each .:.lcw.mt s (i I is a n-dimensional matrix, each element does not 
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rendering 
context 
structure 
* necessarily have to be the same size- therefore an element is a pointer 
* to an-dimensional matrix. Therefore an array of elements is an array 
* of pointers to matrices. 
* 
*/ 
typedef struct 
( 
int Top; 
int Size; 
/* Current size of stack*/ 
/* Maximum number of elements in stack*/ 
Matrix *Element; /* An array of. matrices*/ 
Matrix_Stack_Struct, *Matrix_Stack; 
typedef struct ~NDXContext_Struct 
( 
/*-----------------
STACKS 
----------------- */ 
Matrix_Stack World_Projection_Stack; 
Matrix_Stack World_Modelview_Stack; 
Matrix_Stack Subspace_Projection_Stack; 
Matrix_Stack Subspace_Modelview_Stack; 
Matrix_Stack *Current_Stack; /* Points to current stack*/ 
/*-----------------
EXTERNAL 
----------------- */ 
GLXContext OpenGL_Context; 
/*-----------------
DIMENSIONS 
----------------- */ 
int World_Dimension; 
int Subspace_Dimension; 
int Device_Dimension; 
int *Current_Space_Dimension; 
/*-----------------
HINTS/PREFERENCES 
----------------- */ 
/* 2, 3 or 4->determines GL func to use*/ 
NDenum Use_GL_Hint; / * When to use GL * / 
NDenum Subspace_Projection_Hint; /*True/ False*/ 
NDenum Render_Mode; 
/*--------------------------
VECTORS (USEFUL FOR GET(}} 
-------------------------- */ 
vector Raw_world_Vector; /* Input vector, before any 
manipulation*/ 
vector Transformed_World_Vector; /* Input world coordinate vector, 
after transformation, but not 
projection*/ 
vector Raw_Subspace_vector; /* world vector after transformation 
and projection to subspace, (if 
subspace proj is TRUE} */ 
vector Transformed_Subspace_vector; /* Subspace vector after 
transformation in subspace*/ 
vector Raw_Device_vector; /* Subspace vector after 
/*--------------------------
OPEN GL STUFF ... 
-------------------------- */ 
transformation and projection to 
device. NB device may be 3D, like 
void (*OpenGL_Draw_Function} (const GLdouble *V}; 
/*--------------------------
PATCH 
-------------------------- */ 
float r, f; /* observer/plane position along nth axis. 
Added 951213 ... _should_ be part of projection 
.I 
d 
I I 
! 
! 
I 
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transformations. . . 'I 
J _NDXContext_Struct; 
.....•..•........•.••.•...••..•..•••.•.••••••.••••.••...••.•.•..........••••.. 
' GLOBAL VARIABLES 
.............................................................................. 
extern NDXContel\t Current_Context; 
extern canst: _NDXContext_St:ruct: DEFJ\ULT_CON1'EXT; 
.............................................................................. 
' VECTOR DEFINITIONS 
.................... ••••• .................................................. o .. 
extern canst Vector NUI.L_VECTOR; 
~define ACCESS_ELEMENT:: IVl ( (V). Element) 
~define VECTOR_ELE:olENT(V,INDEX) ((V).Elementj (INDEX)-1 }) 
Hdefine DH1E:l1SION_OF"f"l) ( (V) .Elements) 
ijdefine IS_tnJLL_V!:C";OR(V) ( (V).E:lements~~NULL_VECTOR.Elements && \ 
(VI. Element NULL_ VECTOR. Element I 
extern Vector Copy_ Vector(Vector ); 
I •---- --------------- --·.-- ------------.--------.----------------- -----------• 
• Purpose: Copy vector and return il pointer to the new (dynamic) vectcr 
., 
extern void New_Vector(int Number_Of_Eiements, Vector •New_Vector); 
1'------------···------------------------------------------------------------· 
• Purpose: cr~•Hc a V(·ctor of si~e El(,ments • 
. ' 
e::tern void Free_Vector(Vector A_ Vector); 
(.---- --------------------- -------------------------------------------- ------· 
• Purpose: Free the n.0:nory ,;tared for r. .. Vector 
extern Vector Set_Vector(int Number_Of_Elemenls, ... ); 
I •----- ----------------------------------------------. --------------- --------• 
. ' 
Put pose: create 11nd populilte a vector (si~u • Element.':) and populate with 
u::;ing content::; of variable lGngth atgument list - must have Elements 
floats in it. 
extern void Put_Column_Vector(Vector V); 
.'.---- --------------------- --------------------------------------------------. 
• !'urp05t": Put an ascii rupresent<.otion of 11 to stdout 
Displ<>ys in form of " COLUV.t/ vector. See also: Put_VectorO 
extern void Put_ Vector(Vector V); 
·- -··-·-------------------------------------------------------------------· 
• i't.:r[10S•'= Put .1n acdi repres<:'nt:ution of !1 to stdout 
Dlsplil"JS in form of " R0\•1 vector. See also: Put_Column_Vectur() 
.............................................................................. 
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* MATRIX DEFINITIONS 
'**'*'******"*'*'*'*'''*'''*'''*'''**'*''*'**'*"*'*'"*'******''*****••**'*"* 
I 
exte~n canst Matrix NULL_MATRIX; 
#define MATRIX_ELEMENT(H, ROW,COL) ( IMJ .Element [ (ROW) -1 ] [ (COL) -1] ) 
#define COLUMNS_OF(M) ((H) .Columns) 
#define ROWS_OF(M) ( IM) .RowE) 
#define IS_NULL_MATRIX (M) ( (M) . Element NULL II • IMJ .Element NULL) 
extern int Dimension(Matrix A_Matrix); 
extern Matrix Copy_Matrlx{Matrix A_Matrix); 
!*---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
• Purpose: Copy A_Matrix and return a pointer to the new (dynamica1ly 
allocated) matrix 
•---------------------------------------------------------------------------
"I 
extern Matrix New_Matrix(int Rows, int Cois); 
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Purpose: Create a Rows x Cols array of matrix elements and ~eturn the 
pointer to the new (dynamically allocated) !l".atrix 
·---------------------------------------------------------------------------
"I 
extern NDbooiean Muitiply_Matrices{Matrix *R, Matrix A, Matrix B); 
!*---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
• Purpose; calculate and return result o[ A • B 
·---------------------------------------------------------------------------
"I 
extern Vector Mulliply_Matrix_By_Vector(Matrix M, VeclorV}; 
!*---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
• Purpose; Calculate and return result of M.V 
Note that this is PRE-multiplication, and M.V !~ V.M generally 
•---------------------------------------------------------------------------
"I 
extern void Free_Matrix{Malrix • A_ Matrix); 
!'----------------------------------------------------------------~----------· 
• Purpose; Free tho memory stored for A_~1atrix 
. ----------------- -------------------------- ------------- ... -----------------
"I 
extern Matrix Set_Matrix(int Rows, in! Cols, ,.); 
!•---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Purpose: Create and populate !\_Matrix to be Rvws x Cols in size, using 
variilble length argument lis~ - which must have exilctly Ro·.-;'Cols 
floats in it - to populilte t·he values. 
·---------------------------------------------------------------------------
"I 
extern void Put_Matrix{Matrix M); 
!'---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
• Purpose: Put an ascii representation of M to stdout 
·---------------------------------------------------------------------------
"I 
····~·· 00 0000*000 H 00 0000000 0000000 0000000000 ................................ 00000 
' MATRIX STACK DEFINITIONS 
................................................................................. 
ltdefine EME''rY_ST!ICK -1 
"define ST!ICK_I<;~El1PTY(S) ((S)->Top ~~ El1PTY_STACK) 
Uclefine STACK_·,s_FULL(S) ((S)->Top ~= (S)->Size-1) 
~r;letino TOE>_MA'!'RIX(S) ((S)->Eloment((S)->Top]) 
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extern void Free_Matrix_Stack{Matrix_Stack The_ Stack}; 
!*---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
* Purpose: 
•---------------------------------------------------------------------------
'I 
extern void lnilia1ise_Stack(Matrix_Stack *The_Stack, int New_Size); 
!*---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
• PUI:"pose: 
·---------------------------------------------------------------------------
'I 
extern void Multiply_Onto_Stack(Matrix_Stack S, Matrix M}; 
!*------------------------------------------··--------------------------------· 
PUI:"pase: To multiply matrix M by the top st<~ck of matrix S (if it exists) 
Prec:andi tion: s is empty 
Process: copy M to top of new stack 
Postcondition: H sole matrix on stack S 
Precondition: S is NOT empty 
Process: Replace S's top miltrix T with T.M 
Postcondition: S.Top_N<ltrix = S.'rop_Hatrix • H 
·---------------------------------------------------------------------------
'I 
extern Matrix_Stacll New_Matrix_Stack(int New_ Size}: 
extern Matrix* Pop_Matrix(Matrix_Stack S); 
extern void Push_Matrix(Matrix_Stack S, Matrix M); 
extern void Put_Matrix_Stack(Matrix_Stack S); 
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
• Purpose: Put nn ascii reprcsentt.tion of s to stdout 
·---------------------------------------------------------------------------
'I 
* 0 0 00 0 H 0 0 * 0 0 * 0 0 0. 0 0 * .. 0 0 * 0 *. 0 0 0 0 0 * OOH * * 0 0 * .. * 0 0 0 * 0 0 ** 0 0 0 0 ** H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 *** ** 0 
* TRANSFORMATION MATRIX: FUNCTIONS 
................................................................................ 
Matrix ldentity_Matrix{int N); 
1*---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
• Purpose: Cre<:~tc a n-dimensional NON-homogenoous identity matrix 
·---------------------------------------------------------------------------
'I 
Matrix Rotation_Malrix(int N, int A, int B, double Angle); 
1'---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
l'UI:"pose: Produce a lJ x N Homogeneous matrix li.e. N+l x N+l sized) that will 
effect a rot<>tion in the A-B pl<:~ne by !Ingle degrees. 
Preeandition: N >= 
Process: Create R such that R[i] [j] 
EXCEPT 
retul:"n R: 
Pvstcondition: 
Precondition: N < 2 
Process: I:"eturn NULL; 
Postcondition: 
R[u] [a] 
R(il] [b) 
equal to j 
0 i not equal to 
R(b][b} ~ c:os(angle) 
-R[b) [a) = sin(angle) 
 
. 
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• Refe~ence: Noll (1957) A computer Technique for Displaying n-dimensional 
hyperobjects. Comm of the ACM lO(B) 
•---------------------------------------------------------------------------
'I 
Matrix Scale_Matrix(int N, double *V); 
!•---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
• Pllrpose: Produce a N-dimensional homogeneous matrix (N+l x N+l size) 
to effect a scaling in e<~ch dimension, as described by vecto~ V. 
•---------------------------------------------------------------------------
'I 
Matrix Translation_Matrix(int N, double •v); 
1'---------------··-----------------------------------------------------------· 
• Pui"pose: Produce <~ N-dimension<~l homogeneous matrix lN+l x N+l size) 
* to effoct a translation in each dimension, as described by vector V. 
·---------------------------------------------------------------------------
'I 
I 
............ **" ••••••••••••••••••• * •• *' •••••••••••• * ........................... . 
* DIAGNOSTIC/UTILITY FUNCTIONS 
••••·•····•••············•·········•··•············•••·•·······•·•··•••····••• 
I 
#define Verify_Allocation (Item, Failure_Message) \ 
if litem~= NULL) ( fprintf(stdout, "Out of Memory: \s\n', Failure__Message); 
fprintf(stdeH, •out of Memory: !j;.s\n", F<~iluro_Message); ) 
extern void Warning(const char •Format, ... ); 
extern float R<~ndom]loat(float Minimum, float Maximum); 
extern int Random_lnt(int Minimum, int Maximum); 
extern void Non_Fatal_t!rror{const char •Module, const char 'Message); 
/'---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Purpose: Display rnessaqe to st<..iorr, form: 
ND Non-Fatal Error: Modulo•>""~lodulo"': !1er;sage 
•---------------------- ---------- . ------------------------------------------
'I 
extern void Fatai_Error(const char 'Module, const char •Message); 
1*---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Purpose: Display mer;sage to stderr, then exit with non-zero code. 
Form of the dir;play: 
ND FATAL ERROR: Hodule=>"Nodule-: Nesr;age 
•---------------------------------------------------------------------
• I 
extern void Check_Context_Exists(const char •Module); 
1*---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
• Purpose; Chocks if a context is currently associated. If not, exits. 
•---------------------------------------------------------------------------
'I 
;• ADD NOTHING AFTER THIS LINE • I 
#ifdo( __ cplusplus 
llendit 
llondif 
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A.3.2 Matrix Control 
Q matrix.c 
- ------
I 
•••••• * •••••• * * ••••••• * * * •••• * * ** •••••• * ............ *" ............ * .......... . 
n-dimensional graphics library 
............. 
............. 
A. Ellerton 
.. 
............. 
Project for part of BSc(Comp.Scil Honours 
Edith Cowan University 
............ (cl A. Ellerton 1995 
..... Component: matrix.c 
........... Description: Strictly matri:-:-related functions 
... .. 
***'*******'****"'" 
..................... 
........................................... ****'*"''***'''****'''*'*******''! 
#include <GL/nd.h> 
#include "private.h" 
#include <stdarg.h> 
I' • ** • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • * * • • • • *** • • • *" • • *" * • *'" '* * * **' • • • • • **** • • • * • • • • '* • 
' TYPBSIDEFINITONS ETC 
.................................................. OHO * ·~ ............... * ...... I 
const Matrix NULL_MATRIX "' (0, 0, NULL); 
I*'"****''''***"'''''''''""'''"'*''''""'"'"''*****''**'**"**'''"''" 
' MATRICES - i\VAILAEILE F"lmCTIONS 
............................................................................. / 
Matrix Copy_Matrix(Matrix The_ Original) 
I* Return matrix Thc_Copy, il copy of Original 
'I 
951108 I have dupth:ated the code in New_Mati"iX in the hope it will increase 
efficiency b/C Co[Jy_l·latrix is used frequently. 
951108.2 
int RO\I."l 
Hatdx Th,_Copy; 
Tho_Copy = Ne·,.l_l·!~tr ix I RO\~.S_OF l~'ho_Origina ll , COL1.JI.lNS_OF ('l'he_Originalll ; 
DD(printf("Copy_Hatrix: ~d x %d matrix\n", The_Original.Rows, 
·rho_Original.Columnr.) I; 
I' Uow copy in all cle<oents '/ 
I' Setup values 'I 
1')le_Copy. Rows = The_Original. Rows; 
The_ copy. Columns = Tho_Original.Col umnH; 
The_Copy. Elc;nent = 
(Elcmcnt_Type ••) malloc (sizeof(Ele;nent_Type *) • The_Original.Rowsl; 
lt ('l'ho_Copy.Elernent ~~NULL) /'out of memory *I 
'·1,1rning("O\<t of memory when cr<>ating a new matrix\n'l; 
'"~"Jrn NULL_Hli'I'RIX; 
I' Alloca tc each row • I 
for (Row=O; Row<The_Original.Rows; Row++l 
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The_Copy.Element[Row) = 
(Element_Type • I calloc (sizeot (Element_Type), The_Odginal.Columns); 
if (The_Copy.Element(Row) ==NULL) /* out of memory 'I 
War-ning( "Out of memory when creating a row in a matr-ix\n"): 
return NULL_MATRIX; 
/*Copy each element 'I 
memcpy (The_Copy. Element [Row], The_Original. Element [Row) , 
•rhe_Or-iginal.Col umns sizeof (Element_Type) l ; 
DD(printt('COPY_MATRIX: Row %d -> 'l;p\n", Row, The_Copy.Element(Row])); 
r-eturn The_Copy; 
Matrix New_Matrix(int Number_Of_Rows, lnt Number_Of_Columns) 
int Row; 
Matrix M; 
/* Setup values 'I 
M. Rows = Number_Of_Rows; 
M.Columns = Number_Of_Columns; 
M.Element = 
(Element_Type '*) malloc (sizeof(Element_Type •) • Number_Of_Rows); 
if (M.E::lemont ==NULL! I' out of memory 'I 
l~arning( •out o( memory when creating a new matrix\n"); 
return NULL_~lATRIX; 
I* Allocate each row *I 
for (Row~O; Row<Number_Of_Rows; Row++) 
M.Element!Ro·~·J = 
(Element_ Type • ) calloc ( sizeof (Element_Type) , Number_Of_Columns) ; 
Veri fy_Allocation I H. Element [RO>I) , "New Miltdx" I ; 
if ll·!.Element[!low] ~~!lULL) 1• out of memory 'I 
\'/arning("Out of memory when creating a row in a matrix\n"): 
return NULL_HAT!liX; 
DD(printf("NEI''-Ml\T!UX: Row 'hi-~ 'l;p\n", Row, H.Elemant(Row])); 
return H; 
void Free_Malrix(Matrix •M) 
;• deallocate dyn,Jmic memory in matrix 1~ *I 
int Row; 
if liS NULL 11ATRIX(*N)) 
DD (printf ( "Frea_Natrix ( ) : Matrix is alr<;>ady NULL \n") ) ; 
return: 
!' Deallocate oach row •1 
for (Row~o: Rr.ow <~!->Rows; Row++) 
if 0·!->Element[Row) !~NULL) 
olse 
free (M-~Elemont[Row)l; 
M·>Element[Row] ~NULL; 
fprintf (stderr, "\•IARNING: Free_Hiltrix: Not freeing row %d in a matrix 
"Pointer is illre<~dy null?\n", Row+l); 
if (H->Element !,. NULL) 
DD(pdntf("Freeing matrix ... \n")); 
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free (M->Elernent); 
M->Elernent = NULL; 
else 
fprintf(stderr, 'WARNING: Free_Matrix: Not freeing matrix- • 
'Pointer already null ?\n' I; 
Matrix Set_Matrix(lnt Rows, int Cols, ... ) 
I 
int Row, Col; 
Matrix M; 
Element_Type Value; 
va_list Arguments; 
va_start (Arguments, Cols); 
M = New_Matrix(Rows,Colsl; 
for (Row=l; Row<=Rows; Row++) 
for (Col=l; Col<=Cols: Col++) 
I* Setup Arguments Pointer */ 
MATRIX_ELEMENT (11, Row, Col J = va_arg (Argumonts, Element_ Type) ; 
va_end(Argumentsl; 
return M; 
void Put_Matrix(Matrix M) 
I 
int Row, Col: 
I" 'clean up' arguments 'I 
DD(printf(" Put_Matrix: %d x %d matrix\n", M.Rows, M.Columns)); 
for (Row=l; RO'o'I<=M.Rows; Row++) 
print£(• %c ", (Row==lJ? • (' : ' '); 
printf(" 'l;p ", M.Element(Row-1]); 
for (Col=l; Co1<=!1.Columns; Col++) 
printf("t: 3.3( •, MATRIX_ELE/1ENT(M, Row, Col)); 
printf("%c\n", (RO'o'I==ROI"IS_OF(M))? ')':' '); 
int Dimension{Matrix A_Matrix) 
I' return the dimcmsiom:; of a matrix, if square, 0 H not square *I 
rot urn (A_Matrix .Rows=.,A_Hiltrix .Columns)? A_Mntrix. Rowe : 0; 
NDboolean Multiply_Matrices{Matrix •R, Matrix A, Matrix B) 
134 
I""'***•••••••*"''''''"''''''""'*'**''"'**"""""'''''''""'*'''''"'"'' 
Purpose: Calculate and return result of A • B 
References: Foley et al (1991) p. 1103 or '"ost vector/mi!trix texts. 
Precondition: 
' 
b 
"" 
" 
b 
"" 
"· 
k, p 
Process: Allocate R, 
R[row){coll 
" ' 
k matrix i!nd 
k 
' 
" 
matrix ilOd 
!= 0 
Cho result matrix, 
" " " 
. 
k 
SUM a{row,s) • b[s) [col] 
s~l 
" 
miltrix 
1 <: row <= n, 1 <"' col <= p 
For a 4x4 matrix multiplied by another 4x4 matrjx this is: 
Heturn R 
a[row) [1] b[l) [col) 
il[rowl [2] b[2) (col) 
n[row) [3] 
a[row] [4] 
b[3) [col] 
b[4] [col] 
Postcondition: A ,1nd Bare unchanged 
Preconri.ition: not (A is ann x k miltrix and 
D is an k x p matrix and 
n,k,p!=Ol 
Procoss: return NULL_MATRIX 
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Postcondition: A and E are unchanged 
Element_Type Valne; 
int s, n, k, p, Row, Column; 
n ROWS_OF(Al; 
p COLUMNS_OF{B); 
k COLUMNS_OF(A); 
if ln~"o II p "" 0 II k "" a II COLUMNS_OF(Al != ROws_oF (Bl l 
/* the matrices A and B cannot be multiplied */ 
Warning("Matrices dimensions are 0 or not compatible\n"); 
•R = NULL_MATRIX; 
return ND_FALSE; 
Free_Matrix(R); 
"R = New_Matrix (n, p); 
for (How=l; Row<=k; Row++) 
for (Column:l; Column<,k; Column++) 
VillUG = 0.0; 
for (s=l; s<,.k; s++l 
Valuo +" t1ATRIX_ELEMENT (A, Row, s) * MIITRIX_ELEMENT ( B, s, Column) ; 
MATRIX_ELEMEN1' ( *tl, Row, Column) = V<!lue; 
return ND_TRUE; 
Vector Multiply_Matrix_By_Vector(Malrix M, Vector V) 
;•---------------------------------------------------------------------------* 
•; 
Purpose: Calcul<~te and return result of M.V 
Note thilt this is PRE-multiplic<Jtion, and t·I.V !"' V.M generally 
Precondition: V haG N GlemontG, either 1 x N (row vector) or N x 1 (column) 
where N > o, and 
M is at lu<:~st N x N rr.iltrix 
Process: Allocate H, ttw ro~ult veclor, ilG all element Vector 
" R[elemont) SUM l·!(elemtmt,s) • V[s] 
G'>l 
: l ·=~ olemont <"' n 
For <1 4x4 matrix multiplied by ,p vector this is: 
tl[element] M(element] (1] 
M(elernent] (2] 
H(eletnent] (]] 
!1(ele01entl (4] 
Postcondition: !~ ilnd V are unc~wnged 
1(1] 
'(2] 
\ {3] + 
V"4] 
Precondition: not (N >0 and H is ilt least N x N m.~trix) 
Procoo;s: DiGplilY " warninq, N mu,;t be > 0 and 11 must be AT LEAST N x N 
return !lULL_ VECTOR; 
I'OGtcondition: M and V are unch<!nged 
hsGumptions: fiGsumo, for etficiency at run-time, that R is allocated to 
an appropri."1te size. 
int Element, ,, 
int N ~ DIMEllSlOU_O!'" (V): 
Element_1'ype Value; 
Vector R: 
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D(printf("ND: Multiply_Matrix_By_Vector(): \n\tMatrix 
D(Put_Matrix (M)); 
D(printf("\tVector is %do, and= •, N) 1; 
D(Put_Vector(V)); 
if(N<=OI 
\n" I I; 
Warning("ND: Multiply_Hatrix_By_Vcctor(): \n\tVector size< o - • 
"NO MULTIPLICATION PERFORMED\n"); 
return V; 
if (ROWS_OF(M) 
ROWS_OF (MJ 
1" COLrnrns_oF(MI II 
0 II COLUMNS_OF (N) 
Warningi"ND: Multiply_Matrix_By_Vectorll: \n\t" 
"Matrix is not square or is null-RESULT SET TO ORIGINAL VECTOR\n"); 
return V; 
if lN > ROWS_OF(M)) 
Warning ( "ND: Mul tiply_Matrix_By_Vector () : \n\ t • 
"Vector is bigger than matrix - NO MULTIPLICATION PERFORMED\n" I ; 
return V; 
New_Vector(N, &R); 
fer (Element=l; Element<=N; Element++) 
I' DD(printf("H{~d) ~",Element)); •; 
Value= 0.0; 
for (s=l; s<=t1; s++) 
Value+= MJ\TR!X_ELEJ.:ENT(M,Elcmr:Jnt,s) 'VECTOR_ELEMENTIV,s); 
/' DD{printf{"+ U.3f' U.3f ",HATRIX_ELEMENT(l1,Element,s), 
V8CTOR_ELEMEN'r [V, n) I I; •! 
I 
VECTOR_ELEfiENT ( R, Element) 
/' DD(p~intf("\n")); '/ 
Value; 
D (print£ ("NO: l',ul tiply _Hatrix_.Dy_Vectvr I) : \n \ tRESIJLT " ) ) ; 
D(Put_Vector(R)l; 
return R; 
A.3.3 Matrix Stack Control 
--1 ~---=m=a=t=ri=x==st=a=c=k=.c~---------------------------------------
••••••••• .. ••u•''"''''''''"''''H••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*"''*" .. 
.. 
............. 
............ 
........... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
n-Uimennional graphics library 
A. Ellerton 
Project for part_ ol· lJSr;(Comp.Scil llonourr. 
Edith Cowan Univon;itY 
(CI t\. Ellerton 199~ 
Component: matrix 5tack.c 
O<:sc:ription: 1111 matrix SUlek functions 
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···~················· 
·············································································! 
~include <GL/~d.h> 
~include 'private.h" 
~include <stdarg.h> 
t••••••······································································· 
' MATRIX STACKS - AVAILABLE FUNCTIONS 
···········································································••! 
Matrix_Stack New_Matrlx_Stack(int New_ Size) 
Matrix_Stack S; 
S ~ (Matrix_Stackl malloc ( siwof (Matrix_Stack_Struct) ) ; 
5->Top ~ EMPTY_STACK; 
5->Size : New_Size; 
!' Allocate an "rray ot oloments '/ 
5->Element: (Matrix •) millloc lsi~.;of(Matrix)'Ne·..,_size); 
Verify_Allocation(S->Elmnent, •tJuilding a now stack"); 
D(printf("Allocated a new Stilck capab1e of holding %d miltrices\n',S->Size)); 
return S; 
void Free_Matrix_Stack(Matrix_Stack S) 
I 
int Index; 
Dlprintf("womt to Lroe ;1 matrix stack\n")); 
if (STACK_IS_EMPTY(Sl) 
e!se 
Non_r-atal_Error 1 'l'ree_l·latl ix_Stack" , "cannot d•Jalloc an empty stack •) : 
(or (Index:O; Index <" S->Top; IndeXH) 
I" 951119 W•S: Free_Natri:-:(5->Element{Index)); 'I 
free_Matr ix (& I 5->Ele:nent {Index I l J ; 
1• Tell the stack its empty 'I 
5->Top = EMPTY_STACK; 
D(printf("Doallocated '!.d element(s) of a matrix Sta.ck\n", Index)); 
void Put_Matrix_Stack(Matrix_Stack S) 
int Index; 
if (STACK_l5_Et~PTY(S)I 
printf("\n Stack Hatrix is empty. \n", Index+l); 
for (L>dex=O; Index <= 5->Top; Index++) 
printf("\n Stack ~liltnx [td]: \n", lndextl); 
Put_Matr ix I.S- ~Element [Index]) ; 
printf('\n\n"); 
void Multiply_Onto_Stack{Matrix_Stack S, Matrix M) 
I 
l f (STACK_t5_EMPT"I(5)) 
llon_Fatal_Error ( "t·!ul tiply_Onto_.Stack" , 
"Stack is empty- adding matrix as f'-st element\n'); 
S-o-Top++; 
S->Element[S->Top) = Copy_~tatrixiM); 
DD (pr intf ( '!1ul t iply _Onto_stack; successful \n') ) ; 
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else 
Matrix R ., NULL_MATRIX; 
DD(printf("Multiply_Onto_Stack() :\n Matrix Stack Top: %d x %d\n" 
XForm Matrix: %d x %d\n", 
ROWS_OF(S->Element[S->Top] I, COLUMNS_OF(S->Element[S->Top) I, 
ROWS_OF(M), COLUMNS_OF (MI) I; 
D(printf("ND: Multiply_Onto_Stack:\n\tTransform matrix 
D(Put_Matrix(MI I; 
\n" l I; 
Multiply_Matrices(&R, 5->Element[S->Top), M); I* R .. T M */ 
if (IS_NULL_MATRIX(RI) 
Non_Fatal_Error ( "Multiply_Onto_Stack", 
"Matrix multiplication failure!\n"); 
return; 
1• if stack is empty, put new matrix at first (0) position. 
Otherwise put it at the next */ 
5->Element (5->Top 1 "' copy_Mat:rix ( R) ; 
D (printf ( "ND: Multiply _Onto_St~ck: successful. New matrix: \n" ) I ; 
D(Put_Matrix(R)); 
Free_Matrix (&R); 
void Push_Matrix(Matrix_Stack S, Matrix M) 
if (STACK_IS_FULL(S) I 
else 
Non_Fatal_Error (" PushMatrix", 
"Stack is at ma:dro1Um size - cannot push matrix\n"); 
D(pdntf("\nND: Push_Hatrix: \n\tNew Hatrix: \n")l; 
D(Put_t1atrixn1l); 
:• if s~ack is empty, put nev1 matrix nt Urst (0) position. 
Othen'lise put it at the next •; 
S->Top++; 
S->!Olement[S->Top] ~ CopyJ!atrix(~!l: 
D(prin~f("\nND: Push_Matrix: \n\t" 
·:.,uccessful - Newly pu~)wd matrix[Top~>%d] = \n", S->Top) l; 
Dl Put_!!atrix( S->Elernent [S->Top) ) ) ; 
O(printfl"\nND: Push_Matrix: PREVIOUSLY TOP matrix(Old Top=>%d] \n", 
S->Top-1)1; 
Ll(!'ut t~atnxl S->Element{S->'rop-1) )); 
Matrix • Pop_Matrix(Matrix_Stack S) 
I 
D(printf("Pop_Matrix: •rop of miltrix 
if (STACK_lS_EHPTY(S)) 
Non_Fatal_Error ( "Pop_Matrix" , 
'!;d•, S->Top)); 
"Cnnnot pop a matrix - stack is empty•); 
I • return NULL_l11\TRIX; •1 
else 
return NULL: 
Dlprintf("\n\nPop_Matrix: Top Matrix: \n") I; 
D (Put_MiltrixW-~Blement [S->Top] l I; 
D(printf ( •popmatrix successful \n")); 
5->Top--; 
D(printf ( "ND: Pop_Matrix I l: Contents of stack now: \n" l l; 
D\PUt_Matdx_Stack(S)); 
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return &(S->Element[S->Toptll ); 
Glboolean Stack_ls_Nuii{Matrix_Stack The_Stack) 
I 
return (The_Stack '"'" NULL II The_Stack->Element 
void lnitialise_Stack(Matrix_Stack *The_ Stack, int New_Size) 
I 
NULL); 
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\1arning ( "IniLialise_Stack ( l : Non-essential unction not yet implemented\n' J ; 
void Fmalise_Stack(Matrix_StackThe_Stack) 
I* Purpose: Deallocate the stack •1 
if (Stack_Is_Null (The_Stach.)) 
~larning("FinaliseStack: Tried to deallocate a stack that does• 
'' not exist•); 
return; 
else 
I' Deallocate each element */ 
int Index; 
for (Index=O; In lE'x ~ 'l'ho_Stilck->Top; Index++) 
I' Finalise_Stack_Elemont ('rho_Stack->ElemE'nt [Index] ) ; 'I 
free ( The_St<H;k· >Element [Index] ) ; 
I' Free array of pointers to elements *I 
tree (The_Stack->F.loment) ; 
A.3.4 Support Functionality 
_ B _..c':.:":!:P:!:P.:o:.:rt:.:.c:_ __________________ _ 
, .......................... , ................................................ . 
............. 
••h*••·•···· 
............. 
............ 
........... 
····················· •.....•........•••••• 
n-dimE'nsional graphic~ library 
A. Ellerton 
Project for part of BSc(Cmr.p Sci) Honours 
Edith Cowan UniversiLY 
(c) A. Ellerton 1995 
Component: ~upport.c 
De~cription: supporting functions 
············································································•! 
Hnclude <GLind.h> 
~includo "private.h' 
ninclude <limits.h> 
lfinclude <stdarg.h> 
/* For RAND_MAX '/ 
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#ifndef RAND_MAX /* AIX has RAND_MAX in stdlib.h */ 
# include ~stdlib.h> 
#endlf 
void Fatai_Error(const char •Module, canst char 'Message) 
I 
fprintf(stderr, "NO FATAL ERROR: ModuleM>\"%5\': %s\n", 
Module, Mess,.ge); 
exit(l); 
void Non_Fatai_Error(const char 'Module, const char •Message) 
D(fprintf(stdorr, "ND Non-Fata! Error: \n" 
Module M> \"ts\"\n' 
Error M> %s\n", J.!odule, Message)); 
fprintf (stdout, "Ni.l Non-Fatal Error: \n' 
Mod•Jle M> \"%s\"\n" 
Error => %s\n", Module, Message); 
float Random_Fioat(float Minimum, float Maximum) 
I 
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return ((float) :r,wd()/lfloat) RAND_t.!AX) • IH<n:imum-Minimua., + ~linimum; 
int Random_lnl(int Minimum, int Maximum) 
I 
return lint) 1 llfloatl randl)/(flo,.t) RAND_Ht\X) 
lfloilt) (Milximum-Mi.nimum) I + 11initr.um: 
void Warning( canst char *Format, ... ) 
I 
va_list ,\rg=entr;; 
va_start IArC~uments, Forl:lut): I' SOtllD Argllm<mt.s Pointer • I 
p:rintf (' \n\1ARNHlG: •); 
vprinLf (Format, ;,rqument:;); 
va_end I Arguments) : 
A.3.5 Vector Control 
--~--~v~ec~t~o~r.~c----------------------------------------------
.............................................................................. 
............. 
........... 
n-dimcnnion.1l qraphic!:' lUnary 
A. Ell•1rlon 
P:roject for part ot llSr.::IComp.Scil 11onoun; 
Edith Cowan University 
(c) A. Ellort.on 199~ 
Component' vectnr .l· 
De::;r.::ription: Strictly voctor-:related functions 
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*****************************************************************************/ 
#include <GL/nd.h> 
#include "private.h" 
#include <stdarg.h> 
#include <malloc.h> 
/***************************************************************************** 
* TYPES/DEFINITONS ETC 
*****************************************************************************/ 
const vector NULL_VECTOR = (0, NULL); 
/***************************************************************************** 
* VECTORS - AVAILABLE FUNCTIONS 
*****************************************************************************/ 
extern Vector Copy_Vector(Vector Vector_To_Copy) 
Vector Duplicate; 
int Element; 
/* 
if (IS_NULL_VECTOR(Vector_To_Copy)) 
*/ 
if (Vector_To_Copy.Elements==O I I 
Vector_To_Copy.Element == NULL) 
return NULL_VECTOR; 
/*Allocate*/ 
New_Vector(Vector_To_Copy.Elements, &Duplicate); 
/* Copy in elements*/ 
memcpy(Duplicate.Element, Vector_To_Copy.Element, 
Vector_To_Copy.Elements * sizeof(Element_Type)); 
DD(printf ( "Copy_vector(): Finished copying a vecto.r of %d elements\n", 
Duplicate.Elements)); 
return Duplicate; 
extern void Free_Vector(Vector A_Vector) 
DD(printf("Free_Vector(l: Freeing vector of %d elements.\n", A_Vector.Ele-
mentsl); 
/* TEMPORARILY REMOVED 
if (A_Vector.Element != NULL) free (A_Vector.Element); 
*I 
extern void New_ Vector(int Number_ Of _Elements, Vector *V) 
DD (printf ( "New_Vector () : Entered\n" l) ; 
/* 960107 The following sentence is causing seg faults (on SGI's, not AIX) · 
* if (V->Element != NULL) free(V->Element); 
* It has been removed, although it _does_ (erroneously) work on AIX. 
*/ 
if (Number_of_Elements<=O) 
{ 
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*V = NULL_VECTOR; 
return; 
V->Elements = Number_Of_Elements; 
v->Element = 
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(Element_Type *) calloc (sizeof(Element_Type), Number_Of_Elements); 
if (V->Element == NULL) /* out of memory*/ 
{ 
Warning('Out of memory when creating a new Vector\n"); 
*V = NULL_VECTOR; 
return; 
DD(printf("New_vector(): Just created new vector with %d elements\n", 
V->Elements)); 
Vector Set_Vector(int Number_Of_Elements, ... ) 
/* Create and populate a vector*/ 
Vector V; 
int Element; 
va_list Arguments; 
DD (printf ( "Set_vector () : %d elements to allocate · ... \n", 
Number_Of_Elements)); 
if (Number_Of_Elements <= 0) 
{ 
return NULL_VECTOR; 
/*Allocate*/ 
New_Vector(Number_Of_Elements, &V); 
DD (printf ( • Set_vector () : Should' ve allocated %d elements to vector. \n", 
Number_Of_Elements)); 
return V; 
/* Copy in elements*/ 
va_start(Arguments, Number_Of_Elements); /* Setup Arguments Pointer*/ 
for (Element= l; Element<= V.Elements; Element++) 
VECTOR_ELEMENT(V, Element) = va_arg(Arguments, Element_Type); 
va_end(Arguments); /* 'clean up' arguments */ 
DD(printf("Set_vector(): Finished setting a vector of %d elements\n", 
v. Elements)); 
return V; 
void Put_ Vector(Vector V) 
int Row; 
if (DIMENSION_OF(V) <l I I V.Element 
{ 
printf ( • Null vector\n"); 
return; 
printf (" •) ; 
for (Row=l; Row<=V.Elements; Row++) 
NULL) 
printf ( "% 1. 3f ", VECTOR_ELEMENT (V, Row)); 
printf(") \n"); 
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void Put_ Column_ Vector(Vector V) 
( 
int Row; 
for (dow=l; Row<=V.Elements; Row++) 
Printf(' %c •, (Row=,.ll? '(':' •); 
print[("!!; 1.3f ', VECTOR_ELEMENT(V, Row)); 
printt("'!;c\n", {Row==V.Elements)? ') ': • '); 
Appendix B. Source Code: 
Demonstration Programs 
Within this appendix each file, comprising the various demonstration 
programs built for this project, is listed. There are three sections required: 
• OpenGL-based programs; 
• Open Inventor-based programs; and, 
• support architecture: for both OpenGL- and Open Inventor-based 
programs. 
B.l OpenGL-Based Programs 
Each IJpenGL-based demonstration program is listed below, m 
alphabetical order, dividing into sections according to their visualisation 
focus. 
B.2 Remote-Sensing Data Visualisation 
_ EJ _ _::::nd/=p.:.ro:cge:s:c/ge:Vc:e.:.rl::·.:.c _________________ _ 
t• Purpos": 'f:) rc.ud >n th-e cont~·nts of " .ard Ulo •; 
#include <Stdio.h> 
#include -ostdlib.h> 
#includG -cstdng.tlo. 
~include <Sldarg.h> 
~include <milth.h> 
~include <GL/nd.ho-
#inclucte •r.upport.h" 
~include "trilckball.h" 
~include <g1ut.h> 
canst char 'Program_Title = 
~-=-~-\n' 
n~dirnensional remote-sensing visualisation demon~tration (GL Ver-
sian) \n' 
'\C (c) 1996 A. Ellerton \n' 
• -= -= ·-=-= -=-=-,-;-; -= -;-:-:-; _,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_, _,_,_, -;-:-: -=- =-=-=-=-= -=-
=-=-=-\n" 
const char •usage_Information = 
"\n\nusage: erl {filenLJme #lines #cells_per_llne #bands] (In I 1 I k],<di-
mension>) {X Parametors)\n" 
"\nFor example, NO EXAMPLE fiVAIL!IBLE i'E'l'!\n" 
'lei 1996 A. Ellerton\n" 
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·-------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----\n\n'; 
#define STRING_BUFFER_SIZE BO 
/* ~define D(Anything) *I 
#define D(Anything) Anything 
#define DD(Anything) 
Udafine Finalise_Stt ing (A_Str ingl free (A_String) 
Hdefine Verify _Allocation (Item, Fai lure_Message) \ 
if (Item == NULL) Memory_\\tarningO.'ailure_Message) 
int Max_X = 50, Max_Y = 50; 
typedef unsigned char Cell_Type; 
typ>!de£ Cell_'lype *Cell_Vector; 
typedef Cell_Vecror •cell_Matrix; 
typedef struct 
I 
char •va.lut:, *Units, •uesci"iption; 
float \~idth; 
Cc.ll_t·!atrix Cell; 
Cell_Band; 
typedef struct 
I 
int Number_of_Lines; 
int Number_of_Cells_Per_Line; 
int Number_or Bands; 
char •File_Ni'lme, 'Long_Name; 
Cell_lland •[!<;lnd; 
Cell Dataset; 
!• Cell_Dilti;!Set Type: 
Cell_D~.t"set ---< cell_lland -··-I Co:ell_Matrix ---< Cell_Vector ---<; cell_Type 
That is, a CELL_VEC'J'OR is .::w .:u-r<Jy/vector of cells. 
a CELL_W>'rRIX iG an <n-r.::>y of vectors, making it .::> two-dimensional 
array of calls 
a CELL_IlliND cont,lins ONE Cull_Hatrix. Fat· ~ multi-band Ol" multi-
channel dat<Js<ot, c'i'ICil bcnu:l has its own array at cells . 
.::> CEI.L_DA'l'IISI::'l' hus ,,n .::>rri.!y of Ce>ll_Bdnd's, JS many as n:quin~d. 
For exalrlpl", il 2-b<md di!tase>t require's un ,Jt·ray of 
C<Oli_Bands[7.[ 
Lnyered Bands, diaorilmrtk>tic<.Jlly, 
1--------·--1 <--------- Band 
I I 
I 1-1 <--------- Dand 2 
I I I 
1-----------1 I 
I I 
1-----------1 
1-----------1 <--------- Band n 
I 
I I 
I 
1-----------1 
Eilch lland i.o; a 2D "rruy of Cell_Typo: 
1-lidth = Dataset->Number_of_Cells_Pei"_Line 
1<------------->1 
+---------------+ 
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Height Dataset->Number_Of_Lines 
+---------------+ 
The idea of designing the overly hierarchical datastructure is: 
Leach line (Cell_Vector) is often quite long- e.g. 800 cells. It may 
have been easier to write a datastructure which uses one big contiguous 
block of memory for an entire 20 matrix, but at ;;~ppr-ox 900x800 cells, I 
would rather not risk memory allocation failing. 
•; 
2.The ER files are organised so that a vector/line of cells can be r-ead at 
once using (binary) freild(). Although efficiem;y when file loading is not 
a prime concern, orgilnis<~tion of the diltastructure as an array of vectors 
is alre<:ldY useful by (11, and also useful for (2). 
Band 2 of dataset D is accessed by: 
Cell_Dataset D; 
n.Band[2) 
The 5th line in b~nd 2 of P is: 
D. B~nd [ 2) .Cell {51 
The 200Ul cell of the ~th line in band 2 of Dis: 
D.Band[2].Cel1[5] [200) .::------- I THINK! 
* GLOBAL VARIABLES 
············~·········································! 
Cell_Datac;et A_DatasGt; 
int Width, lleight; 
GLfloat Rotation_Ollilternion[4)oo!l.O, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0), 
Vector[]) = {0.107, 0.707, 0,707); 
int Beqin_Mouse_x, g,~gin_Mouse_Y: 
I'* • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •' • • •' • • * * • • • • • ** • • •• • • • * • * *' • • • • * * 
FUNCTION FUH\#,RD DIXL.~HATIONS 
(Sam<! missing prcbably ... I 
...................................................... ! 
void FataLError(const char *Format, ... ); 
void Memory_Warning(const char *Message); 
void Pause(vofd); 
static 
void Finalise_ERS_Dataset(Ceii_Dataset The_Dataset); 
static 
Ceii_Band lnitialise_Band(inl Number_Of_Lines, 
static 
1nt Nnmh"r Uf_Cellb !'e1 Lln<!, 
comor. char 'ilund_Vc.~lm-,, 
com;t <:hill' 'Bund_UniL::;, 
con~t char 'Bund_Descr iption, 
floilt. fland_\,'idlhl: 
Ceii_Matrix lnitiatise_Ceii_Matrir.(int Number_Of_Lines, 
int Numher_Of_Ce 11 c,_!'er _Line I ; 
static void 
Put_Dataset_tmage{Cetl_Dataset A_Dataset); 
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void Oraw_Raster_Band_Portlon_Line30(Cell_Dataset D,lnt B,lnt X1,1nt Y1, 
int X2,1nt Y2); 
static int 
Get_ERS_Line(FILE 'F, Cell_ Vector V, lnt N) 
int Checksum; 
Checksum~ frnad(V, 1 l'sizeof(Cell_Type) *I, N, Fl; 
return Checksum; 
void Graphics_ Termlnate{vold) 
I 
F inalise_ERS_Dataset I A_Dataset I ; 
exitiOl; 
void Graphlcs_Motion_Handler(int x, int y) 
I 
t rackba lliRotilt ion_Quatet nlon, 
12. 0 • Bogin_Mouse_X-Nidth l /1-<idth, 
(Height -2.0 'Bog i n_Mour..o_Y 1 /!I" ight, 
(2.0'x -WidLh)/\-lidth, 
(Hf'lght -2.0 •y I /I!<; lghL I ; 
DD(printfi"O: (f;I.H, tl.Jl, "J.l.Jf. %1.Jfl\n", 
J10tiltlO!l_QLlilt'-'rlliOnl0], 
Rot.lt ion_Qlhlterni nn I 1) , 
Rot at ion_Quat,.,rn 1 or. I 2 j , 
Rot at ion_Qili•t"rnl(m(J)) I; 
glutPostRedispli!yll; 
void Graphics_Mouse_Handler(lnt buHon, int state, int x, int y) 
print [ ("In 11ouse_!h"1nd) er ... \n •) ; 
Begin_MOUS<!_X - X; Bc-gin_HOUI'•"_Y - y; 
void Graphics_Draw(void) 
I 
GLUo,ll ",[ 1,) I~ I ; 
g lM<ltt' iXl·:ode (GL_:~ODF.LVI E\•1) ; 
glPushl~atr ix(); 
bu i ld_rotmJt r i.x 11~, Rot,lt i on_Quaternion) ; 
g1MultJ1,"1tri;d (.'.nil 01 lVI); 
Draw_Rilster_llinlcl_Portion_Lirl<:>3!l(,\_Dataset, 0, o, 0, Max_x, Max_Y); 
glColorHIO.R, 0.8, 0.8); 
glut\·lireCubell.Ol, 
g lMall' lx~!ud~· (r;t._t·10DEINJ !OW) ; 
glPopl·laLrixl); 
glFlu:;h(); 
I' Dump non-original matrix •1 
vo\d Graphlcs_Keyboard_Hand!er(char c, int x, int y) 
I 
void Graphics_Reshape_Handler(int w, lnt h) 
I 
qlVi8Wfll1l'"tl0, 0, ,_.;, h); 
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glMatrixMode(GL~PROJECTION); 
glLoa.dident i ty () ; 
glM<lt rixMode (GL_tmDELVIEW) ; 
glLoadidontity (); 
glTranslaLef (0,0, 0.0, -3.3); 1• move object into view •t 
Width ~ w; Height ,.. h; 
void Load_ERS_Dataset(const char •Fife_Name, 
Ceii_Dataset "New_Dataset, 
int Nurnbar_Of_Lines, 
lnt Number_Of_Cells_Per_Line, 
lnt Number_Of_Bands) 
I' Purpose; 1'o read in data stored in an en; (binary) file 
Method: 
Opcon file 
Initialise duta~et, e.g. ~ lines, # cells <tnd n bands 
allocate memory a" required for this dataset 
for- eacl1 line 
for each band 
read a lin'-' of dULil 
ch£:>ck line was reild properly (give an error if not) 
Inform user of success/failure 
FILE •oati\set_Filc; 
int B, L, 
Checksum; ;• Kc>ep!J check of the number of items re<td •1 
I* Setup file fur re<~ding */ 
Dat<ts0L_File o !CJp,n(Fil<'_fJdmc>, "rb"l; 
i( (Daluset~File ~~ NULL) 
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fprintf(std"rr, "Ell Re~d Error: Cilnnot open file \•%s\" for reading.\n", 
Fi le_IJilmel; 
exit(ll: 
/* Get D<ltil */ 
printf("\nReading ER File .. , \n" 
File: \"~s\"\n" 
Oiltatype: Bbit Uusign<Jd Inteqar\n" ;• Sbould sense this ... •; 
Number of cells per line (X): %d\n" 
Numbl"l- ot lin"r, (y): 't.d\<J" 
t-:11mb"r o[ bandc-: %d\n", 
Fi l (,_Nilrn•o, Number_or_ce lls_Per _Lin~, 1-:umber_Of_Lines, 
Number_O(_Oands I; 
New_Dataset- >NL1111b"r _of_C~ll ,~_r.n_Li '"' - Number _of _cells_Por_Line; 
New_DaLas~L- ~Nu:nb"r _Of_Li n••,; = Nurnlwr_O I _Li 11es; 
Now_D<llc!Sf'L- ~Nur.ber_O[_Il,lWl~ = Number _I) (_!lands: 
New D<>.t,1sRt-~Filf-,_Ni1mte 
N<-:'W_flat.as~t-; Lonv_Nume 
New_Ddla~et- o nand c 
~t rdup ( F i le_Nilrne I; 
:;Lrdepi"D"faull lJ,1tilsc•t Long_Nilme"l; 
I Ccll_EJa.-Jd 'I rnu lloc I si :.eo l ICell_IJ.~nd I "N,•w_Dataset- >Number_Of_Bancls I : 
Veri fy_,\llor:.-lt ion I tlew_Datasct- o.!J.-md, • F" i l~ll Lo il docate hilnds • ) ; 
for Ill~ 0; !J-: ll,w_!JdL,Jonl->NumlJer_Ol_Eand,.; £llt) 
I 
Ne'II_IJdtdS<!t -•lland {Bj 
lni t ia 1 ise_lJ,wd {NQH_DaLJ.~d ->Numtlor_of_Linas, 
t• R<oad the file 'I 
N~H_Da La~ et - >Number _o L_ c e lls_Per _Li n.e, 
"llefaulL Band Valuo•, 
"lldault !land Units", 
"llelaull Jldnd Dl'~cription•, 
1.0): 
for {LoO; L<New_Dataset >Numbor_o[_Lines; L++) 
for lll=O; ll<New_Datasel->Number_Of_lland~; !l++) 
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DDlprintfl'Line %d: Band %d: ', L+l, B+l)); 
DDlprintfl•sizcoflBand[%d)=%d •, B, 
DDlprintfl'sizeoflBand[%d).Cell=%d 
>BandlBl .Cell) ll; 
si zeof INew_Dataset->Band [B) ) ) ) ; 
•, B, sizeof(New_Dataset-
DD lprintf l" si zeof I Band 1 %d) . Call [%d) =%d\n', B, L, sizeof (New_Dataset-
>Band[B).Cell[Lil )); 
checksum = Get_ERS_Lina (Dataset_F ile, 
Naw_DatiJ.set->Band! B) .Call! L) , 
Naw_Dataset->tlumber_of_Cells_Per_Line) ; 
if (Checksum != Naw_Dataset->Number_of_Cells_Per_Linel 
fatal_Errori"Eil.S Reading: Could not ~:ead f~:om file or • 
"EOF encountered unexpectedly'); 
DD(printf(" %d Cells \n", Chacksum)l; 
1• Finalise '/ 
fcloseiDataset_Filel! 
pnntf("\nComplete- llead %d lin<Js@ %d cells per line- %d band%c.\n", 
L, New_Dataset->Number_of_Cells_Per_Line, 
B, (B>ll? 's':'\0'1; 
void Draw_Raster_Band_Portion_Line3D(Ceii_Dataset D, lnt B, int X1, int Y1, 
int X2, int Y2) 
I" Draw band 13 ot d"tilser D- as lines in 3D 'I 
int i, Ro·,-J, Col; 
flo<J.t Grily_LCC'!l'l; 
GLfloat mi411•11; 
static flout. V(lOI; 
print f I • \n[)r,lW i 11(). 
ndRegin(GL_POIN'l'S); 
td B<mds\n', Rl; 
for (RO\-IcYl; FO'.-J<=Y2; FowH I 
[or (Cul=Xl; Col<=X2; Col++·) 
Gruy_Lovel ~ ( I[Joatl D.lland[B) .Cell[Row] [Col] )/255.0; 
/'glColorJ f (Gr.J.y _Lcvo 1, Gm;.• _Level, Gray _Level) ; *I 
glColorJf!l.O, 1.0, 0.01; 
j• fORM 1 '/ 
V[O] IGLtloiltl Col/(GLtloatl (X2-Xll; 
V[l] = (GLtloutl Jiow/(GLfloutl IY2-Yll; 
for li=O; idJ; i+<l 
Vli+2] "· (!GLfloat) D.Bund[i].Cell[Row][Col] I 255.0); 
nclVon.e:<N[v(lH 1, VI; 
l*printfl"output ~l.lf 'i;l.lf lil.H\n", IGLtloat) Col/IGLfloat) (X2-Xl), 
I (GLfloatl D.Oand(B] .Cell(Row] (Col) I 255.0), 
(GL[Jo,1tl Row/IGI,float) IY2-Yll 
) ; ., 
mlt::ndll; 
int n; 
'"' main(int argc, char ••argv) 
I 
int Numbor_of_Lin+:>r., Cells_Per_Line, Number_of_Bands; 
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Fulfil 
requirements 
of support 
module 
Load_ERS_Dataset(•models/erland", &A_Dataset, 802, 958, 7): 
11"7 1 
Put_DOitasl!t_tmage IA..Dataset J ; 
!* ----------···---···--·-----·-·-----·· 
Magic ND Configuration ... 
··-···------·----·--··----··-·----··-•! 
setup_No_window(&argc, ai"gvJ; 
!* ··--··---····--······--·--··--·----·-
Execution 
·····-----·----···-·-·---··-------·-·*/ 
g lutMouserunc IGraphics_Mouse..Handlei") 1 
glutMot ionFunc (Graphics..Mot ion_Handlerl 1 
Manuge_ND_Window ( J 1 
return 0; 
void Quit(vold) 
!* Fin a 1 ise_ERS_Dataset (,\_Dataset) 1 • 1 
print f ( • \n \nER DemonstJ:"at ion Complete. \n •) 1 
.-xit (OJ 1 
void Setup(void) 
void Keyboard(unsigned char The_Key) 
( 
s~>•itch 11'hv_Key) 
I 
case 'X': 
11<JX_X •~ JO; 
prinr.f("llori:: lks o 'icl\n", t·li!x_X); 
glULPostHcdicpli!y I) 1 
break; 
case ·x·: 
if ()1ux_X 60) l·ldX_X "= _l(); 
printf("Hori:: Hes = ~d\n", J1ax__X); 
g 1 ut l'ostRell i np ).~:,· ~ l 1 
hr+,dk; 
cac•o ·y': 
WlX_Y •= 301 
printfi"Vert lk~' ~d\n", ~l<Jx_Y) 1 
<J l•.lt PnstH"d i r.pla)'l) ; 
!Jreak; 
cas.:> 'Y': 
if nl'lx_Y " GO) ~lax_Y -" JO; 
pcinUI"V?rt Hec·. 1-d\n", M~x_Yl; 
glut Post.Recli spL:ty () ; 
breaJ.-.1 
void Display(void) 
( 
r,[,[Juat. m[·1) [4]; 
q lC' l.:><~r (GJ ,_COLOR_fiiJFl'EH_Bl'l' I GJ,_DEP'l'ILI!UFFER_BlT I ; 
g li·I,Jt r i xModu ( m,_~lODElNTEI~J 1 
glPushf1iltrixl J; 
bu i ld_rotmalr i x (m, tlotilt ion_Quaternion) ; 
glMultJ·latrixf (~m[ 0 I [01) 1 
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glColurH10.8, 0.8, 0.8); 
91Color3f(0.8, 0.8, 0.811 
glutWireCube(2.0l 1 
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Draw_Rilster_Band_Portion_Lino3D(A_Dataset, \1orhl._Dimension, 0, 0, Max_x, 
Max_\') 1 
glMatrixMode(GL_MODELV!EW); 
glPopMatrix() 1 
void Reshape{int w, int h) 
{ 
Width ~ w; Height ~ h; 
return; 
glViei<~POrt (0, 0, w, h); 
g U!atr ixMode IGL_PROJECTION) 1 
g lMatr ixMode IGL_MODELVIEYl) ; 
t• Dump non-original matrix */ 
glTranslatef 10.0, 0.0, -3.3); t• move object into view •; 
~lidth ~ w; Heiqht ~ h; 
ndMutrixMode(ND_WORLD_MODELVIEW); 
ndLoud!Lient i r.y I l 1 
ndPushHatr ix( l; 
void 
Pause(void) 
{ 
printf ('\nPres~ return to continue•); 
ger_char ( l; 
void Memory_Warning(const char •Message) 
{ 
fprintli5LdoCrr, "\·/ARNING: ouL ot memory: %s\n", Message); 
1• Ot.h<Or lLandlir.g CJ:, rc•quircJ •1 
void Fatai_Error(const char *Format, ... ) 
{ 
Chilr J1e,;suge [ ~:TRI NG_HU!'f'f':H_Sl ZE I ; 
va_l ist r,rqument.''' 
va_st<ltt(Argumcm~s. Fonni!tl; 
vsprint.f(Mo::,~,lgi;, FOtlllil[, i\q!Uin..?nts); 
vu_end(Arour:,ont.~l; 
fprinll U;r.d.crr, "\nFi,TAL Er;HOR: %s\n", M<•ssage)l 
['.-,usa II; 
exit. Ill: 
static void Finalise_Ceii_Matrix(Celi_Matrix The_Matrix, 
lnt Number __ Of_Lines, 
int Number_Of_Cells_Per_Line) 
DlprinLti"C:allod Fiwrli,ae C<'ll matr·ix (w x h): %d x %d\n", 
Numb•cr_Of_c.;ll,;_Pf'r_Line, Numbcr_Of_Lines)); 
1~ Free eilch line of c:"lls l<'i!cll •vector") in the arrny "/ 
for (1ndex=O; lnd<'X<eNumbur_Of_Lines: lnd0XH) 
f roe (The_M,lt r ix l Index I ) ; 
!" Pn":> tile ;;1rray of pointarr-·to-vectors •t 
I. 
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free(The~atrix); 
static void Flnalise_EAS_Dataset(Ceii_Dataset The_Dataset) 
I 
int Indext 
if (The_Pataset.Band(O) .Cell "'"NULL) 
D ( pd.nt f ( • \ nCell Data~et already deallocated\n" ) ) t 
:return; 
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D (printf ( • \nDeallocat ing the dat<:~set \ • %s\ • \n •, The_Dataset. File_Name) ) 1 
Final ise_string (The_Dataset. File_Namll) ; 
Finalise_string(The_Dataset.Long_Name); 
/* Free each band */ 
for ( Index=O: Index<The_Dilta~et. Number_Of_Bands; Index++) 
I' inal i se_String 
Final ise_SLring 
Finalise_String 
IThe_Dataset. Band( Index) . Value! t 
l'rhe_Datas('t . Band (Index) . Units l 1 
(1'h.:._Dataset . Band [Index] . Description) ; 
Final ise_Cell_Matri x ('rhe_Dataset. Band [Index] . Cell, 
'rhe_Dataset. Number_Of_Lines, 
1'11e_Dat<~set. Number_Df_Cells_Per_Line) 1 
/* Free array of bands */ 
free(The_Dataset.Bandl; 
static void Put_Dataset_lmage(Ceii_Dataset A_Dataset) 
I 
int Incl\.'x; 
printf("\nDiltil5et Irnaqo: \n" 
File: 
Long n<Jme: 
\"%:;\"\n' 
%s\n' 
Number of cells P<"! line. (x): 
Numb-er of lines IYI: 
%d\n" ;~ Should sense this ... ; I 
%d\n", 
A_Dataset. ri lc'_Name, 
li_D<Jr.asct.Lonq_Nam<;, 
li_DatilSI!L. Number _of_C<:!lls_l'ur_Line, 
li_Ddt<lset , Number _ot_Linvs, 
li_DaL,1sc.t.Number _Ol_llandsl r 
for (lnr1ex~or 
Index < A_Datasct , Number_Of_Band~•; 
Index++ I 
printf!" Band 'td:\n" 
Valu": 
static Ceii_Band 
UniLs: 
Doscrip~.ion: 
Widr.h: 
Indexd, 
t\_lJ,Jtil<:<Ol. Band ( lndexl. Vdlue, 
A_llat.ase~., Bilnd I Indrox) . Units, 
A_Dilt<ls••t, f3,1ntl [ 1 ndex 1 . ll<lscr ipt ion, 
A_Dat.il,et., Band [Index] .\1hlthl; 
lnitialise_BandOnt Number_Of_Lines, 
int Numb<lr_Dl_c.;lls_Per_r,ine, 
conr;t chilr ~llilnd_V<llue, 
const ch<~r ~Band_llnits, 
cunsl char ~B;ond_oesct"iplion, 
floilt llilnd_l-lidthl 
\"%s\"\n' 
\"%s\"\n" 
\"%s\"\n" 
% 3.3f\n', 
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Cell_Band New_Band; 
New_Band. Value 
New_Band. Units 
New_Band.Description 
New_Band. Width 
New_Band. cell 
strdup(Baml_Value); 
strdup(Band_Units); 
strdup (Band_Descript ion) ; 
Band_Width; 
Initialise_Cell~atrix(Number_of_Lines, Number_of_Cells_Per_Line); 
return New_Band; 
static Ceii_Matrix 
lnillalise_Ceii_Matrix(int Number_Of_Lines, 
i1.t Number_Of_Cells_Per_Line) 
Cell_Miltrix Ncw_t1atrix; 
int Index; 
D(printf ("Called in it cell matrix (w x h): %d x %d\n', 
Numbcr_OLCells_Per_Line, Number_Of_Lines)); 
/* Allocate arrily of painters-to-vectors*/ 
New Miltr 1x = 
(Cell_vector "I mallocl~izeofiCell_Vector) • Number_Of_Lines) 1 
Verify_AllocationlNcw_Matrix, •eailed to allocate matrix of cells•) 1 
DDiprintf (·~izeof (New_Miltrix) = %d\n• 
• siz"of (New_Matr ix 1 1 s i zeof (Ct>ll_Vector) = %d\n •, 
sizeof(New_Matrix), 
si zeof (New_l~at r ixl 1 s i ~cof (Cl'll_ Ve'ctor•) 1 ) ; 
;• Allocate each lin<:' of c.:~ll" (each •vector-") in the matrix*/ 
for- (Index=O; lnd.cx<NumlJcor_Of_l,iue,;; Index~•) 
New_l1iltr ix (lml,,x l = 
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ICell_Typr: *I lrLdlloc(sizeofiCel1_1'ype) • t1umber_O(_Cells_Per_Linel; 
Verify_Allocatiuu(New_Matrix, "Failed to allocate vector ot cellS"); 
DD(prinlf ( "sizeof (Ncow_l~atrix{%d) I ~ 'l,d\n', Index, sizeof INew_Matrix[In-
dexj) 1) 1 
return N€w_Matrix; 
_ B __ n:.:d:.:/.!:p.:.ro"'g"s'-'/ge.:V:.:•.:.r2::·.:.c ___________________ _ 
The programs erl and er2.c are identical except for the function 
responsible for rendering the datasets. That function is listed below. 
void Draw_Raster_Band_Portion_Line3D{Ceii_Dataset D, int B, int X1, int Y1, 
int X2, int Y2) 
,1• Druw band ll ot. clcltilr;Rr. D - ,1~ line~ in "1D •; 
int. i, Hm-1, Col; 
floilt Grdy_!,c'VC)\; 
GLfloat m[~]\1]; 
;;tdtic tloar. V[10];\ 
prinU("\nDrawinq .. , '.d [J,1ncls\ti",B); 
g ll'nintsi,,-,(J. 01; 
nrin.oginiGL_rC!lN'l'Sl; 
for (Rm-;,.YJ; HO\'.'~=Y?.; HOW++) 
for (Col=Xl; Col<=X21 Col+ol 
Gri;iy_Lovel = llflo.:~t) D.Band(B).Cell(llow] [Col] )/255.0; 
/*gJcolor3fiGray_Level, Gray_Level, Gray_Level);*/ 
q1Color3fll.O, 1.0, 0.0); 
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I* FORM 2 */ 
for 0=0; i<B; i++l 
V[i] = ((GLflo<:~t) D.B<lnd[i].Cell[P.ow][Col) I 255.0); 
ndVettexNfv(B-1, Vl; 
ndEnd(); 
B.3 Hypercube Visualisation 
_ B __ n::d!=p.:.ro:cge:s/:cge:llh=c.:u::be:: • .:.c ________________ _ 
1• Hypercube demo 
951123 (c) A. El!.o>rton 
Good plome~ to ny rotating: 4-2 thl0'11 3-2 then 1-2. 
'I 
#include <GL/nd.h> 
#include <:GL/ndu.h> 
#include <qlul.h> 
#include "ptJlyrope.h" 
~include "support.h" 
#includu <.stdio.h> 
~includl! -.o.stdlib.h> J• EXI'l"_SUCCESS etc*/ 
Hyper_Polyr_opc I'; 
int 
D0at 
l!se_l"oq ~ ND_f'ALSE; 
Clear_~olour(4] = {1.0, 1.0, l.O, LO); 
canst char "Program_Title = 
·-=-=-=-=-=-=-,-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-,-=-~-=-=-=-~-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-,-=-
=-=-=-\n" 
'\0 
n-dimensionill l-lypercub•' Demonstration (GL Version) \n" 
(c) 1996 A. EllcrLon \n" 
"-=-=-=-=-•-•-=-=-= -- ---=-•-=-~-s-•-•-=-~-= - - ---=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
=-=-=-\n" 
canst chilr •usagcc_tnformntion " 
"\n\nL!Sit(l('; hcube ([n I l I k.].-<di~~<·nsion>J [X Parametcr.s)\n" 
"\nFor "X<llr,plu, ~1cubcc n=4 k~) would r•ondur il four-dimensional hypercube \n" 
"pTojN:ted to thrc>e-dill'.LellSions (nu ,ouiJ-spac:c projection), usinq OpcnSL/ln-
ventor\n" 
"for r.hrt'<' · dir.<,'n" i <lndl f<!n,lc>r i nq\ u \n'" 
"lc) l~9fl A. El'<)rlon 1 n" 
------\n\n"; 
void Keyboard(unsigned char The_Key) 
I 
void Quit(void) 
I 
D•J~.Lroy _Pol ytup<' I P) ; 
pr i IH. f I • \"\ nllyperc:Ulk DtOmonst raL ion Compl eu•. \n") : 
.-~xir!OJ; 
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void Setup(void) 
{ 
if (Use_Fog) 
glEnable(GL_FOG); 
glFogi (GL_FOG_MODE, GL_LINEAR); 
glHint (GL_FOG_HINT, GL_NICEST); /* per pixel */ 
glFogf (GL_FOG_START, 2.0); 
glFogf (GL_FOG_END, 5.0); 
glFogfv (GL_FOG_COLOR, Clear_Colour); 
glDepthFunc(GL_LESS); 
glEnable(GL_DEPTH_TEST); 
glShadeModel(GL_FLAT); 
glClearcolor(Clear_Colour[OJ, Clear_Colour[ll, 
Clear_Colour[2], Clear_Colour[4]); 
void Display(void) 
glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT I GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT); 
g1Color3f(l.0, 0.0, 0.0); 
Render_Polytope(P); 
void Reshape(int w, int h) 
[ 
int main(int argc, char **argv) 
( 
/* -------------------------------------
Magic ND configuration ... 
-------------------------------------*/ 
Setup_ND_Window(&argc, argv); 
/* -------------------------------------
Object Configuration 
-------------------------------------*/ 
P = Generate_Hypercube(World_Dimension); 
Display_Polytope_Information(P); 
/* -------------------------------------
Execution 
-------------------------------------*/ 
Manage_ND_Window(); 
return EXIT_SUCCESS; 
nd/progs/gl/polytope.c 
#include <GL/nd.h> 
#include "polytope.h" 
#include <Stdio.h> 
#include <Stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define D(Anything) Anything 
#define DD(Anything) 
#define DRAW_FACES_IDENTICALLY 1 
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~define DRAW_HIGH_DIM_FIICE_THICK 2 
!* FLAGS *I 
int Line_Thickness_Flag " DRAW_HIG!l_DIM_FACE_TIHCK; 
/* int Line_Thickness_l'lag : DRAW_FACES_IDENTICALL'l; *I 
int Line_Stipple_Flag ND_TRUE; 
int LINI'_STIPPLE : OxCCCC; 
float Thin_Line_Thickness = 2.0; 
float Tt.L::k_Line_Thickness : 3.0; 
Vertex New_Vertex(int Dimension) 
I 
Vert€X The_Vertex; 
The_Vertex = IVert.oxl c<~lloc lsizeoflfloat),Dimensionl; 
if (The_VertGX == NULL) 
fprintf lstderr, ·out a( memory•); 
get char I 1 1 
exit Ill; 
return The_Vertex; 
Vertex_List New_ Vertex_List(int Dimension, 
int Vertex_ Count) 
int venex_lndex; 
Vertilx_List The_vertex_List; 
The_Vertex_List = (Ven:ex_List I c.:> lloc (sizeof (Vertex) , Vertex_count) ; 
for (Vertex_rndex=O; 
Vert ex_r ndex~ver t ex_ Count ; 
vertex_Index• • I 
TllC_ Vert..?x_List I Vertex_Index) 
return The_Vertex_:..i~t; 
Boolean_ Matrix 
New_Bootean_Matrix(int Rows, int Cots) 
I 
int Row; 
Boolean_IHtr ix The_!loolean_l·\,ltr ix; 
New-_ vertex I Dimension); 
The_Booleiln_l·latrix " {!lee lean .. I malloc (sizeof {Boolean •) * Rows}; 
for {Row=O; Rm•<Hows; Row~+) 
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The_lloolean_Hanix[llmv] {Doolean •1 calloc fslzeof(Boolean), cols); 
Dlprintf("Allocatecl %d x %d boolean matrix\n", Rows, Cols)l: 
return The_Eoolean_~:atrix; 
void Finalise_ Vertex_List{Vertex_List The_ Vertex_List) 
1• Free mP.<nOl-y <1\]occ~tP.d tor list ot verticer,. 
!~.ctiNd: l.CC•P throuqh cnch ven.ex 
DPallnc:Jtu '"'lCh vertex 
DC~illl<,c,,t~ VertexLi~t .:tc'rr.ory 
. ' 
void Destroy_Polytope(Hyper_Polytope P) 
I 
1• Free dynamically allocated :~emory for this object •t 
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float Dlstance(int N, Vertex A, Vertex B) 
I 
int i; 
double Total ~ 0.0; 
for Ci:O; i<N; i++l 
TOt<tl += (ll(i]-B[i]) • (A[i]-B[i)); 
return (float) sqrt(Total); 
int Power(int x, int y) 
t• return x to the power y 'I 
int Result=l; 
if(y<Ol 
return 0; /* Not handling neg powers •t 
while (y > 0) 
I 
Result •= x: 
y -= 1; 
return Result; 
Hyper_Polytope Generate_Hypen:ube(int n) 
I' Gener<J.te~ a n-dimension,1l hypercube •; 
int Vertices, Ellqes; 
int Vertex_lndex, Eloment_Inllex, Alternate; 
int l'ro1n_Vertex, To_Vertex; 
float Current_Value; 
Vertex_List ,,_vvrtex_r"ist; 
Boolean MatrlX lln_Edge_List; 
Hyper_Polytope The_Hypercube; 
ifln<2l 
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fprintfiStderr, •cannot generate a hypercube of less than 2 dimen-
sions\n"); 
return; 
t• SETUP'/ 
Vertices = Powerl2, nl; 
Edges " 0; 
A_Vortex_List = Now_Vertex_List In, Vertices); 
An_Edge_List. New_Boolean_Matrix !Vortices, Vert ices) ; 
Altern<~tP. = 4; 
f\lternilte = Vertices I 2; 
Current_Vulue = l .0; 
I • FF.EfJBf,CK • J 
printf 1, • \nGenerilt ing %d-llimenslonill hyporcube\n" 
%d Vertices\n" 
~,d Edqos\n", n, vertices, Edges); 
!• GENERATE VERTICES 'I 
for (Element_Index"O; 
Element_lndex~n; 
Elremont_IndOX+') 
(or (Vertl'x_Index=l; 
Vertex_Index<=Vert ices; 
V<'rtex_Indox• •) 
,,_vertex_List [Vertex_Index-1] [Element_Indexl = 
if (Vert<?X_lndex % Alternate == 0 II Alternate 
Current_ Value; 
1 I 
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Current_ Value -current_Value; 
Alternate " Alternate I 2; 
I* CREATE EDGE ARRAY */ 
f• Current_Edge = 1; Check_Vertex = 1; Current_Vertex"' 1; *I 
for (From_Vertex,Q; From_vertex <Vertices; From_Vertex++l { 
DD(printf {"Edge from '!;d •, From_ Vertex)); 
/* 951123: d:::.nged TO_Vertex = 0 "I 
for (To_Vertex=From_Vertex; To_Vertex < Vertices; To_vezctex++) { 
if (To_ Vertex ! = From_ Vertex && 
Distance(n, 
A_ Vert ex_List { From_Vertex) , 
A_Vertex_List !To_Vertex] ) 2. 0) 
DD(printf ('->%d •, To_venex)); 
An_Edge_List! Fro•n_Vertex] [To_Vertex] 1; 
else { 
An_Edge_List(From_Vertex] [To_Vertex] C; 
OD(printf ( '\n")) 1 
TheJiypercube,Vertice5 = A_Vertex_List; 
The_Hypercube. Edge An_Edge_List; 
The_Hypercube. oimens ion= n; 
The_Hypercube.Nurnber_Of_Vertices = Vertices; 
return The_Hypercube; 
void Display_Polytope_lnformation(Hyper_Polytope P) 
I 
int Frorn_Vertex, 1'o_Vertex, Vertex_Index, Element_lndex; 
t• FEEDBACK VEPTEX LIST •1 
printf ("DISPLAY POLYTOPE INFO CALLED\n') 1 
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for IVertex_Index~o; Vertex_Index~P .Nurnber_of_Vertices; Vertex_IndeX++I 
prinU I 'Vertex 'l<d: \t [", Vertex_Index+ll; 
for ( Element_Index=O; Element_Index<P. Dimension: Element_Index++) 
print( I • t 1. 3 f • , P. Vert ices [Vezctex_Index) [ Element_lndex]l 1 
printfl"l\n"l; 
/' FEED!ll\CK EDGE LIS'r '/ 
for (rrom_Vertex=O: From_Vertex < P.Number_of_Venices; From_Vertex++) 
for ('Po_ve.-tex=O: '!'o_vertex < P.Number_of_Vertices; To_Vertex++J 
pr intf I" %d •, p. Edg.o [From_ Vertex I [To_Vertex ]I ; 
[Jrintf("\n"ll 
void Render_Polytope(Hyper_Polytope P) 
I 
i nt From_Vertex, To_Vertox, Vertex_lndex, Element_lndex; 
for (From_Vertex~O; From_Vert!!x < P.Number_Of_Vezctices: Fzcom__Vertex++l 
(or (To_VertexooFrorn_Vet"te>Xtl; 
To_ Vertex< P. Number_Of_V<?r l ic<"s: To_Vertex++) 
if IP.Edgo[F'rom_Vertex](To_Vertexj ="' 1) 
I 
if (P.Vertices['J'o_Vertex][P.Dimension··ll > 0 && 
Line_Thickness_Flag "" DRAW_HIGH_DIM_FACE_THICKI 
glColorJf (0. 0, 0.0, 0.01; 
glLineWidth (Thick_Line_Thick .. essl; 
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,. 
'I 
else 
glColorJf (0.0, 0. 0, 0 .OJ t 
J•glColodf (0.2, 0 .2, 0 .2); *I 
glLineWidth (Thin_Line_Thickness J ; 
if (Line_Stipple_Flag :: ND_TRUE) 
glEnable (GL_LINE_STIPPLE) ; 
glLineStipple(J, LINE_STIPPLE); 
I* IF x4 component < 0 turn dashed lines on */ 
if (P.Vertices[To_Vertex] [3] <0 II 
P.Ver-tices[l'rorn_Vertex] [3) < OJ 
if (Line_Stipple_Flag == ND_TRUEI 
I 
g !Enable (GL_LINE_STIPPLE) ; 
glLineStipple(l, LINE_STIPPLE); 
ndBeginWL_LINESl; 
ndVertexNfv ( P. oimonsion, P. Vertices I From_Vertex] J ; 
ndVertexNfv I P. Dimension, P. Vert ices ['ro_Vertex} l ; 
ndEndll; 
glPi~able (GL_L!!il<_STIPPLE); 
B.4 Visualisation of Klein Bottle and Car 
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The klein bottle is constructed mathematically, while the description of 
the volkswagon is read from a file; this file is not listed here, but is available 
from the author. 
--~--~n~dl~p~r~og~s~/g~Uk~le~i=n=.c------------------------------------
Although the OpenGL-based Klein bottle program works, the images 
from the Inventor~based program were more useful, and hence used in 
chapter five. The code for the InventorRbased example is based on the code 
for the OpenGL one, and hence only that example is listed, see Section B. 7. 
--~---="=dl~p~r~og~s~/g~V~v~w=.c~------------------------------------
I" Volk~Wilgon demo 
~'>~123 {r;) A. Ellerton 
., 
~include <OL/ncl.h> 
ninclude <OL/ndu.h> 
ninclude .oglut.h> 
~include •gr.;~phicOhj<.>ct.h' 
~include •support.h" 
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#include •polytope.h" 
hnch;de <Stdio.h> 
~include <Stdlib.h> /* EXIT_SUCCESS etc */ 
MGLUg~aphicObject Model; 
Hyper_Polytope Cube; 
Use_Fog = ND_FALSE; int 
float Cl;,ar_Colour[4] = {1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0); 
static double scale_Half_Vector[] 
static double Scale_cube_vector[] 
static double Scale_view_vector[] 
sLatic double Scale_Car_Vector[J 
canst char •Program_Title = 
{0. 5, 
\1. 0, 
(1. 0, 
(2 .0, 
0. 5, 
1.0, 
J '0, 
2 .0, 
0.5, 0.5, 
1.0, 1.0, 
1.0, 1.0, 
2 .0, 1.0, 
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0.5, 0. 5, 0. 5) 1 
1.0, 1.0, 1. 0); 
1.0, 1. 0, 1.0); 
1. o, 1. 0, l. 0) 1 
·~=-=-=-=-=-,-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-:.-=-=-=-=-:-:-=-=-=-=-:-:-=-=-=-=-,-=-=-
=-=-=-\n" 
"\n 
n-dimensional Volkswagen Demonstration {GL Version) \n • 
{c) 1996 A. Ellerton \n' 
'-=-~-~-~-~-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-~-
canst char *Usage_Information = 
"\n\nusage: vw ((n I l I k)=<dimension>l [X Parameters)\n" 
'\nf'or example, vw nd kd would render a three-dimensional volkswagen, but 
•within four-ctim0nsion.11 ~pace. \n\n" 
• (C) 1996 A. Ellerton\n" 
·-------------------------------------------------------------------------
\n\n'; 
void Kcyiloard(unslgned char The_Key) 
I 
void Ouit(void) 
I 
mgluDestroyGraphicObjectiModel); 
printf I" \n\nVolksy Demonstration Complete. \n" l; 
exit (OJ; 
void Setup(void) 
mgluCreateGruphicObjectFromFi leI &Model, 
•mode l,; IVW. geo•, "modds /Vw .pno •, NULL) ; 
Cnbe = Generilte_llypercube (\-lor ld_Oimens ion) ; 
ndMat r ixMode IND_WORLD_MODELVTE\-1) ; 
ndScalo (War IU_Di m-~n~ ion, &S<::ill e_View_vector [ o 1 ) : 
if (Use_Fo<J) 
glEnabll:dGL._f"OG); 
glFoqi IGL_FOG_MOOE, Gl._LlNEI\Rl; 
glHint (GL_I'OG_HINT, GL_NICEST); /* per pixel */ 
glFogf IGL_FOG S'I!IRT, 2.0); 
glFogf IGL_t'OU_END, 5.01; 
glFogfv (GL_t·OG_COLOR, Clear_Colour); 
g 1 DepthFunc (GL_LESS) ; 
g lEnable IGL_DrWrH_~'t:S'f) ; 
g lShMlel·lod<:l (GL_FLA'r) ; 
glCl,arColor I Clear_Colour { 0 I , Clear_Colour [ 11 , 
Cl.enr_C(•lour[2), Clear_colour[4]1; 
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void Dlsplay(vold) 
I 
int Orawing_Flags; 
Drawing_Flags = MGLU_RENDER_EDGES; 
!* Drawing_Flags = MGLU_RENDER_FACES;*/ 
glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT I GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT); 
ndMatrixMade(ND_WORLD_MODELVIEW); 
ndPushMatrix() 1 
ndScale(World_Dimension, &Scale_Cube_Vector[O]); 
Render_Polytope(Cube); 
ndPopMatrix(); 
g1Color3f(O.O, 0.0, 0.0); 
ndMatrixModeiND_WORLD_MODELVIEW); 
ndPushMatrix( I; 
ndScale(World_Dimension, &Scale_Car_Vector[O]I; 
mgluRenderGraphicObject(Model, Drawing_Flags); 
ndPopMatrix(l; 
void Reshape{int w, lnt h) 
I 
int main(int argc, char uargv) 
I 
,. ----------------------- ·-------------
Magic ND Configuration ... 
-------------------------------------*( 
Setup_ND_Window(&argc, i!rgv); 
;• -------------------------------------
Execution 
-------------------------------------*! 
Manage_ND_Windowll; 
return EXIT_SUCCESS; 
i •. S Common Support Module 
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~~ nd/progs/gVsupport.h -~~===~----------
, ........................................................................... . 
............. 
........ ..... 
.. 
············· 
............ 
• 
. .. . . 
•• 
• 
····················· 
····················· 
. -------------------
n-dimensional qraphics library 
1\, Ellerton 
Project for part of BSc(Comp.Scil Honours 
Edith cowan University 
(cl 1\, Ellerton 1995 
Component: support.h 
Description: generill support functions 
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Functions 
• Uses your functions Quit, Display and Reshape !for those functions) 
• 
Hfndef SUr>PORT.Jl 
ijdefine SU~PORT_H 
~include <glut.h> 
#define TO_RADIANS (angle) ( (angle) *M....Pl /lBO. 0) 
extern int World_Ui:nen,1iVn, Subspace_Dimension, Device_Dimension; 
extern canst char •rrogram_Title, •usage_Inforrnation; 
axtern void Quit(); I* YOUR Quit function*/ 
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Module Must extern void Setup(); ;• YOUR Setup leg ndDimensionJ function */ 
Supply extern void Display(); ;• YOUR Display function •; 
extern void Reshape lint 
"· 
int hJ; ;• YOUR reshnpe f•mction •; 
ext.orn void Keyboard(,msigned char The_KeyJ; ;• YOUR keyboard function •; 
Available extern void setup_ND_Windo'" (I ; 
Functions extex-n void Munuge_ND_I~indow(l 1 
Default Evenf extorn void llandle_Display_svent (void I 1 
Handlers int yl: extern void Handle_11ouse_Svent ( i nt Button, int State, int 
"· e-xtern void l!andle_Motion_Event ( int 
'· 
int y) 1 
extern void Handle_Keybourd_Event (unsigned char The_Key, int x, int yl; 
extern void Handle_Idle ( void I; 
#end if 
_a _ _:n:::d/:.p!:r~o~gs:::./~gV::.:s:::u!:pp!:o::.:r..:t.:::c ___ . ____________ _ 
;• Support Functionulity 
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------
* 951123 (c) A. Ellerton 
•; 
hnclude •support.h" 
Unclude <GL/nd.h> 
Hinclude <liL/ndu. h> 
II include <GL/gl.h> 
Hinclude <G!,/glu.h> 
ninclude "glut. h' 
ninclude .-:stdio.h> 
Uinclude .-:string .h> t• strncmp etc*/ 
II include <Stdlih.h~ !* EXIT_SUCCESS etc */ 
/* GLOBAL VAlUABLES */ 
int ~lorld D1ml?r11>10n 3, 
Subspi;!cc_Dimension o, 
DeVl.Cf' D1r;lell~IOil 2; 
stiltlc int :iubc.pilce_Projection = ND_FALSE; 
conr.t int MAXIMIJM_DHlENSION = 12: 
/" STNJ'TC GLOBAL VARJABroES 0 / 
St<>tic NDXContext Comcext; 
static GLfloat fogColor[4] " (0.0, 0,0, 0,0, 1.0); 
static float Rot.1tion_Angle = 1.0; 
static int A<.l, fl=2; /* Rotution plane *I 
sti;ltir:: float r, f; 
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const static float Position_Step 0.1; 
static double Zoom_Out[) = 
{0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99}; 
static double Zoom_In ll = 
(1.01, 1.01, 1.01, 1.01, 1.01, 1.01, 1.01, 1.01. 1.01. 1.01. 1.01. 1.01); 
static double Move_rurther_on_4th_Axis[) =. (0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.1); 
static double Translation_Vector[ l 
{0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0); 
static Width, Height; 
void HandleJdle(vold) 
I 
glut Post Redisplay () ; 
void Handle_Keyboard_Event(unslgned char The_Key, lnt x, int y) 
I 
static int Animate = ND_FALSE; 
static int Enter_Value = ND_FALSE; 
static int *Dimonsion = &World_Dimension; 
stutic ND<:>num Hatrix_t~ode = ND_WOR!,D_MODELVII>W; 
if (The_Key "" 'P') 
Enter_Value = ND_TRUE: 
printf("Milr.ual entry mode, which parameter? \n"); 
switch (The_Key) 
case 'q': 
case 'Q': 
Quit (); 
break.; 
case'\\': 
I* TOGGLE t·1ATRIX ACCESS 'I 
Matrix_Mode = (Matrix_Node == ND_WORLD_MODELVIE\•1)? 
ND_SUBSPACE_MODELVIEW : ND_WORLO_~lODEINIEW; 
printf("Matrix Mode Gcot to 'i,s\n", 
(Matr ix_Mnde == ND_\•IORLD_t~OD2LVI EW) ? 
"ND_WORLD_HODE!,VIE\•1" : "ND_SUBSPACE_MODELVIEW" 
,, 
break: 
case ' I ' : 
caGe 
case 
case 
case 
/*TOGGLE SUBSPACE PROJI:CTlON 'I 
if ( Subspaco_Projecr. ion) 
else 
ndDisable (ND_SU'lSPi\CE:_PROJECTION); 
Subspace_Projection = ND_FALSE; 
ndEnable(ND_SUBSPACE_PROJECTlON); 
Subspwce_Projection = ND_TRUE; 
printf("SuhspilCO projection sot to %s\n", 
(Subspace_Pro:jection)? "ON" : "OFF"); 
break; 
' 1 ' : 
'2': 
'3'' 
'4 ' ' 
case '5'' 
case '6': 
int x The_Key - '0'; /* x is potenial new A*/ 
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if (X ! " B && X ! " A && X <"' l'lorld_Dimension) 
A " x; 
printf('Plane is now %d-%d\n", A, B); 
break; 
case 'a': 
case 'b': 
case 'c': 
case 'd': 
case 'e': 
case 'g': 
int x = The_Key - •a• + 1; ;• x is potenial new a*/ 
if (X != a && x != A && x <= World_Dimension) 
B "' x; 
printf("Plane is now %d-%d\n", A, B); 
break; 
case 
case'-': 
nctMatrixMode(Matrix_Mode); 
nctRot<lte (*Dimension, A, B, 
(The_Key "" ' ')? Rntation_Angle 
glutPostRedisplay(); 
break; 
case 'i': 
ndMatrixMode(Matrix_Mode); 
ndPopMatrix (); 
/*ndLoadidentity();*/ 
ndPushMatr ix ( ) ; 
break; 
-nutation-Angle); 
I" Decreas., value of t', the hyperplane position on nth axis *I 
case 'f': 
if (Enter_Villue ~" ND_TRUE) 
else 
printf(''l::nter v,~\ue (or f: "); 
if (scnnfl"~f·, &fl) 1-'rintfi"Set f to% L3f\n", f); 
Enter_Value = ND_E'ALSE; 
f Position_Step; 
ndSet (ND_IlYPERPL/\NE_POSlTION, f); 
glutPostRedisplay(); 
printf("l!yper-plane Position set to %1.3f.\n", f); 
break; 
/" lncreilSf' valuu of f, the hyperplane position on nth <lxis •; 
cas<= • F': 
f •= Positlon_Step; 
ndSet ltlD_IlYPERPLANE_POSITION, f); 
glutPostRedisplily(); 
printf('Hyperplilne Pos'tion set to %1.3f.\n', (); 
brenk; 
t• Dr!crease Villue of r, tbe observers position on nth axis •; 
case 'r': 
if (l::nter_Villue == ND_TRUE) 
P.lse 
printf("Entror value for r: "); 
if (Sciinf("'H", &r)) printf("Set r to% l.Jf\n", rl; 
Enter_Value = ND_F/\LSE; 
r Position_Step; 
ndSet(ND_OBSERVER_POSITION, r); 
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glutPostRedisplay(); 
printf("Observer Position set to %1,3£.\n", r); 
break; 
t• Increase value of r, the observers position on nth axis •t 
case 'R': 
r +~ Position_Step; 
ndSet(ND_OBSERVER_POSITION, r); 
glutPostRedispl~yll; 
printf("Observer Position set to %1,Jf.\n", rl; 
break; 
case 't': 
case 'T': 
I" Translate in direction of axis denoted by A •t 
Translation_Vector[A-1] +~ 
1 Position_Step • ( IThe_Key 
glutPostRedisplay(l; 
'T')? 1.0 : -1.0 )); 
printfi"Translation along axis %dis now% 1.3£\n', 
A, 'l'ranslation_Vector[A-1)); 
bre~k; 
case 'p': 
I" Allow user to pick rotation Plane */ 
int a, b; 
printf("Entor new rot<~tion plane (eg 1 2): "); 
if lscanf('%d %d', &a, &b)) 
printf(•Set rot.ation plane to %d-%d\n', a,b); 
A ~ u; B " b; 
else 
printf("Didn't set rotation plane\n'l; 
break; 
case 's': 
cuse 's': 
ndMatr h;!'.od<~ O·latr ix_Mode); 
ndSca le ( •oirr.ens lon, I 'l'lle_Key 
glutrostRectisplay I l; 
!Jreak; 
default: 
's' )? Zoorr.__Out 
Keyboard (Tho_Key); 
/*printf("Char ~ %c 
bJ:"eilk; 
%d\n", The_Key, The_Key) :•t 
void Handle_Dispiay_Event(vold) 
I 
I' Effect_Mode'lling_'l'nln~formaticns •1 
nclM,1L r ixHocle I ND_\WilLD_MODF.LVJEW) : 
ndPush~lalrix(); 
nd1'r anG late {\'tor 1 d~Dimmwion, Tl:"ilnslatJ.on_VectoJ:") ; 
Display(); !• USt:RS iunction */ 
mlPopMatrixl); 
qlutSII'S[)Bu([ers(); !' WAS glFlUSh(l; */ 
Zoom_ln) 1 
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void Handle_Mouse_Event{lnt Button, lnt State, int x,lnt y) 
I 
void Handle_Motlon_Event(lnt x, int y) 
I 
void Handle_Reshspe_Event(lnt w, lnt h) 
I 
glViewport(O, 0, w, hi; 
glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION); 
glLoadid8ntityl); 
gluPerspective 145.0, IGLfloat) W/(GLfloat) h, 0.2, 8.0); 
glMatrixMade(GL_MODELVIBW); 
glLoadidentity (); 
glTranslatef (0.0, 0.0, -3.5); I* move object into view •f 
glPushMatdxl I: f• setup ready for translations ... •1 
Reshape(w, h); 
Width ~ w; Height h; 
void Setup_ND_Window(int •argc, char **argv) 
I 
int i; 
t• -------------------------------------
Parse parameters 
-------------------------------------•! 
if (•argc=eol II stccmp(argv{lj, "-help") "'" 0) 
else 
printfl"%s~s·, Program_Title, Usage_Information); 
exit(Ol; 
for (ieol; i< •argc; i<+) 
if (strncmp(argv[i], •n,•, 21 == 0) 
World_Dimom;ion = atoi(&argv[i][2)); 
else if (strncmp(argv[i), •b•, 2) ~~ 0) 
Subspac~;_Dlmension = ,1toi !&argv[il [2] I: 
else iL (strncmpi<Hgv[i]. "k=o", 2) == 0) 
Device_Dimension = atoil&argv[il[2)l; 
,. --------------------------------------
Glut/1-llmlowinq Cunfigur.1tion 
-------------------------------------•! 
glutlnir.(•nqc, arqv); 
glutinitDisplayMod>= (GLU'l'_DOUBLE GLU'I'_RG!3 I GLU'l'_DEPTH); 
g lllllni U·l indowPosition I 500, 500) ; 
glut. Ini t\•lindo\~Sb.e ( 'i20, 4110) ; 
\JlulCr eatei·Hndow I arqv I 0 ]l ; 
I' . -- -· ··--- ----- ..... -------------------
tlD Confiqur;;1t.ion 
--------·--------------------------•/ 
Crmt.exL = ndXCreateContoxt 11; 
m1Xt1<J.k<'Current I Context) ; 
ndGer. fv (ND_l!YPERPLf.NE_POSI'riDN, & f I ; 
ndGc>t fv (ND_OIJSERV£R_POSITION, &r) ; 
glutoi splayl'unc I llandle_ni!;play _Event J ; 
glutRestli!pel'unc I Handle_Roshape_E:vent )/ 
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glutMouseFunc (Handle_Mouse_Event); 
glutMotionFunc (Handle_Motion_EventJ; 
glutKeyboardFunc(Handle_Keyboard_Eventl; 
/*glut!dleFunc ( Hamlle_IdlG) ; •1 
,. ----------------------·--------------
GL Configuration 
-------------------------------------*! 
glEnable(GL_FOG); 
glFogi IGL_~·OG...MODE, GL_LINEAR); 
glHint (GL_FOG_HIN'I', GL_NICEST); /* per pixel */ 
glFogf (GL_FOG_START, 4.0); 
glFogf (GL_FOG_END, 5.0); 
glFogfv (GL_FOG_COLOR, fogColor); 
glDepthFunc(GL_LESS); 
glEnable (GL_DEPTH_'rEST) ; 
glShadeModel IGL_FLAT) ; 
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f• glClearColorl0.95, 0.95, 0.95, 0.95); /*slightly off-white, prints ok */ 
glCloarColorll.O, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0); 1• White*/ 
Setup(); 
void Manage_ND_Window(void) 
I 
printfl"'ts\n\tWorld Dimension ~> %d\n" 
"\tsub~paco Dimension ~> 'td\n" 
"\tDevice Dimension => 'td\n", 
Program_T it le, 
\1or lcLDi mens ion, subspuce_Dimension, Devicu_Dimension) ; 
I* NORLD SPACI; SI·IITCHES •1 
ndDiml!nsion (ND_\10HLD_DIMENS ION, \-lor ld_Dimension) ; 
I* SUElSPACE SWITCHt~S "I 
if (Subspaco_Proji.!CLion "" ND_FALSE II 
else 
Subspac..,_DirrL<~m;ion ~~ \'/orld_Dimc>flf,ion II Subspace_Dimension 0) 
printf ( • \tSubsr•<lC<; ProjPction: llisilbled\n"): 
ndDi sable IND_SUilSP!ICS_PHOJt:C'l'IONI ; 
if (World_Dimons.i.on Dcvict"_Dir:lension) ( 
pdnttl"\lHarniny: llt!cc:m~e the device dimen~ion is the same as the" 
"\n\ntorld dimension, some [liH"<liTICLurs (such as rand f) may not\t" 
"\Ltunction v"ry well.\n"); 
print f I • \ t-.Stlbr>paco Proj<:>ct ion: Enubled at 'tdD\n •, Subspace_Dimension) ; 
ndDimension ( rm_SURSPACE_DH!Et1SION, Sub~pace_Dimens ion) ; 
ndEnable I ND_SUBSP!,CE_PIWJECTION) ; 
/' DEVICE SWITCHES */ 
ndDimons ion (ND_.DEVICE_DIME:-.ISION, Device_Dimons ion I ; 
ndHint (ND_tJSP._GL_HINT, ND_!GNORE_GJ.); 
g luU!di nLoop I) ; 
B.6 Building Instructions 
_ ~ __ n_dl-'.!.p_ro-'g'-'s-'/g'-'1!1-'-'m-•_k_eli_•l_e ____________ • ____ _ 
t• Basi-'d on the Imak" file by Milrk J. Kilgard (for GLUT) 
A.Ellerton 1995 
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'I 
1• NO subdi~s •t 
~include <Library. tmpl> 
#include • •. / •• /ND.cf• 
t•ninclud~ "$(TOPDIR)/ND,cf•*f 
OPENGL_GLUT_Target(klein3d, klein3d.o) 
OPENGL_GLUT_Target(mobius, mobius.ol 
OPENGL_OLUT_Target(cube3d, cube3d.ol 
OPENGL_GLUT _Target I cube4d_using_GI,, cube4d_using_GL .ol 
OPENGL_GLUT_Target(er3d, er3d.o support.o trackball.o l 
ND_GLUT_Target(klein4d, klein4d o) 
ND_GLU·r_:rarget (cube, cube.ol 
ND_GLUT_Target (!Jcubc, hcube. o po lyt op•~. o suppo!"t. o) 
ND_GLU'r_Target 1 klein, klein. o o.upport. o I 
ND_GLUT_'rarget(vw, vw.o support.o qr<~phicobject.o polytope.o) 
ND_GLU'l'_Target(erl, erl.o support.o trilckbilll.o 1 
ND_GLUT_'J'arget(;,r2, er2.o support.o trilckb,lll.o ) 
ND_GLUT_Tctrg.,t(mobius4<:1, mobiu~•kl.o support.o trackball.o 
ND_GLU'l'_·r,rger.(grid, gri<l.o suppor~.o trilckhall.o I 
Depond'l'arqet ( I 
B.7 Open Inventor-Based Programs 
Although several Inventor-based demonstration programs were under 
development, only klein. c++ is complete enough for listing. 
B.S Visualisation of Klein Bottle 
Q ndlprogs/inventor/klein.c++ 
-G:;j-----'---"---=-=------
! .......................................................................... . 
ND LI8RliRY: !<_Lf;ll: EOTTLE Dn!ON~']\{,\'J'lON 
TO CO~ll'ILF:: !On .SGl) 
/usr/bin/CC -o k!\oin -xdnhi -noctdinc 
-I .. / .. /includc -1/usr/include/CC -1/usr/include -0 
-~lDupdatc> M·lk•odepcnd klein.<;+• -quickstart_lnfo -nostdlib 
-L/usrllib ·lGI,U -JGL -lXll ··lm -linventorXt 
DlARY 
\ 
\ 
\ 
%0120. Wrote initial version- .;tlloc/dealloc/initial assignment of array is 
correcr. No GL integr.ltion yet. I'm still working on the mathetniJ.tica 
version to c•nsure, a littlo bit, that H<Jrtl.oy's coordinates are the 
right onen. 
':16012~. Seems to b'" working; ported Lo us~ inventor and CH. 
Inventor stuff based on quuds do=mo, an Inventol:' Mentor <!Xample. 
Note thill t!1e qu<~d must bo sp<-cified in row major order. 
I' -----~-~-------------------------------------------------------------- * 
Resou<ce Inclusion 
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* ---------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <GLlnd.h> 
#include <InventorlXtlSoXt.h> 
#include <InventorlXtlviewerslSoXtExaminerViewer.h> 
#include <InventorlnodeslSoCoordinate3.h> 
#include <InventorlnodeslSoEventCallback.h> 
#include <InventorleventslSoKeyboardEvent.h> 
#include <InventorlnodeslSoMaterial.h> 
#include <InventorlnodeslSoQuadMesh.h> 
#include <InventorlnodeslSoSeparator.h> 
#include <InventorlnodeslSoSelection.h> 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
I 
II Macros 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
I 
#ifdef TWO_PI 
# undef TWO_PI 
#endif 
#define TWO_PI (2.0 * M_PI) 
#define CHECK_ALLOCATION(Item, Message) \ 
if(Item==NULL) fprintf(stderr, '%s: OUT OF MEMORY: %s, Line %d\n", \ 
~FILE~, Message, ~LINE~); 
#define ADJACENT(i) (i==Subdivisions-1)? 0 
#ifndef EXIT_SUCCESS 
# define EXIT_SUCCESS 0 
#endif 
( ( i) +1) 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
I 
II Global Variables 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
I 
NDXContext 
SoQuadMesh 
SoCoordinate3 
Context; 
*myQuadMesh; 
*Bottle_Coords; 
int Strip_Display 
int n; 
typedef float* vector; 
Vector** Bottle; 
0; I I l 
const 
const int 
const int 
Subdivisions= 26; 
World_Dimension = 4; 
Device_Dimension = 3; 
TRUE, 0 FALSE 
int 
SoMaterial 
use_Material = ND_TRUE; II if true, uses gold-ish colouring 
* myMaterial; 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
I 
II Local Function prototypes 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
I 
void myKeyPressCB(void *, SoEventCallback *); 
void Create_Klein_Bottle(float Radius); 
void Destroy_Klein_Bottle(void); 
void Draw_Klein_Bottle(void); 
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II Routine to cre~te a scene graph representing an arch. 
SoSeparator * 
makeArchQ 
soSep~rator •result 
result->rcf ( J: 
new SoSeparator; 
!I Defino the material 
rnyMaterial = new SoMaterial; 
if. (Use_MatedalJ 
els<! 
myMrlter- ial->di ffuseColor. set Value (. 78, . 57, . 11) ; 
myMater ial- >ambientColoJ:". set Value ( 0. 3, 0.1, 0. 1) ; 
myMattH ial->specularcolor. setV<llue ( 0. 4, 0. 3, 0 .11 ; 
I /myMater ial-~transp.1rency. setValue ( 0. 5) : 
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myMaterial-~di[fu~eColor.setValue(~.O, 0,0, 0.0): II for wireframe only 
result- >addChild (myt~ater ia 1 J ; 
II Define coordinates for Vel~ir;es 
Bottle_Coords = new socoordinate3; 
myQuadMesh = now SoQuadMesh; 
oraw_Klein ... Bot t le () ; 
JCesu 1 t ->addChild (Bot tle_Coords l 1 
resu 1 t- ~addChi ld (myQuadMesh) 1 
result -~unrefNoDdete ( l ; 
return re<;u!t; 
void 
main(int argc, char ••argv) 
I 
lllll/ll/l!lll!!/lll!!ll!!illl!lf///lllllilllll//llll!!llllll!ll!!ll/11 
/I Initialise ND Contl'Xt 
u 
ConteY.t ~ ndXCr•:>dtL'CC>ntext(l; 
ndXt1.lkeCurrent (Cnnte·xt I; 
ndSet (ND_HYPERl'LANE_P0Sl'l'lON, 3 . 5) ; 
ndser. lND_OBSEilVE!l_POS. T !0:1, 3. 5) ; 
ndDimens ion (ND_1·18RLD_D1l1ENSTCN, ~Jorld_Dimen~ionl 1 
ndDimens; on (1-ID_DEVI :.:E_DIJ.IENSION, D.:.v ice_Dimensionl ; 
ndDic,i1ble (NiJ_Sti!JSPI\CE_!'ROJEC'J'ION); 
l!!l/fi///llllll!lll/!flllll!llllllll/lll!!llllllllll!!ll/llllll!!lllll 
II Local configuration 
u 
n = 4; 
Create_Klein_Bottle(2.0); 
IIIII/II/1/IIIIII!II!III!III!I/IIIIIIIIII!I/IIIIII/II!!III/IIIII!!IIIJ/ 
II Initialize Inventor and Xt 
u 
~Hdget myWindow ~ SoXt::init(argv[Olll 
if (myWindow ~=NULL) exit(!); 
3oSepariltnr •root = makeArch (); 
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root->ref!l 1 
lllllllllll!!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/1/ll/!/llllllll!lf//ll!/11/ 
II Install Callbacks 
II An event callback node so we can receive key pre~s events 
SoEventCallback *myEventCB ~ new ~oEventCallback; 
myEventCB->addEventCallback! 
SoKeyboardEvent::getClassTypeid(), 
myKeyPressCB, root); 
root->addChild(myEventCBI 1 
!l!lll/lllll!l//l//////!l/111!!//l//llllllllllll!lllll/ll/1/lllllllll/1 
SoXtExaminerviewer •myViewer ~ 
new SoXtExaminerViewer(myWindowl; 
rrrtViewer->setSceneGraph (root); 
myViawor- >set'l'i tle ( "ND: Klein Bottle Demonstration "l ; 
1 /myV iewer- >setBackgroundColo~: ( SbCo lo~: ( 0. 95, 0. 95, 0. 95) ) ; 
myViewer->sotBackgroundColor(SbColor(l.OO,l.OO, 1.00)); 
myViewer->Show(); 
myViewer- >viewf,ll () ; 
SoXt: :show(my\"lindow); 
SoXt: :mainLoop ( 1 ; 
II From lO.l.~ddEventCB.c<< 
II 
II If th~ event is down arrow, then remove one l"OW 
up a~:row, add one ~:ow (if the~:e 
the selectionRoot from main(). 
from the quadmesh. 
is one available). II if the event is 
II The userData is 
II 
II Cheating, in a way, using a pointer into the st~:ucture -- ahh, doesn't 
I I matter. 
II 
void 
myKeyPressCB(void •userData, SoEventCallback •eventCFJ 
I 
static int A=l, !l=2; /' Hotation plane */ 
static float r, [; 
const static float Rotation_An$110" 1.0; 
canst static float rosition_Step = 0.1; 
static int Shi.ft_Oown ~ ND_F,\LSE; 
canst soEvent •event = e·.•entCB->getEvent (); 
11 check for the Up ,:md Doh·n arrow keys being pre~ sed 
if (SO_l{EY_PRESS_EVENT(event, UP_AI\R0\'1)) ( 
printf("Up Key t:ven~\n"l; 
else if (SO_Kt:Y_PRESS_EVENT(event, LEFT_SHIFT) II 
SO_KEY_PRESS_EVE~r(event, RIGHT_SHIFT) I ( 
Shi ft_Down ~ ND_'l'RUi"; 
else if (Sll_KEY_R"LEf,SE_iWEN1'(event, LEFT_SHIFT) II 
SO_KEY_RELEASE_E lENT (event, RIGHT_SHIF'fl) { 
Shi!t_Down ND_Fi\LSt:; 
else if (SO_KEY_PHESS_EVE:NT(event, DOWN_ARROW)) ( 
pl"int(("Dol·lll Key Event\n"); 
o~:aw_Klein_Bot.t le ( l ; 
else i( (SO_KEY_PFESS_EVEN'I'(evenl, SPACE)) 
printt ( • Pressed Space\n"); 
nLIMatr ixt~ode (ND_WORLD_MODELVIEW) ~ 
nLIRotate (11orlLI_Dimension, A, B, 
( Shi [t_Down) '/ -Rotat i on_Angle 
Dra~!_Klcin_Bottle(); 
else i ( ( SO_KEY_PRESS_EVENT (event, I) ) 
ndMilt r ix~lolle ( llD_WORt.D_~lODELVIEW) 1 
Rotation_Angle )/ 
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ndMatrixJ.tode (ND_WORLD_MOPELVIEW) 1 
ndLoadidenti ty I l; 
Draw_Klein_Bottle(l; 
else if (SO_KEY_PRESS_EVENT(event, P)) { 
Str'-P_Display ~ Strip_Display " 1; 
printf("Pressed 'p' - Strip_Display ~ %d\n",Strip_Display); 
Oraw_Klein_Bottle l l; 
else if (SO_KEY_PRESS_EVENT(event, S)) ( 
printf('Pressed 'S'\n"l; 
else if ( SO_KEY_PRESS_EVllN'I' (event, NUMBER__l) ) { 
" " 1; 
printf("Rot<ltion Plane now: %d-%d\n", A, B); 
else if (SO_KEY_PRESS_EVEN1' (event, NUMBER_2 J ) ( 
A =c 2; 
printf ('Rotation Plane now: %d-%d\n", A, B); 
else if l SO_KEY_PRESS_EVENT (event, NUMBSR_3) ) { 
" "' 3; 
pdntti"Ror.ation Plane now: %d-%d\n", A, BJ; 
else if (SO_KEY_PRESS_I::VE:N1'(event, NUM8ER_4)) ( 
A " 4; 
printfi"Rotation Plane no'"' td-%d\u", A, B); 
else if ISO_KEY_PHt:SS_EVEN'l'levent, 11)1 I 
8 " 1; 
[Jrintfi"Rotation Plane now: %d-~d\n', A, Bl; 
else if {SO_KEY_PRESS_EVENTIBvent, B)) { 
8 " 2; 
printf{•Rotation Plane now: 1;d-%d\n", A, B); 
else if (SO_KEY_PRESS_EVEN1'(event, C)) I 
B = 3; 
printf("Rotiltion Plane now: %d-%d\n", A, B); 
else if ISO_KEY_PRESS_EVENTlevent, D)) { 
B = 4; 
print£ I "Rotation Plane now: 'l.d-»d\n", A, Bl t 
else if (SO_KEY_PRESS_O:VEN'flevent, Q)) { 
Destroy_Klein_Bottle() t 
exit(O); 
else ( 
print f ( "Unhandlcd Key\n "I ; 
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l//llllll!ll/lllllllllllllllllllll!!lllllll!ll/!/llll!ll!!!ll//lll/lll!/lll/11 
II Klein Bottle Im[Jlmentation 
IIII/IIIII!/I!IJJ/I!/fllll!/llllll!!llllllllllll!lll!!ll!lfiii!IIII!IIJI/II/1/ 
void Creata_Kiein_Bottle{float Radius) 
inl <, 
" float ,, ilt 
lloat 
" 
c 
'· 
0' 
llout. Angle_ Increm>•nt ~ TWO_Pl/SUbdivisionst 
j• ll.llocaLe Mdin F<rray •; 
lJ(lttlf' ~ (Vector ••) calloclsizeof (Vector*), Subdivisiomall1 
CIIECK_ALLOC!I1'10N ( llott lc, "Create_Klein_llottle () - Main An·ay•) 1 
L = O.Ot 
for (x=O; X<,Subdlvi.sions; X++) 
I 
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!lottle [x] = (Vector *) calloc (sizeof (Vector *), Subdivisions+!); 
CHECK_ALLOCA'riON (Battle [x), 'Create_Klein_Bot tle () - y loop•) 1 
a = o .0; 
for (y:O; Y<=Subdivisions; y++) 
Bottlelxl (y] =(Vector) callac(sizeof(Vector), 41; 
CHECK_AL!.OCATlON (Bottle[x] [y), "Create_Klein_Bottle ( l - y loop•) 1 
Bottle(x] (y) [OJ ( Radius + z sin(a)) * cos(t); 
Bottle[x) [y] Ill ( Rildius + z * sin(a) I * sin(tl; 
Bottle[x][y)[2l (z • cos(al) *cos (t/2); 
Bottle[x)[y)[3) (z • cos(a)J • sin (t/2); 
printf(•Bottle[%d) [%d) = [% l.lf %1.1£ %1.1f %1.1f)\n", 
x, y, 
Bottle[xJ [y] (0] ,Bottle[x] [y] (1], 
Bottle[x][y) [21 ,Bottle[x][y][J] 
); 
a += llngle_Increment; 
t += Angle_Increment; 
void Destroy_Kiein_Bottle(void) 
( 
int x,y; 
/* De«llocate each verLex */ 
printfl"Destroying Klein Bottle ... \n"); 
for lx=O; x<Subdivislons; x++) 
for ly=O; Y<Subdivisions; Y++) 
I* Deallocate each vertex*/ 
freelBottle[xJ [Yl l; 
;• o~allocate each row of vertices */ 
freerBottle[xJ); 
/* Deallocate main array *I 
free !Bottle); 
void Draw_Kiein_Bottie(void) 
( 
int x,y; 
Bottle_Coords->point.deleteValueslOJ; 
ndRemlerModelND_I'EEDBACK); 
for lx=O; x<=Subdivisions; X++) 
for ly=O; Y<=Subdivisions; Y++) 
float Low_Dimens ional_Vector [3 l ; 
ndVerteXNfvl~. Bottle[x] [y)); II OK, but inverts on half 
ndGetfv (ND_RAICDEVICE_VECTOR, Low_Dimensional_Vector) ; 
!lot tle_Coords->point. set 1 Value l Bottle,_Coords->point . getNum () , 
I.ow_Dimen~ional_Vector); II Processed NO Vertex 
if (x 1. 2 -'~ o H Strip_llisplay) x+,.,2; I' Draw every >Jecond strip*/ 
rnyQuadt1esh- >vert icesPet!l.ow 
{Strip_Di~playl? Subdivisions/7. 
myQuadHesh->VerticesPerColumn = 
l~trip_Displ<ly)? Subdivisions/2 
Subdivisions+ 1; 
Subdi visions+l; 
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;············································································ 
re: Understanding the definition of the Klein bottle. 
The following email from ~!ike Hartley at UWA may be of assistance. 
Many thanks t1ike. 
Prom hartley@maths.uwa.edu.au Mon Nov 13 11:38:54 1995 
Received: fr-om madvax.maths.uwa.edu.au by turing.fste.ac • .-:owan.edu.au (AIX 4.1/ 
UCB 5.64/4.03) 
ld M17340) Mon, 13 Nov 1995 11:38:51 +0800 
Message-ld: <9511130JJB.AA17340@turing.fste.ac,cowan.ed~.au> 
Received: by madvax.maths.uwa.edu.au (5.61+IDA+MU) 
id AA09909; Man, 13 Nov 1995 11:38:21 +0800 
From: hartley@maths.uwa.edu.au (Michael Hartley) 
Subject: Re: Klein bottles again 
'!'o: aellertn@turi ng. f:>te. ac. cowan. odu. au (Arldrew Ellerton) 
Date: Mon. 13 Nov 95 11:38:19 WS'l' 
In-Reply-To: <9 51110082 6 .I.A04 3 90@turing. f ste. ac. cowan. edu. au>; from • Andrew El-
lerton• at Nov 10, 95 4:26pm 
X-l·!ailer: ELM (version 2.3 PLU] 
StiltUs: OR 
> 
> Hi - Me aguin t-!ike! 
> 
>You guessed it, 1nore 3 and 4 dimensional polytope-ish questions ... 
> 
> I'Ve been using your previous m<lil .. the one with ull the diagrams - as a 
> basis for getting a nedtO little equation to describe a point on the surface 
, of a Klein bottle, but have a limited success. 
> 
>>From the way you built your discussion, r understand a 30 ring, and a ring of 
>rings - a torus. A ring of radiu~ r, centred at the origin, in the x-z plane is 
> given by 
> 
> I 11 ,, (r cos(theta), 0, r sin(theta)) 0 <" Theta < 360 
> 
> No worries. 
> 
> A torus is constructed by sweeping a ring (or a band with \•ddth approaching 0) 
> around a contra. For example, a torus swept about the y-axis, is given by, 
> (to the best of my un-coxeter-edllcated mind) : 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
121 p > r cos(theta) 
' 
r sin(alpha) 
' 
r sin(theta) 
' 
r cos(alpha)cos(theta) 
' 
+ r cos(alpha)sin(theta) 
' 
: 0 <" Theta < 350 and 0 <~ Alpha <360 
where 
r , r " inner and outer radius of torus respectively 
0 
r " radius of torus center to center of revolution 
' 
:(r + r ) /2 + r 
' 0 
r " radius of the torus •tube' or ring 
' 
"(r r ) I 2 
' 0 
> Mmmm yes well, as I've said I haven't checked it. 
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L..ooks nice!! 
, 
> BUT thats not the problem - I figure the first step to building a Klein 
>bottle is describing a mobius strip algebraically, and I can't do that, let 
:· alone the description of a general point on the surface of a Klein bottle. 
, 
>Can you offer any direction or assistance! (PLEASE?!l 
Ooops! Sorry ilbout the late reply .... 
Ok - Let's do a Mobius Band iirst .•. 
suppose we want an ordinary band •. we could do it like this -
(x, y, zl (r cos(tl , r sinltl , 0) + (0, 0, z) 
The first term is a circle, the next offsets the circle a little in the 
vertical direction. Now, let's put a twist in the band ... 
If we want our vertical offset to be not quite vertical, but tilted 
towards the centre by om angle a, ther. it ought to be 
z cosltl sin(a) z sinltl sinlal , z cos(a) ) 
Now for a mobius 
the "time• t ml 
band, we want 
; a full turn 
a to go throllgh a half tum (lBOdl in 
(360dl. Thus, just let a=t/2, to get 
(r + z sinlt'2llcosltl, (r + z sin(t/2llsin(t), z cos{t/2) ) 
That should do the trick ... if you make r:2 and z range from -1 to 1 
it should look nice (and t ranges from 0 to 2Pil. 
Now for a Klein Bottle ••. Actually, a Klein bottle can't be 
embedded in 3-D space without intersecting itself .. But that should be 
ok for your program, shouldn't it?? 
Let's h~ve ~go in 4-D. 
Thi~ time, you t~ke your circle (x,y,z,wl ~ (r cos(t), r sin{t), 0, 
OJ and offset it by a circle (z sin(a) cosltl , z sinla) sin(t), ;: 
coslal, OJ, where insteild of fixing a and making z the parameter, we 
fix z and make a the parameter. The simplest thing I can think of is 
this: slowly rotate the above 
'" '"' 
z-w plane, so 01s to make a 
half turn by the time 
' 
has gone <>11 the way from 0 to 2Pi. Thus, 
" ' ' 
sinlal cos (t) 
y 
' ' 
sin (a) sin It 1 
' ' 
cos (a) cos {t/2) 
w 
' 
cos (a) sin(t/2) 
where r and z are constants, and t and a ran)le from 0 to 2Pi. 
And then make sun" you give it some really strong perspective distortion 
before you view :t ... 
I hope it works!! 
,. The principal rcuson r need it is for the demonstration of the n-dimensional 
> viewing systeln (which J _hope_ I will finish!). Would you like to came? I 
~ beli'"ve the seminal: is open to all. Its scheduled for the 24 november, time 
,. and pl<lce yet to be fin,•lised. Whetl1er or not I get ~\r Klein Bottle working, 
>you're more than welL·,Ime to come. 
1 think I'd b~ reall.y interested ... let me know more details, and 
hopefully I'll be lree at that time ... 
I've recently finished a program that draws tesselations of 2-D hyperbolic 
space. It •s written in turbo pascal .. 
Yours, Mike 11 ••• 
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"If this sentence is true, then I am good at logic• 
I 
!+-----------------+ 
_01 Michael Hartley +--------+ 
-\<,I hartley@maths.uwa.edu.au I 
l l I ( l +-- ------------------- -----+-----> 
B.9 Building Instructions 
---1\ 
I \ 
* -·- ._{ 
v 
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In comparison to the rest of the ND library archive, the inventor 
demonstration directory uses a straight-forward makefile for construction. 
_ ~ --"=df=p::.ro::.!g<:s::/i::nv.:.:e::n::t.::.or::IM=•::k::e::fi::le'-----------------
Default-ish ~!<:~kefile - Very Default, 
" # Instructions: 
• 
# None ut this time . 
• 
# Andrew F.llerton # 960127 
DIRECTORY_NAME = inventor 
PROGRAMS 
UNITS 
klein hcube 
include /usr/include/make/commondefs 
INCLUDE -!,,/ .. /include 
TARGETS $(PROGRAMS) 
#LLDLIBS = -lGLU -lXll -lm -linventorXt 
LLDLIBS = -lGL -lGLU -1m -linventorXt -L. ,/ .. /lib/nd -lND 
C+fFILES = $(PROGRAMS::.C++) 
default: $(PROGRAMS) 
include $ ICOMMONRUL8S) 
$1PROGPIIMSI: $$@.c+<-
$(C++FI $(INCLUDE) -o $@ $@.c++ $(LDFLAGS) 
archive: 
makll clean 
cd .. ; tar -cvf - $ (DIRECTORY_NAME) I gzip -c > $ (DIREC'l'ORY_NAME). tar ,gz 
Appendix C. Source Code: Test Drivers 
Within this appendix tht: source code of each test drivers written for 
the ND library is provided. There are five test drivers; one for each of the 
main data structures used by ND, and: namely, 
• matrices: test_matrix. c 
• matrix stacks: test_matrix_stack.c 
• vectors: test_ vector. c 
and one driver for two other areas of functionality: namely, 
• rendering context 11get11 function: tes t_get, c 
• matrix/vector multiplication: tes t_mul t. c 
Each test driver is essentially a main~line, with few additional 
functions. Within the main~line, the particular data structure or library 
functionality of interest is put through a series of tests to verifY, to a G.egTee 
of confidence, the completeness and correctness of that section of code. For 
example, the vector data structure needs to be able to create vectors of any 
size, free the memory of those vectors, multiply a vecto;_· by a matrix and so 
on. 
Each driver, in alphabetical order, is listed below. 
C.l Test: Context "Get" Function 
~--~n~dfl~ib~/~n~~~t~es~U~t=e~st~g~et=.c~·--------------
f• This file should have only a main function whi.ch will test private and 
non private functions. 
Tested specificnlly in this tile: ndG"lt. 
960124 : Spec if ic:ally [ot ndGot (R/WI_DEI!ICE_Vl':CTOR I 
'Jf,0130: \•11\RNING: This !nodule incomplete. See nd/progs/invontor/klein.c++ 
tc'l" example usaqo n( ndGet 
•; 
~include <stdio.h> 
#.l nclude <GL/nC:. h> 
#include • .. /private.h" 
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entry point: 
void Pause{void) 
I 
printf ('Press return to continue\n' I; 
getchar( I; 
lnt malr.(vold) 
I 
float •Float_Vm:tor_R~sult; 
Vector V; 
float x" 99.1; 
int i; 
New_Vector(3, &V); 
printf.("Dimension(VI should= 3, actually equals: %d\n", DIMENSION_OF(V)); 
Put_Vector(VJ; 
printf ("about to frne_vector I), .. •); 
P01use (); 
Free_Vector{V); 
P<mse I); 
I" ndGetfv(ND_RAW_DEVICE_VECTOR, Float_Vector_Result); */ 
for li=O; i<3; i++l 
printf("Raw Device Vector[%d) =% 1.3f\n", Float_Vector_Result[ill; 
V = Set_Vector(6, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6); 
p.-intf("Dirnension(Vl should 6, actually equals: %d\n", DIMENSION_OF(V)); 
Put_Vector(V); 
getchar I I; 
Free_ Vector lVI ; 
get char{ I; 
v = Set_Vector(l2, x-1.0, x-2.0, x-3.0, ;.:-4.0, 
x-5.0, x-6.0, x-7.0, x-8.0, 
x-9.0, x-lO.t. x-11.0, x-12.0); 
printf("Dimension(V) should - 12, QCtually equals: ~d\n" 
•contents of vector should decrease by 1. 0\n", DIMENSION_OF (V) J; 
Put_ Vector (Vl; 
rree_Vcctor (\IJ; 
print£ ("Testing Complete\n" l; 
retuL·n 0; 
C.2 Test: The Matrix Data Structure 
g nd/lib/nd/test/test matrix.c -Q-=~=~~--------
entry point: 
;• This file should h<ove only" m<1in function which will test private ancl 
non private functions, 
Te~tad specifically in this file: PRIVATE WITRIX FUNCTIONS 
'I 
~include <stdio.h> 
~include <GL/nd.h> 
~include ./private.h" 
int main(void) 
I 
Halrix M, !1, [l, R; 
lloF.>t x - 99.1; 
int i: 
double V[J "(1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6}; 
M = Now_t1atdx(4, 4); 
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printf('Dimension(H) ~hould ~ 4x4, actually equals: %d x %d\n", 
R~WS_OF(H), COLUMNS_OF(M)ll 
Put_Matrix(Ml I 
Free_Matrix(&M) 1 
Free_Matrix(&Ml 1 
Free_Matrix(&l~l1 
Free_Matrix(&Ml 1 
M = SotJlatrix(4, 4, 
X, 0.0, 0.0, 1.5, 
0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 2.5, 
0.0, X, 1.0, 3.5, 
0.0, o.o, o.o, 4.5) 1 
Put_M<..trix(M); 
for (i=01 i<lOO; i++) 
M = Set_Matrix(5, 5, 
11.0,12.0,13.0,14.0, 15.0, 
21.0,22.0,23.0,24.0, 25.0, 
H.0,32.0,D.O,J4.0, 35.0, 
41.0,42.0,43.0,44.0, 45.0, 
51.0,52.0,53.0,54.0, 55.0); 
printf("Iteration %d\n", i); 
Free_Matrix(&M); 
I 
print f ( "\n\nldenti ty: \n" l ; 
M = Idcntity_Matrix(4); 
Put_Matrix(l1): 
Free_Ma~L·ix{&M); 
print[ ( "\n\nRotation: 40, 2-4 Plane, 23.3 degrees: \n") 1 
H = Rotation_Hatrix{4, 2, 4, 23.311 
PutJ1atrix(Ml; 
Froc_Hatrix(U!l 1 
printf("\n\nScalo: 60, [1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6):\n'l; 
M = Scal;>_!-!atri>:(6, VI; 
Put_~!atrix(l·!l; 
Free_Matrix (&Ml1 
printf("\n\n'l'ran::;lation: 50, [1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5]:\n"); 
11 = Translation_Hatrix(5, VI; 
Put_HatrixlMI: 
Free_Hatrix I&H) 1 
printf ( • \n'fO(;t matrix multiplication .. 
"\nR=/,~B == 1\ because B==Identity\n"l; 
A = Trunslation_t1atrix(5, VI: 
ll = Identity_Matrixl61; 
~\ATRIX_ELEMENT ([l, 2, 5) ~n3. 2; 
l·!ultiply_l1atri CC3(&R, ;,, B); 
printf("\nNiltrix A:\n"); 
PUt_Natrix(l\); 
printf("\nl1utrix ll:\n"l; 
Put_Hatrixlll): 
printf('\nR<l:JUlt 11atrix:\n"); 
Put_Hatrix(R): 
Free t1at:clX(I<!II: 
Freo !1atnx(&RI, 
Free 11at!'lX(&RI. 
print f (" \nTes ting Complote. \n") ; 
return 0; 
C.3 Test: The Matrix Stack Data Structure 
--~--~n=dn~ib~/=n=d/~t=es=U~t=c=st~m=a~t=ri=x~st=a=c=k=.c---------------------------
/' •rhi.<,; file should have only a main function v1hich will test priv11te and 
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entnJ poi11t: 
non private functio; 
Test<1d epecifically in this file: MATRIX AND MATRIX_STACK FUNCTIONS 
., 
ijinclude <stdio.h> 
~include <GL/nd.h> 
lfinclude • .. /private.h" 
int main(void) 
Matrix M; 
Matrix_Stack S; 
float x"' 99.1; 
int i, j; /' Loop counters ~; 
canst sizc_of_stack "' S; 
canst Dimensions "' 3; 
double V[20]; 
M New_Matrix(4, 41; 
S New_Matrix_Stack(size_of_stack); 
for (i"'l; i<size_of_stack; i++l 
H . Set_Matdx(4, 
'' 0.0, 0. 0, 0. o. (double) 
0.0, 0. 0, 0. 0, (double) 
0.0. 0. 0, 0.0, (double) 
0.0. 0. 0, 0. 0, (double I 
printfi'Itoration ~d\n", i); 
PutJiatrix IHI; 
printf('\n\n"l: 
Push_Miltrix(S, 111; 
f.'ree_Miltrix(&.:-11: 
i, 
'' i, 
i I; 
printf("\n\nConten~B o!' the stack: \n"l; 
Put_~latdx_St:.ck(SI: 
for (i=l; l_<sizo_of_stack: i<·+l 
prir>'d('\n\nl'rint aml pop the top miltrix: \n"): 
Puc_Miltrix I *Pop_Hiltrix IS II; 
!' Should h~:Jdle popping of <111 empty matrix'/ 
printf("\n\nShould gc.>t ""error b/c o( an empt.y stack: \n"); 
(v.:>id) Pop_Hatrix(S): 
pdntf("\n\nShould qet an error dealloc'ing ::;tack b/c its empty: \n"]: 
Pree_Matrix_StackiS): 
I' S!'.CTION 2 */ 
printf("\n\nSECTJON 2: ~'rying with ~d-DimensionGal stilck: \n", Dimensions); 
S ~ New_11aLrix_Stack ( s i ~o_of_sti1ck) ; 
for (i-O; i<sizc_o(_stack; i+•l 
for (j=D: j< Dimensions; j++) 
V[jl = (rloullle) i; 
1~ = Trans!ation_Matrix(Dimonsions, V); 
printf I" Iteriltion ~d\n", i I: 
Put_Miltrix(l·ll: 
printf("\n\n"): 
Push_Mutrix(S, H): 
Frco_Matrixl&l~l: 
printf("\n\nCe>ntants oE the stack: \n"l; 
rut_Hatrix_Star::k(SI; 
printfl"\n\nShould be NO PROB!,EMS doallocing the stack, 'td elements: \n', 
size_of_stack); 
Free_Hatrix_Stack(S); 
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return 0; 
C.4 Test: Matrix/Vector Multiplication 
--~--~n=dfl~i=b~/n=d/~te=sU~t=e=st~m=u=lt=.c~------------------------------
e11tn; point: 
I' This flle should have only a main function which will te~t private and 
non private functions. 
Tested specifically in this file: PRlVA'rE MATRIX/VECTOR MULTIPLICliTION FUNC-
TIONS 
'I 
#include <stdio,h~ 
#include <GL/nd.h~ 
#include •, ./privato.h" 
int main{void) 
I 
M.~trix 11, A, !l, R; 
float x ~ 99.1: 
int i, D; 
double Vl) = [3.1, 3.2, 3.1, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10]; 
M = Ne·,.,._Natrix(4, 1); 
prir,tf("Dimension(J.!) should= 4x4, actually equals; 'l.d x %d\n", 
RO\•IS_OF (J.!), COLUMNS_OFIM)); 
Put_H'ltrixltll; 
r·rae_Matrix(&J.!); 
M = Sot_Matrix(4, 4, 
X, 0.0, 0,0, 1.5, 
o.o. 1.0, o.o, 2.5. 
0.0, X, 1.0, 3.5, 
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.5); 
PUt_Matrix(M); 
printf l "\n\nldontity: \n"); 
M = Identity_Matrix(4); 
Put_Matrix(N); 
Froe_Matrix(&M); 
R = Identity_l1'ltrix(3); 
printfl"\nTest matrix multiplication. 
''\nR=li'B == ll because B==Identity\n"); 
A= Trunslat~on_t1atrix(5, ''l; 
!l = rctentity_t1.:...trix 16); 
t·lultiply_Mntricas 1&1<, ;,, 8); 
printfl"\nt1ntrix A:\n"); 
Put_l1atrix(ll); 
printf("\nl1atrix D:\n"); 
Put_l1atrix(ll); 
printfl"\nflc[;ult ~1atrix,\n'); 
Put_Matrix(Rl; 
Free !latrlx(~,\J, 
Free_Hatrix(~!l); 
Free_l-lntrix(f,R); 
for (i=l; 1<20; inl 
printf("\nHultiplication Iteration %d\n",i); 
D = Random_Int(J, 10); 
printf("\nRandom number~ ~d\n", D); 
printf I "\nTest matrix multiplication; two %d x 'td matrices. " 
"\nR~A'B\n", D+l, D+l); 
A = t<otation_Matrix(D, l, 2, 23.3); 
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B = Tnnslation..}latrix(D, V); 
Multiply_Matrices(&R, A, B) 1 
printf 1 "\nMatrix A: \n"' l; 
Put_Miltrix (A); 
printf("\nMatrix B:\n"): 
Put_Matrix (E); 
printf("\nResult Matrix:\n"); 
Put_Miltrix(R); 
Free_Matrix (&A); 
Free_Matrix(&BJ; 
if (i < 10) Fnw_Matrixi&R); 
if (i < 5) Free_Matrix(&RI: 
pri ntf ( "\n!1ATR1X MULTI PLICA'riON Testing Complete, \n \n "I ; 
printf("\nVECTOR & 1-'.ATRIX multiplication •.. 
"\nR=A"V ... \n"l; 
A= Translation_t·!atrix(3, VI; 
V = New_Vector(~): 
Mul tiply_Matrix_8y _Vector (&RV, A, VI : 
printf("\nMatrix A:\n"'l; 
Put_Natrix (A); 
printf("\nVector V:\n"l1 
Put_Vecto:c (VI: 
printf ( • \nRESUL"r Vector: \n" I; 
Put_ Vector I RV) ; 
print: i "\nTesti ng Complete. \n • I ; 
return (I; 
C.5 Test: The Vector Data Stmcture 
182 
--~---=n~&~l~ib~/~n~d!~t~es~·U~v~c~·c~to~I~··c~·-----------------------------------
entry point: 
/' nd/liblnd/test/'IGCtur.c 
"I 
This file should have only .o ;n,;i.n lum::t'.m1 ,,•hicn will te:>t privut•' and 
non privute functions. 
Tested specifically in ~his file: PRIVATE VECTOR Fut1C'l'IOJJS 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <GL/nd. h~ 
#ir. ·lude • .. /privato h" 
void Pause(void) 
I 
printE("'Press return to continue\n"); 
gctchar I I; 
int main(void) 
I 
Natrix M; 
Veccor V; 
float y_ 
int i; 
99.1; 
~1 = Nc~t_Matrixl4, 4J; 
New_Vcctor(3, &V); 
printf ("Dimension IV) should = 3, actually equals: %d\n", DINENSION_OF lVI,; 
Put_Vector(V) 1 
print(('"about to frcc_vcctorl) •.. 'I; 
Paunc(); 
Frce_Vector(VI 1 
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Pause(); 
v = Set_vector(6, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6); 
printf ( "Dimension (V) should = 6, actually equals: %d\n•, DIMENSION_OF (V)); 
Put_Vector (V); 
getchar(); 
Free_ vector (V) ; 
getchar(); 
V = Set_Vector(l2, x-1.0, x-2.0, x-3.0, x-4.0, 
x-5.0, x-6.0, x-7.0, x-8.0, 
x-9.0, x-10.0,·x-ll.O, x-12.0); 
printf("Dimension(V) should= 12, actually equals: %d\n" 
"Contents of vector should decrease by 1. O\n •, DIMENSION_OF (V)); 
Put_Vector (V) ; 
Free_Vector(V); 
printf("\nTest set/free vector, 100 iterations\n"); 
for (i=O; i<lOO; i++I 
v = Set_Vector(5, 11.0,12.0,13.0,14.0, 15.0); 
printf("Iteration %d\n", i); 
Free_Vector (V); 
printf("\nTest new/free vector, 100 iterations." 
"\n(Also tests error handling because size<= 0\n"); 
for (i=O; i<lOO; i++l 
New_vector(i-5, &V); 
printf("Iteration %d: Size of vector 
Free_Vector (V); 
printf("\nTest copy vector, 30 iterations.' 
%d\n", i, i-5); 
"\n(Each vector is i dimensions, (i+l. 0, i+2 .0 ... i+i) \n"); 
for (i=O; i<30; i++) 
vector C; 
int j; 
New_vector(i, &V); 
for (j=l; j<=i; j++) 
VECTOR_ELEMENT(V,j) 
c = Copy_vector(VI; 
(Element_Type) i+j; 
printf("\niteration %d: Size of vector 
printf (" \nOrigir:c1l vector: \n"); 
Put_ Vector (V) ; 
printf("\nDuplicate vector:\n"); 
Put_Vector(C); 
Free_vector (V); 
Free_Vector (Cl; 
printf ( "Testing Complete\n"); 
return O; 
C. 6 Building the Test Drivers 
%d\n", i, DIMENSION_OF(V)); 
In order to build each of the drivers into an executable program, the 
dependencies of each unit must be taken into consideration and an 
appropriate compilation carried out. As with the ND library and 
demonstration programs, the irnake command, with an appropriate 
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Imakefile, has been used to construct a platform-independent makefile, 
that in-turn pe,rforms compilation as required. The Imakefile for the test-
drivers is listed below. 
_ [3 _....::::"'=l/li:::b:..:/n:..:di::.'t:..:e::.st!J=m::::a::::k:..:e:::fi::.le'----------------
t• B,1.sed on the !make file by Mark J. Kilgard (for GLUT) 
A. Eller ton 1995 
'I 
t• NO subdirs •t 
#include <Library.tmpl> 
#include • .. / .. 1 •• /ND.ef' 
TARGET$ : test~~atrix test~matrix~stack test_vectar test_mult 
A11Target($(TARGETS)) 
ND_DIR :, ./ 
Campanent•restTarget ( tGst_matrix, $ (ND_DIR I matrix. o $ (ND_DIR) vector. o 
$ (ND_DIRI transformations. a $ (ND_Dih I context. o $ (ND_DIR 1 matrix_stad .. o 
Camponent'i\:!stTarget ( test_get, $ (ND_DIHI matrix. o $ (ND_DIR) vector. o 
$ (ND~DIR) context. o $ (ND_DIR) vertex. a $ (ND_DIR) matrix_r;tack. o 
$ (ND~DIR) tr-ansformJ.tions. o I 
ComponentTestTarget (test_ vector, $ (ND~DIR) malxix. o $ (ND~DIR) vector o 
ComponentTestTarget ( test_ma trix __ stack, $ (NU~DIR) matrix. o $ IND~DIR) vector o 
$ {ND~DIR) matrix~Stilck. o $ IND_DIR I tr-ansformations. u ~ (ND~D:R) conte>.t. o) 
~ij ~ComponentTestTilrget ( test_mul t, 
$(ND~DIR)transformiltions.ol 
DependT<.Lrget ( ) 
~ IND_D!H )m<lcri:<.. o $ (ND_DIR)v(!Ctor. o 
